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Introduction
This document is intended to assist potential researchers to familiarize themselves with the terminology of the USC Shoah Foundation Institute Thesaurus before or while searching in the Visual History Archive [VHA]. The document provides a list of experiential keywords and/or keyphrases grouped alphabetically under broad topics: e.g. academic life; cultural and social life etc.

The Shoah Foundation Institute Thesaurus currently contains more than 50,000 index terms, most of which are geographic in nature. To make this document somewhat manageable in size, most index terms related to geographic locations were excluded in this abridged version of the Thesaurus. This document also does not reflect all relational connections between index terms nor does it include definitions and scope notes for terms. In addition, only index terms that have been designated as preferred terms are included. Many index terms have synonyms and quasi-synonyms assigned as equivalent but non-preferred terms. The equivalent terms are not listed below.

Background
The USC Shoah Foundation Institute has catalogued and indexed almost all of the interviews (also referred to as testimonies) in its Visual History Archive using keywords and/or keyphrases (referred to as index terms) to allow end users direct access to specific moments within the videotaped interviews. Similar to the index of a book, the Institute’s index terms point directly to digital time codes (instead of page numbers) within the testimonies where specific topics are discussed.

Index terms include cities, villages, and other geographical locations, such as “Oswiecim (Poland)”; place names, such as “Auschwitz II-Birkenau (Poland : Concentration Camp)”; and experiential terms, such as “psychological reactions to Holocaust experiences” and “sense of time in the camps.”

The index terms are placed in a relational structure and thus constitute the Shoah Foundation Institute Thesaurus. The structure of the Thesaurus is based on the ANSI/NISO Z39.19 Guidelines for the construction, format, and management of monolingual thesauri.

Whenever possible, index terms incorporate existing terminology from sources that include the US Library of Congress subject headings. For example geographic place names most easily lend themselves to integration with existing standards, e.g., “Auschwitz (Poland: Concentration camp).”

Due to the sheer volume and depth of content to be indexed, often localized terms were generated based on literary warrant. The Shoah Foundation Institute Thesaurus contains thousands of keywords which describe experiential concepts and all of them, because of the lack of sources for such terms, were created in-house. For example, the experiential keywords “separation of loved ones” and “reassertion of Jewish identity” were created to reflect the depth and unfortunate commonality of experience brought forth in testimonies of survivors of the Holocaust.

Please note: 1) Unverified index terms related to places and organizations are preceded by (u) and indicate that the place or organization could not be verified in the authoritative sources that were available at the time of research; 2) “Generic” index terms related to places are followed by (generic); 3) Some labels or headings are not index terms but are included solely for organizational purposes; 4) Some index terms also serve as headings; 5) Index terms included under a heading are indented; 6) To save space, vertical red arrows indicate omitted index terms related to geographic movement due to transfer or deportation; 7) Some index terms are duplicated under more than one heading when appropriate.

The Thesaurus evolved over time and grew in volume as testimonies were indexed. It is still a work in progress and continues to be updated and corrections are made where necessary.

Terms of Use
The University of Southern California, through its USC Shoah Foundation Institute, owns the intellectual property rights, including copyrights, to its Interviews, Metadata, the Visual History Archive, and the USC Shoah Foundation Institute Thesaurus. All rights are reserved by the USC Shoah Foundation Institute. The Metadata is the Institute’s indexing and cataloguing data. The Visual History Archive is a software tool that provides access to the Interviews and Metadata.

Any use, other than referenced above, or publication of data from the USC Shoah Foundation Institute Thesaurus in excess of “Fair Use” as specified under 17 USC § 107 and “Fair Practice” as specified under Article 10 of the Berne Convention, requires the prior written permission from the USC Shoah Foundation Institute.

For more information about the USC Shoah Foundation Institute Thesaurus, please contact vhi-access@usc.edu.
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  education (Jewish) in the refugee camps
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  education in the camps
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  education in the refugee camps
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Facing History and Ourselves National Foundation, Inc.
Holocaust education
interruption of education by war
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anti-Sinti and Roma measures and legislation
roundups of Sinti and Roma
antisemitism
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- antisemitism in the workplace
- antisemitism, racial
- antisemitism, religious
- childhood experience of antisemitism

attacks on aid givers
badges and armbands
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blood extraction
body removal and disposal
body searches
boycott of Jewish businesses
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burnings
burying alive
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deaths, Holocaust/World War II-related
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dog attacks
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eugenics program facilities personnel, female
eugenics program facilities personnel, German
eugenics program facilities populations
forced hospitalization
forced medical treatment, eugenics-related
forced sterilization
release from eugenics program facilities
executions of intelligentsia
forced correspondence
gas chambers
gas vans
gassings
gender discrimination
ghettos
hangings
humiliation and harassment
Internees, Japanese-American
Jewish-gentile marriages, prewar and wartime killings
killings of children
Ku Klux Klan
lethal injections

**mass executions**
- Ardeatine Caves Massacre (March 24, 1944)
- Babi Yar Massacres
- Bagerovskii Rov Massacre
- Bikiernieki Forest Massacres
- Bronica Forest Massacres
- Drobitskii Iar Massacres
- Fedor Hill Massacres
- Gardelegen Massacre (April 13, 1945)
- Grotte de la Luire Massacre (July 27, 1944)
- Hotel Meina Massacre (September 1943)
- Kamenets-Podol'skii Massacre
- Manevtsy Massacre
- Novi Sad Massacre (January 21-23, 1942)
- Odessa Massacres (October 23-25, 1941)
- Petrikov Forest Massacre (1943)
- Poligon Massacre
- Ponary Forest Massacres
- Pusztavám Massacre
- Rumbula Forest Massacre
- Sant'Anna di Stazzema Massacre (Aug 12, 1944)
- Sharpeville Massacre (March 21, 1960)
- Sosenki Massacre (November 1941)

mass graves
measures and legislation against political opponents
methods of identifying Jews
mutilations
Nazi ideology
Nazi medical experiments
Nazi/Axis deceptions
Nazi/Axis reprisals
Nisko and Lublin Plan
numerus clausus
Petlyura Days
political discrimination
prejudice toward Japanese-Americans
prejudice toward Jehovah's Witnesses
prejudice toward Jehovah's Witnesses in schools

**prejudice toward Sinti and Roma**
- childhood experience of anti-Sinti and Roma prejudice
- prejudice toward Sinti and Roma in school
prejudice toward the disabled
processing of body parts
psychiatric hospitals, Soviet punishments
racial and ethnic discrimination
racism

rape/sexual molestation
- rape/sexual molestation by aid givers
- rape/sexual molestation by liberators
- rape/sexual molestation during deportations
- rape/sexual molestation during forced marches
- rape/sexual molestation during transfers
- rape/sexual molestation in forced labor battalions
- rape/sexual molestation in hiding
- rape/sexual molestation in prisons
- rape/sexual molestation in the camps
- rape/sexual molestation in the ghettos
- rape/sexual molestation in the refugee camps

registration with authorities

religious discrimination

resettlement of Bulgarian Jews (May-June 1943)
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seizure of property
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sexual activities, coerced

shootings

solitary confinement
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Soviet anti-religious measures and legislation

stabbings

stonings

teeth extraction
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apprenticeships

barter
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barter in the refugee camps

black market activities

blackmail
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businesses involved in forced labor

Ackerman (firm)

Allgemeine Elektrizitäts-Gesellschaft (AEG)

Arado-Werke GmbH

Arbeitsgemeinschaft Otto (AGO)
ARGO
Argus Motorenwerke GmbH
Armeebekleidungsamt
Askania Werke
Audi
Auto Union AG
Baumer u. Loesch
Bayerische Motoren Werke (BMW)
Beitler (firm)
Berliner Baugesellschaft
Blohm u. Voss
BRABAG
Büssing NAG-Vereinigte Nutzkraftwagen
Continental Gummi-Werke
Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft
Degussa
Deutsche Ansiedlungsgesellschaft (DAG)
Deutsche Ausrüstungswerke
Deutsche Bergwerks und Hüttenbau Gesellschaft (DBHG)
Deutsche Erdolraffinerie AG (DEA)
Deutsche Industriewerke AG
Deutsche Maschinenbau AG (DEMAG)
Deutsche Schiff und Maschinenbau AG (DESCHIMAG)
Deutsche Versuchsanstalt
Deutsche Ölschiefer Forschungsgesellschaft mbH
DIFI
Dornier Flugzeugwerke GmbH
Dyckerhoff u. Widmann
Dynamit AG Nobel
Dübner, Gustav (Firma)
Ehrich & Graetz AG
Elbe AG
Elsassische Maschinenbau GmbH (ELMAG)
Energie-Versorgung-Oberschlesien AG
Ennser Kraftwerkbau AG
Erla Maschinenwerk GmbH
Fabrik Plage und Laskiewicz
Fahrzeug und Motorenwerke (FAMO)
Firma Artur Becker
Firma B. Falkenberg, Berlin
Firma Barthel
Firma Bassow
Firma Emmerich Machhold
Firma Fischer, Hoch- und Tiefbau
Firma Fix
Firma G.E. Reinhardt
Firma Hase
Firma Heinrich Keller
Firma Ignaz Etrich
Firma Jaeger
Firma Klug
Firma Lorenz
Firma Mehrlander
Firma Meteor  
Firma Mitauer  
Firma Möller  
Firma Richard Strauch  
Firma Rippel  
Firma Rossner  
Firma Wilhelm Rode oder Rude, Hoch- und Tiefbau  
Flachsroeste Hermeskeil GmbH  
Flechtner, G.F.  
Flugmotorenwerke Ostmark GmbH  
Focke-Wulf-Werke  
Ford Werke AG  
Framo Werke GmbH  
Gatz, P. (firm)  
Geppardt  
Gerätebau GmbH  
Gerätewerk Pommern GmbH  
Gewehr- und Munitionsfabrik  
Gwerkschaft Deutsche Erdol Raffinerie  
Gipswerke  
Gruschwitz Textilwerke AG  
Grün und Bilfinger AG  
Gustloff Werke  
Hagenuk  
Hannoversche Maschinenbau-Aktien-Gesellschaft (HANOMAG)  
Hans Lachut Phönixwerke Konservenfabrik  
Heeresbaracken-Werke  
Heereskraftfahrzeugpark  
Heilig, Otto  
Heilmann u. Litmann  
Heinkel-Flugzeugwerke  
Heinrich Lanz AG  
Hermann Göring Werke  
Hess (firm)  
HOBAG  
Hoch- und Tiefbau AG  
Hochtief AG  
Hoffman  
Holzmann  
Hugo Schneider AG (HASAG)  
Hutto (firm)  
Häberle, Krumm, und Haage  
I.G. Farben  
Ingenieurburo Schlempp  
Jenicke (firm)  
Julius Madritsch (firm)  
Jung Construction Company  
Jung u. Scheidt, Ostmarkwerke GmbH  
Junkers Flugzeug- und Motorenwerke, AG  
Kabelwerk  
KALAG  
Kallenbach  
Kara, Hortensia, and Phönix Glashütten
Karpathen AG
Klosterwerk GmbH
Kluge, J.A.
Kontinental Gesellschaft, Berlin
Kramsta Methner u. Frahne AG
Krause (firm)
Krupp AG
Krupp-Berta-Werk
Land, Hubert
Lang u. Manhoffin
Langenwerke AG
Lenz Firma
Ludwigshafener Anilinfabrik
Messerschmitt AG
Mittelwerke GmbH
Moll
Moravod Company
Markisches Elektriztatswerk
Nuegebauer, A.
OAW
Oberschlesische Hydrierwerke AG
Optima
Organisation Todt
Oskar Schilling
Ost Maschinenbau GmbH
OSTI
Ostmark GmbH Flugmotorenwerke
Ota Schlesische Schuhwerke
Philipp Holzmann Aktiengesellschaft
Philips (firm)
Plinke, Karl (firm)
Polensky u. Zoellner
Polte Werke
Powers Company
Radebeul (firm)
Reckmann (firm)
Rheinmetall-Borsig AG
Sager u. Woerner
Schallhorn (firm)
Schindler firms
Schmidt (firm)
Schultz (firm)(generic)
Schultz & Co. GmbH (firm)
Schultz (firm)(generic)
Schultz u. Co., Pelzwerke
Siebel Flugzeugwerke GmbH
Siemens (firm)
Siemens Bau Union
Siemens-Schuckertwerke AG
Siling GmbH
Spree Werke
Sprengchemie AG
Stahlwerke Braunschweig
Steyr-Daimler-Puch Aktiengesellschaft
STUAG
Swietelsky, Helmut (firm)
Telefunken (firm)
Thomsen & Co.
Trebitz, Otto (firm)
Valvo Roehrenwerke
Vereinigte Aluminiumwerke
Vereinigte Deutsche Metallwerke (VDM)
Volkswagen (firm)
Wagner und Biro Eisenwerke
Walter C. Többens (firm)
Wayss u. Freytag
Weichsel Union Werke
WIFO
Wuenschek-Dreher (firm)
Württembergische Metallwarenfabrik
Zeiss-Ikon
Zellwolle und Zellulose AG
clandestine economic activities
clandestine economic activities in forced labor battalions
clandestine economic activities in hiding
clandestine economic activities in the camps
clandestine economic activities in the ghettos
clandestine economic activities in the refugee camps
economic institutions and organizations
  banks
  factories
  family businesses
  farms
  labor organizations
  Nederlandsche Verbond van Vakvereenigingen
economic measures against Jews
exclusion of Jews from employment and professional life
extortion of Jewish communities
Haavara Agreement
kolkhoz
looting
occupations, children's
occupations, father's
occupations, interviewee's
occupations, mother's
occupations, siblings'
occupations, spouse's
recovery of hidden valuables
recovery of lost property
sale of personal and family belongings
service work in the ghettos
smuggling
smuggling in forced labor battalions
smuggling in hiding
smuggling in prisons
smuggling in the camps
smuggling in the ghettos
smuggling in the refugee camps
socioeconomic status
Sovkhoz
stealing
Treuhänder
Vasas Szakszervezeti Szövetség
work permits
working life
working life in hiding
working life in the internment camps
working life in the refugee camps

family life
adoptions
child abuse
contact with loved ones
contact with loved ones, final
contact with loved ones, renewed
deaths of loved ones
decision to remain with loved ones
divorces and separations
domestic staff
family history
family homes
family pets
fate of loved ones
foster families
funerals and burials
impact of Holocaust on second or subsequent generation
interaction with family members
interaction with family members during deportations
interaction with family members during forced marches
interaction with family members during transfers
interaction with family members in forced labor battalions
interaction with family members in hiding
interaction with family members in prisons
interaction with family members in the camps
interaction with family members in the ghettos
interaction with family members in the refugee camps
interaction with foster families
introduction of friends and/or family members
occupations, children's
occupations, father's
occupations, interviewee's
occupations, mother's
occupations, siblings'
occupations, spouse's

people by family relationship
brothers
brothers, foster
children (of interviewee)
daughters
daughters, foster
extended family members
fathers
fathers, foster
fiancées
fiancés
grandchildren
granddaughters
grandfathers
grandmothers
grandparents
grandsons
great-grandchildren
half-brothers
half-siblings
half-sisters
husbands
life partners
mothers
mothers, foster
siblings
siblings, foster
sisters
sisters, foster
sons
sons, foster
stepchildren
stepdaughters
stepfathers
stepmothers
stepsisters
stepsons
wives
pregnancies and births
pregnancies and births during forced marches
pregnancies and births in hiding
pregnancies and births in prisons
pregnancies and births in the camps
pregnancies and births in the ghettos
pregnancies and births in the refugee camps
recovery of family members
recovery of Jewish children
search for genealogical information
search for loved ones
separation of loved ones
sexual activities, marital
weddings and marriages
weddings and marriages between aid givers and aid recipients
weddings and marriages between survivors
weddings and marriages during deportations
weddings and marriages in hiding
weddings and marriages in the camps
weddings and marriages in the ghettos
weddings and marriages in the refugee camps
weddings and marriages, Jewish-gentile

famous and infamous people

"Berliner"
Abadi, Moussa
Abbé Pierre
Abegg, Elisabeth
Abetz, Otto
Abugov, Aleksandr
Achenbach, Ernst
Ader, Bastiaan Jan
Adler, Alfred
Adorján, Stella
Agnon, Shmuel Yosef
Aharonovitch, Yitzhak
Albala, Jacques
Albano, Giuseppe
Albirt, Elias
Albright, Madeleine
Alcalay, Rabbi Isaac
Alexandrescu, Constantin
Alfonsín, Raúl
Allon, Yigal
Alpan, Moshe
Alten, Mark
Alter, Victor
Ambros, Otto
Amin, Idi
Anders, Władysław
Andropov, Yury Vladimirovich
Andrzejewski, Jerzy
André, Joseph
Anielewicz, Mordechai
Antonescu, Ion
Antonescu, Mihai
Apor, Vilmos
Arad, Yitzhak
Arajs, Viktors Bernhards
Arciszewski, Tomasz
Arendt, Hannah
Artom, Emanuele
Artzi, Yitzhak
Ashkenazi, Rabbi Meier
Asmolov, Aleksei Nikitovich
Asscher, Abraham
Atlas, Jechezkel
Avriel, Ehud
Backon, Yehuda
Baeck, Leo
Bajcsy-Zsilinszky, Endre
Balaban, Meir
Balbo, Italo
Bandera, Stepan
Barak, Aharon
Barasz, Efraim
Bartel, Kazimierz
Barth, Karl
Barzilai, Yisrael
Bassani, Giorgio
Bastiaans, Jan
Bauer, Riccardo
Baum, Herbert
Beaverbrook, Lord
Beccari, Arrigo
Beekman, Anneke
Begin, Aliza
Begin, Menachem
Bejski, Moszek
Belev, Alexander
Ben-Gurion, David
Ben-Gurion, Paula
Ben-Natan, Asher
Ben-Zvi, Itzhak
Benes, Edvard
Benesová, Hana
Benjamin, Walter
Benoît, Marie
Berdiczew, Abba
Berend, Béla
Beria, Lavrenty Pavlovich
Bernadotte, Count Folke
Bernard, Tristan
Bernhard, Prince of the Netherlands
Bernstein, Leonard
Bertram, Heinrich
Bethlen, István
Bevin, Ernest
Bialik, Haim Nahman
Bielski, Aharon
Bielski, Asael
Bielski, Tuvia
Bielski, Zusya
Biermann, Wolf
Blat, Isaac
Bloch, Gilbert
Bloch, Zialo
Bloom, Sol
Blum, Abraham
Blum, Léon
Bogen, Günther
Bohle, Ernst Wilhelm
Bohr, Niels
Bor-Komorowski, Tadeusz
Borejsza, Jerzy
Boris III
Born, Friedrich
Borowski, Tadeusz
Borzykowski, Tuvia
Bottai, Giuseppe
Bousquet, René
Bradfisch, Otto
Bradley, General Omar N.
Brand, Joel
Brandt, Willy
Brauchitsch, Walter von
Braun, Eva
Brecht, Bertolt
Breitscheid, Rudolf
Breton, André
Brinskii, Anton
Brodetsky, Selig
Bronfman, Edgar Miles
Brudno, Abraham
Buber, Martin
Bubis, Ignatz
Burg, Yosef
Burzio, Giuseppe
Bush, George Herbert Walker
Bánffy, Dániel Baron
Bárdossy, László
Bénédicte, Daniel
Calamandrei, Piero
Calmeyer, Hans
Calotescu, Corneliu
Cannon, Howard Walter
Carlebach, Naftali Hartwig
Carlebach, Rabbi Joseph
Carlebach, Shlomo
Carol II
Carter, James Earl, Jr.
Cassulo, Nuncio Andreia
Castellanos, I.H.
Catlos, František
Chamberlain, Arthur Neville
Char, René
Chernyakhovski, General Ivan Danilovich
Chevalier, Maurice Auguste
Chevrier, Félix
Chiang Kai-shek
Chilowicz, Wilek
Chimowicz, Józef
Cholawski, Shalom
Chorazycki, Dr. Julian
Chouraqui, André
Christian X
Christie, Douglas
Churchill, Randolph
Churchill, Winston
Ciano, Count Galeazzo
Clay, Lucius D.
Clinton, Hillary Rodham
Clinton, William Jefferson
Cohen, David
Cohn, Marianne
Collis, Robert
Coudenhove-Kalergi, Richard Nikolaus
Császár, Sergeant
Cukurs, Heriberts
Cuza, Alexandru C.
Cyrankiewicz, Józef
Czarnulla, Mr.
Czerniaków, Adam
Céline, Louis-Ferdinand
Darlan, Jean-François
Darquier de Pellepoix, Louis
Datner, Szymon
Davenport, Miriam
Davids, Louis
Dayan, Moshe
de Gaulle, Charles
de Ligne, Eugène
de Sola Pool, David
Debray, Régis
Degrelle, Léon
Demjanjuk, John
Dessler, Salk
Diament, Josef
Dietrich, Marlene
Dimitrov, Georgi
Dobkin, Elyahu
Dodd, Thomas Joseph
Dollfuss, Engelbert
Donovan, William J.
Dosti, Leon
Drobner, Boleslaw
Dränger, Shimshon
Dubcek, Alexander
Duckwitz, Georg Ferdinand
Duke, David
Duldig, Dr. Ignatz
Dunant, Paul
Dvoretsky, Alter
Edelman, Marek
Edelstein, Jacob
Eden, Anthony
Edersheim, Henri
Edward VIII
Ehrlich, Max
Einaudi, Luigi
Einstein, Albert
Eisenhower, Dwight D.
Eisenhower, Mamie Doud
Elazar, David
Eldad, Israel
Elizabeth II, Queen of the United Kingdom
Elizabeth, Queen mother (Belgium)
Elkes, Dr. Elchanan
Endre, László
Enriques Agnoletti, Enzo
Eppstein, Paul
Erenburg, Il'ia Grigor'evich
Erlich, Henryk
Eshkol, Levi
Esterházy, Count Móric
Evert, Anghelos
Fabien, Colonel
Farouk I
Farrakhan, Louis
Federman, Max
Fegelein, Gretel
Feix, Robert
Feldhendler, Leon
Fellenz, Martin
Fenelon, Fania
Festetics, Sándor
Feuchtwanger, Lion
Fink, Ida
Finta, Imre
Fiodorov, Aleksei
Fischer, Dr. József
Fislewicz, Mendel
Fleischmann, Gisi
Ford, Gerald
Franco, Francisco
Frank, Anne
Frank, Margot
Frank, Otto
Frank-Holländer, Edith
Frankfurter, Felix
Frankl, Viktor Emil
Frederiks, K. J.
Freud, Sigmund
Freudiger, Fülöp
Freysinger, Ismar
Fricsons, Mr.
Frieder, Armin
Friediger, Rabbi Moses
Friedman, Shlomo Zalman
Fritta, Bedrich
Frizis, Colonel Mordechai
Fry, Varian
Fábián, Dr. Béla
Fürst, Max
Galili, Moshe
Galinski, Heinz
Gamzon, Robert
Gandhi, Mohandas Karamchand
García Lorca, Federico
Garfunkel, Leib
Garrett, Walter
Gebirtig, Mordechai
Gens, Jacob
George VI

German/NSDAP/SS/DS Personnel
Allers, Dietrich
Althoff, Willi
Asche, Kurt
Aus der Fünten, Ferdinand Hugo
Baer, Richard
Barbie, Klaus
Bartenschlager, Fritz
Bartenschlager, George
Bauer, Hermann Erich
Baumgarten, Kurt Otto
Baumgartner, Ludwig
Becher, Kurt A.
Berg, Karl Peter
Bergel, Karl
Berger, Gottlob
Best, Werner
Biebow, Hans
Blache, Hermann
Blomberg, Werner von
Blosche, Josef
Boettich, Georg
Bolender, Heinz Kurt
Bormann, Martin
Bothmann, Hans
Brack, Viktor
Brandt, Karl
Braun, Werner von
Braunsteiner, Hermine
Bredow, Paul
Brunner, Alois
Buntrock, Fritz
Burger, Anton
Bürckel, Joseph
Canaris, Constantin
Capesius, Viktor
Clauberg, Carl
Dannecker, Theodore
Dietz, Hermann
Ding-Schuler, Erwin
Dobberke, Walter
Dohmen, Arnold
Dolp, Hermann
Drexler, Margot
Donitz, Karl
Eberhardt, Friedrich Georg
Ehlers, Ernst
Eichmann, Adolf
Epple, Ernst
Fahrbach, Paul
Falkenhausen, Alexander von
Fasold, Walter Hermann
Feiks, Reinhold
Fischer, Franz
Fischer, Horst
Frank, Hans
Frank, Karl Herman
Franz, Kurt Hubert
Frenzel, Karl
Frick, Wilhelm
Fritzche, Hans
Fuchs, Benjamin Paul
Fuchs, Günter
Fuchs, Klaus
Funk, Walther
Ganz, Anton
Gebauer, Fritz
Gebhardt, Karl
Gemmecker, Albert Konrad
Globocnik, Odilo
Goebbels, Josef
Goeth, Amon
Goldschlag, Stella
Gomerski, Hubert
Grese, Irma
Gross, Heinrich
Groth, Paul Johannes
Gutzeit, Kurt
Göcke, Wilhelm
Göring, Hermann
Haas, Adolf
Hagen, Herbert Martin
Haindl, Rudolph
Hamann, Heinrich
Handke, Erich
Heines, Edmund
Heinkel, Ernest
Helldorf, Wolf Heinrich Count von
Hering, August
Hering, Gottlieb
Hess, Rudolf
Heyde, Werner
Heydrich, Reinhard
Hildebrand, Friedrich
Hildebrandt, Richard
Himmler, Heinrich
Hirt, August
Hirtreiter, Josef (Sepp)
Hitler, Adolf
Hoffmann, Heinrich
Holz, Jakob
Horn, Otto
Hornicke, Mr.
Höss, Rudolf F.
Hössler, Franz
Ipfling, Anton
Jordan, Fritz
Jackel, Heinrich
Kaduk, Oswald
Kaltenbrunner, Ernst
Kamm, Rudi
Kappler, Herbert
Keitel, Wilhelm
Kerschner
Kirsch, Johann
Kittel, Bruno
Klein, Fritz
Kliehr, Johann
Koch, Erich
Koch, Ilse
Koch, Karl Otto
Kotalla, Joseph Johann
Kramer, Josef
Krapp, Philip
Kraus, Franz-Xaver
Krause, Kurt
Krauze, Kurt
Krug, Hans
Krumey, Hermann Alois
Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach, Alfried
Kube, Wilhelm
Kutschmann, Walter
König, Dr. Hans-Wilhelm
Kuhnemann, Paul
Kuttner, Kurt (Kieve)
Lange, Rudolf
Leideritz, Peter
Ley, Robert
Liebehenschel, Arthur
Lischka, Kurt
Ludolph, Julius
Ludwig, Karl
Lächert, Hildegard
Madritsch, Julius
Meisinger, Josef
Mengele, Josef
Merton, Maximilian
Messerschmitt, Wilhelm
Michel, Hermann
Miete, August
Mohwinkel, Karl Heinrich Wolfgang
Moll, Otto
Muller, Franz Joseph
Muller, Heinrich
Müller, Hermann
Münch, Hans
Münzberger, Gustav
Müller, Franz
Nebe, Arthur
Nell, Paul
Neurath, Constantin von
Niemann, Johann
Novak, Franz
Oberhauser, Josef Kaspar
Ohlendorf, Otto
Pauly, Max
Pelzhausen, Walter
Pohl, Oswald
Priebke, Erich
Radomski, Paul von
Raeder, Erich
Rahm, Karl
Rakers, Bernard
Rakowski, Mr.
Rascher, Sigmund
Rauca, Helmut
Reiche, Otto
Reichleitner, Franz
Reichler, Alois Johann
Reisener, Karl Friedrich
Reisner, Karl Friedrich
Ribbentrop, Joachim von
Rojko, Stefan
Rokita, Richard
Rokita, Wilheml
Roschmann, Eduard
Rosenbaum, Wilhelm Karl Johannes
Rosenberg, Alfred
Rossner, Alfred
Rothaug, Oswald
Rothke, Heinz
Sauckel, Fritz
Sauer, Albert
Schellenberg, Walter
Scherner, Julian
Schenwitz, Elias Fritz
Schiff, Otto M.
Schiffer, Nikolaus
Schilling, Klaus
Schillinger, SS Staff Sergeant Josef
Schirach, Baldur von
Gerron, Kurt
Gerschman, Adolph
Gertler, David
Gesmundo, Gioacchino
Ghineraru, Second Lieutenant
Gide, André
Gies, Jan
Gies, Miep
Gil-Rodinov, V.V.
Gilbert, Martin
Gildenman, Moshe
Ginzburg, Leone
Giono, Jean
Glasberg, Alexandre
Glazman, Josef
Glick, Hirsh
Glick, Oscar
Globke, Hans
Goedhart, Frans
Gold, Mary Jayne
Goldenberg, Herbert
Goldmann, Nahum
Goldstein, Peretz
Goldstein, Rabbi Israel
Gollak, Ernst
Gomulka, Wladyslaw
Gorbachev, Mikhail
Gore Jr., Albert Arnold
Gore, Mary Elizabeth
Gort, Viscount
Gouin, Félix
Gouri, Haim
Grabner, Maximilian
Grabski, Stanislaw
Grade, Haim
Graf, Willi
Graziani, Rodolfo
Grinberg, Itzchak
Gringauz, Samuel
Grinius, Kazys
Grobelny, Julian
Grosman, Haika
Gross, Chaim
Grossman, Mendel
Grosz, Andor
Gruber, Ruth
Gruenbaum, Eliezer
Grunfeld, Judith
Grynszpan, Herschel
Grynszpan, Jehiel
Gräbe, Hermann Friedrich
Grüninger, Paul
Grünwald, Malkiel
Guggenheim, Marguerite
Gullace, Teresa
Gustav V
Guzik, David
Gärtner, Ella
Gömbös, Gyula
Göncz, Árpád
Göring, Emmy
Günther, Hans
Haak, Tineke
Haguenau, Marc
Halberstam, Shalom Eliezer
Halevi, Benjamin
Hamvas, Endre
Harriman, William Averell
Hartmann, Elfriede
Harzfeld, Abraham
Hasson, Vital
Hausner, Gideon
Havel, Václav
Hecht, Reuben
Heidegger, Martin
Heinrichsohn, Ernst
Helmrich, Eberhard
Hemingway, Ernest
Henriot, Philippe
Herz, Michael
Herzog, Chaim
Herzog, Isaac Halevi
Hildebrandt, Friedrich
Hilferding, Rudolph
Hindenburg, Paul von
Hirsch, Fredy
Hirschmann, Ira A.
Hirschmann, Otto Albert
Hlinka, Andrej
Hod, Mordechai
Holt, Kåre
Holtzman, Elizabeth
Honecker, Erich
Horthy, Miklós
Howard, John Winston
Howard, Leslie
Huber, Kurt
Huberman, Bronislaw

Hungarian/ArrowCross/Hungarian unit of SS personnel
  Borbély-Maczky, Emil
  Hain, Péter
  Horthy, Miklós
  Korah, Ferenc
  Lulay, László
  Muray, Lipót
  Szálasi, Ferenc
  Zöldi, Márton

Hunsche, Otto
Husak, Gustav
Husseini, Amin Al-
Ickes, Harold LeClair
Imrédy, Béla
Ingrao, Pietro
Irving, David
Isaaksohn, Rolf
Israel Meir Ha-Kohen

*Italian National Fascist Party members*
  - Bocchini, Arturo
  - Carità, Mario
  - Di Porto, Celeste
  - Interlandi, Telesio
  - Koch, Pietro
  - Mussolini, Benito
  - Segre, Dino
  - Starace, Achille
  - Jabotinsky, Eri
  - Jabotinsky, Vladimir (Ze'ev) Yevgenievitch
  - Jackson, Robert Houghwout
  - Jagendorf, Shimon
  - Jakubowicz, Aron

*Japanese military personnel*
  - Ghoya, Kanoh
  - Kubota, Tsutomu
  - Okura, Subinspector
  - Sonei, Kenichi
  - Jaracz, Stefan
  - Jastrun, Mieczyslaw
  - Johnson, Lyndon B.
  - Jordan, Wilhelm
  - Juin, General Alphonse-Pierre
  - Julianna, Queen of Holland
  - Józwiak, Franciszek
  - Kaczerginski, Shmerke
  - Kadoorie, Sir Elly Silas
  - Kadoorie, Sir Horace
  - Kaganovich, Lazar Moiseyevich
  - Kahane, Meir
  - Kallio, Kyösti
  - Kaplinski, Hirsch
  - Karbyshev, Dmitry Mikhailovich
  - Karski, Jan
  - Kasman, Leon
  - Kassák, Lajos
  - Kasztner, Rezső
  - Katchalski, Ephraim
  - Katzenellenbogen, Edwin
  - Katzenelson, Itzhak
  - Katzir, Aharon
  - Katznelson, Berl
  - Kempner, Robert M.W.
  - Keneally, Thomas Michael
  - Kennedy, Joseph Patrick
  - Kennedy, Robert Francis
Kesselring, Albert
Khrushchev, Nikita
Kiesinger, Kurt Georg
Kikhler-Zilberman, Lenah
King, Dr. Martin Luther, Jr.
Kissinger, Henry A.
Klarsfeld, Beate
Klarsfeld, Serge
Klausner, Abraham J.
Klepfisz, Michael
Kligier, Marek
Klinberg, Shem
Kogon, Eugen
Kok, Leo
Kolbe, Maximilian
Kollek, Theodore
Komoly, Ottó
Konisjczuk, Mikolaj
Korbonski, Stefan
Korczak, Janusz
Korczak-Marla, Rozka
Koretz, Zvi
Korff, Modest Alfred Leonhard von
Korland, Ze'ev
Kossak-Szczucka, Zofia
Koussevitzky, Moshe
Kovc, Omeljan
Kovner, Abba
Kovner, Vitka
Kovpak, Sidor Artemевич
Kramsztyk, Roman
Krankemann, Ernst
Krasucki, Henri
Krausz, Miklós
Kravchuk, Leonid
Krieger, Frantisek
Kruk, Herman
Kráska, Hans
Krüger, Bernhard
Kubala, Otomar
Kun, Béla
Kun, Pater András
Kuznetsov, Nikolai
Kádár, János
Kállay, Miklós
Kéthly, Anna
La Guardia, Fiorello Henry
Laak, Aleksander
Lang, Fritz
Lantos, Thomas
Lanzmann, Claude
Lasker-Wallfisch, Anita
Laskov, Haim
Lattre de Tassigny, Jean de
Lau, Israel Meir
Lau-Lavie, Naftali
Laval, Pierre
Lazar, Chaim
Le Pen, Jean-Marie
Lec, Stanislaw Jerzy
Leclerc, Jacques-Phillipe
Lederer, Siegfried
Leguay, Jean
Lejkin, Jacob
Leopold III, King
Levant, Oscar
Levi, Carlo
Levi, Primo
Levis, Colonel Errikos
Levitska, Liuba
Levy, Hermann
Lewin, Ossie
Lichtenberg, Bernhard
Lichtenberg, Moshe
Liebeskind, Aharon
Limon, Mordechai
Lingens-Reiner, Ella
Lipke, Janis
Litten, Hans
Lopatyn, Dov
Lozoraitis Sr., Stasys
Lubetkin, Zivia
Lustiger, Jean-Marie
Lutz, Charles
Lytton, Robert Arthur
Lévitte, Simon
Mach, Alexander
Mafalda di Savoia
Mahdi, Sayyid ‘Abd ar-Rahman al-
Mahler, Alma
Mandel, Maria
Mandel-Mantello, Georges
Mandler, Otto
Mann, Heinrich
Mann, Thomas
Mannerheim, Carl Gustaf Emil
Manoliu, Florian
Manouchian, Missak
Mao Zedong
Marceau, Marcel
Marcus, David Daniel
Margolis, Laura
Markov, Fyodor
Markus, Izak
Marton, Áron
Mary of Teck
Masarek, Rudolf
Masaryk, Tomas
Masliak, O.V.
Masson, André
Mauer, Johann
Mauer, Wilhelm
Mayer, Saly
McDonald, James G.
Medvedev, Dmitrii
Meed, Vladka
Meerburg, Piet
Meir, Golda
Melchior, Rabbi Marcus
Menczer, Aron
Menzies, Robert Gordon
Merin, Moshe
Metzenbaum, Howard Morton
Michael I
Michaelson, Rabbi Ezekiel Zevi ben Abraham Hayyim
Mihajlovic, Dragoljub
Mikhoels, Solomon
Mila, Massimo
Milch, Erhard
Milos, Ljubo
Mindszenty, Cardinal József
Mintz, Lipec
Mitterand, François
Moczar, Mieczyslaw
Molotov, Viacheslav Mikhailovich
Moltke, Helmuth James Count von
Montagu, Lilian Helen
Montand, Yves
Montgomery, Bernard Law
Mordowicz, Czeslaw
Morgenstern, Yitzhak Zelig
Moscatelli, Vincenzo
Moscicki, Ignacy
Mosdorf, Jan
Moulin, Jean
Mudrik, David
Mermelstein, Dr. Benjamin
Murrow, Edward R.
Mushkin, Eliyahu
Nagy, Imre
Nagy, Vilmos
Nalkowska, Zofia
Nasser, Gamal Abdel

_Nationaal-Socialistische Beweging members_
  Dijk, Ans van
  Mussert, Anton Adriaan
  Nieuwenhuyzen, N. van
Navon, Yitzhak
Nedic, Milan
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Neff, Walter
Nekrasov, Viktor
Nicolini, Giuseppe Placido
Niemierow, Jacob Isaac
Niemöller, Martin
Nikitchenko, Iola Timofeevich
Nixon, Richard Milhous
Nordling, Raoul
Nowogródzka, Judith
Nudel, Ida
Nyiszli, Dr. Miklós
O’Connor, John Joseph Cardinal
Ocskay, László
Oftedal, Sven
Opdyke, Irene Gut
Oranje, Miep
Orechowksi, Moshe
Overdiuijn, Leendert
Owens, Jesse
P’u-i, Henry
Pacifici, Riccardo
Palatucci, Giovanni
Palgi, Yoel
Panike, Kurt
Pankiewicz, Tadeusz
Papanek, Ernst
Papen, Franz von
Papon, Maurice Arthur Jean
Parnes, Joseph
Patton, George S.
Pauker, Ana
Paul, Marcel
Paulus, Friedrich
Pechersky, Aleksandr
Peiper, Joachim
Peres, Shimon
Perl, Gisella
Perl, William
Perlasca, Giorgio
Pertini, Sandro
Pesheev, Dimitur
Petit, Eugene Claudius
Petrenko, General Vasilii
Petö, Ernő
Peyer, Károly
Philips, Frits
Piaf, Edith
Picon, Molly
Pilsudski, Józef
Polak, Henri
Polhora, Mikulas
Polyukhovich, Ivan
Pompidou, Georges
Pope John Paul II
Pope John XXIII
Pope Paul VI
Pope Pius XI
Pope Pius XII
Popovici, Traian
Portugal, Eliezer Zusya
Prinz, Rabbi Joachim
Probst, Christoph
Pucheu, Pierre
Puhl, Emil Johann
Puttkammer, E.A.P.
Pétain, Marshal Philippe
Queen Elizabeth, the Queen Mother (United Kingdom)
Queen Geraldine Apponyi
Queen Giovanna
Quisling, Vidkun
Rabin, Yitzchak
Rabinowicz, Rabbi Joshua Jerahmeel
Rabinowitz, Rabbi Shlomo
radio propagandists
Gillars, Mildred
Joyce, William
Veiss, Voldemar
Radnóti, Miklós
Radziwill, Janusz
Raziel, David
Reagan, Ronald Wilson
Reichman, Renée
Remez, Moshe David
Renn, Ludwig
Repetto, Francesco
Reviczky, Imre
Reyners, Henri
Riefenstahl, Leni
Riegner, Gerhart
Riegner, Kurt Julio
Rimalt, Elimelekh
Ringelblum, Emanuel
Robertson, Pat
Robeson, Paul Bustill
Robota, Roza
Rochczyn, Itzhak
Rokossovskii, Konstantin Konstantinovich
Roosevelt, Eleanor
Roosevelt, Franklin Delano
Rose, Alma
Rosen, Moses David
Rosenmann, Gedaliah
Rosensaft, Hadassa Bimko
Rosensaft, Joseph
Rosenzweig, Artur
Rosin, Arnost
Rosselli, Carlo
Rosselli, Nello
Rossi, Ernesto
Rotem, Simha
Roth, Cecil
Rothenberg, Israel Tzvi Halevi
Rothschild, Dorothy de
Rothschild, Edmond de
Rothschild, Edouard
Rothschild, Germaine Halphen
Rothschild, James Armand de
Rotmund, Heinrich
Rotta, Monsignor Angelo
Rousselle, Jeanne
Roveda, Giovanni
Rozenblat, Leon
Rubin, Simchah
Rubinstein, Helena
Rudel, Hans-Ulrich
Rudenko, Roman Andreyevich
Rufeisen, Shmuel
Rumkowski, Chaim
Rumkowski, Józef
Rundstedt, Gerd von
Rydz-Smigly, Edward
Rákosi, Mátyás
Rémond, Paul
Römer, Josef
Sabatier, Maurice
Sadeh, Yitzhak
Safran, Alexandru
Sahl, Hans
Sakharov, Andrei Dmitrievich
Salazar, António de Oliveira
Salazar, Gustavo Sanchez
Salomon, Ernst von
Samuel, Maximilian
Sanz-Briz, Angel
 Sapirsztain, Regina
Sartre, Jean-Paul
Sassoon, Sir Victor
Schacht, Hjalmar
Schachter, Rabbi Herschel
Schaechter, Rafael
Schaft, Jannetje Johanna
Scharff, Werner
Schenirer, Sara
Scheringer, Richard
Schindler, Emilie
Schindler, Oskar
Schlesinger, Kurt
Schmeling, Max
Schmidt, Joseph
Schmidt, Paul
Schmidtke, Gustav
Schmitz, Heinrich
Schmorell, Alexander
Schnabel, Helmut
Schneerson, Menahem Mendel
Schneerson, Zalman
Schol, Jacques
Scholl, Hans
Scholl, Sophie
Schonfeld, Rabbi Solomon
Schorr, Moses
Schroeder, Gustav
Schulz, Bruno
Schumann, Horst
Schuschnigg, Kurt von
Schuster, Alfredo Ildefonso
Schwammberger, Josef
Schwarz, Franz Xaver
Schwarzhuber, Johann
Schweitzer, Albert
Seck, Rudolf Joachim
Seidl, Siegfried
Sendler, Irena
Senor, Shaul
Sereni, Ada
Sereni, Enzo
Serge, Victor
Serédi, Jusztinián
Seyss-Inquart, Arthur
Shamir, Yitzhak
Shapira, Rabbi Kalonymus Kalmish
Shapira, Rabbi Meir
Sharett, Moshe
Sharon, Ariel
Shazar, Shneur Zalman
Sheptytskyi, Andrei
Shertok, Zipporah
Shilansky, Dov
Shirer, William Lawrence
Sikorski, Władysław Eugeniusz
Singer, Isaac Bashevis
Sirota, Gershon
Skorzeny, Otto
Slachta, Margit
Slitinsky, Michel
Smart, Joseph H.
Smith, Howard Kingsbury
Smith, Walter Bedell
Smolen, Kazimierz
Smyriev, Mr.
Sobiesiak, Józef
Sobotta, Hans
Sogno, Edgardo
Solzhenitsyn, Aleksandr
Sonnenfeld, Joseph Hayim Ben Abraham Solomon
Sorani, Settimio
Sorge, Gustav
Sousa Mendes, Aristides de
Spanier, Fritz
Speer, Albert
Spielberg, Steven
Spier, Jo
Spira, Symche
Stadie, Otto
Stalin, Joseph
Stalin, Yakov
Stangl, Franz
Stark, Hans
Starzynski, Stefan
Stavsky, Avraham
Steckmann, Rudolph
Steiger, Eduard von
Steiger, Stanislaw
Stein, Edith
Steinberg, Elan
Steiner, Rudolph
Stern, Samuel
Steubl, Karl
Stirbey, Barbu
Strauss, Richard
Streckenbach, Bruno
Streibel, Karl
Streicher, Julius
Stromberger, Maria
Stroop, Jürgen
Strott, Karl-Emil
Stuschka, Franz
Suchomel, Franz
Suckever, Abraham
Sugihara, Sempo
Sugihara, Yukiko
Svoboda, Ludvik
Szakasits, Árpád
Szences, Hannah
Szerynski, Józef
Szold, Henrietta
Sztehló, Gábor
Sztójay, Döme
Süskind, Walter
Tamir, Shmuel
Taube, Adolf
Tauber, Karl Heinz Joachim
Taylor, Telford
Teglio, Massimo
Teichner, Rabbi Willy
Teihberg, Judah Moses
Tempel, Wilhelm
ten Boom, Corrie
Tenenbaum, Mordekhai
Thatcher, Margaret
Thierack, Otto
Thilo, Heinz
Thon, Osias
Thälmann, Ernst
Tillich, Paul
Tiso, Jozef
Tito, Josip Broz
Tory, Avraham
Touvier, Paul
Trapp, Wilhelm
Trombadori, Antonello
Troper, Morris C.
Trotsky, Leon
Trucis, Arnolds Richards
Trujillo, Rafael
Truman, Bess Wallace
Truman, Harry S.
Tryszynska, Luba
Tuka, Vojtech
Tuwin, Julian
Többens, Walter C.
Ubico Castañeda, Jorge
Uhse, Bodo
Ullrich, Dr. Aquilin Karl
Ullmanis, Karlis
Umiastowksi, Roman
Uri, Leon

*Ustasha members*
   Artukovic, Andrija
   Filipovic-Majstorovic, Miroslav
   Luburic, Vjekoslav
   Pavelic, Ante
   Sakic, Dinko Ljubomir
Vallat, Xavier
Valobra, Lelio Vittorio
Valstar, L. "Bertus"
Van Iependal, Willem
Van Pels, Hermann
Van Pels, Peter
Vargas, Getúlio Dorneles
Vas, Zoltán
Vašek, Anton
Veil, Simone
Vergés, Jacques
Verzeano, Marcel
Victor Emmanuel III
Vlasov, Andrei Andreevich
Vrba, Rudolf
Wagner, Gustav Franz
Wagner, Gyula
Wagner, Heinrich
Waldheim, Kurt
Walesa, Lech
Wallenberg, Raoul
Walter, Bruno
Waltke, Oskar
Warhaftig, Zorach
Warszawski, Szymon
Wasilewska, Wanda
Wasserman, Rabbi Elhanan Bunim
Weinreb, Friedrich
Weiss, Martin
Weissblum, Ester
Weissmandel, Michael Dov
Weisz, Arthúr
Weizman, Ezer
Weizmann, Chaim
Weizäcker, Ernst Heinrich von
Weizäcker, Richard von
Welles, Sumner
Wengrower, Yehuda
Werfel, Franz
Westerweel, Joop
Wetzler, Alfred
Whiteman, Paul
Wiese, Kurt
Wiesel, Elie
Wiesenthal, Simon
Wilczynski, Stefania
Wilkenberg, Shmuel
Wilhelm II
Wilhelmina, Queen of the Netherlands
Willhaus, Gustav
Wilson, Pete
Windisch, Leopold
Winkler, Hans
Winton, Nicholas
Wirth, Christian
Wise, Rabbi Stephen
Wisliceny, Dieter
Wittenberg, Yitzhak
Wolf, Franz
Wolf, Josef
Wolff, Karl
Wolfson, Sir Isaac
Woortman, John Theo
Wunsch, Franz
Wygodzki, Stanislaw
Yaari, Meir
Yellin, Chaim
Yellin-Mor, Nathan
Zamboni, Guelfo
Zamir, Zvi
Ze’evi, Rehavam
Zenkl, Petr
Zhou Enlai
Zhukov, Georgy Konstantinovich
Zimetbaum, Mala
Zirelson, Judah Leib
Zog I
Zolli, Israel
Zorin, Shalom
Zuckerman, Yitzhak
Zuckor, Otto
Zukor, Adolph
Zwartendijk, Jan
Zweig, Stefan
Zygelbojm, Samuel Artur
Zápotocký, Antonín
Zündler, Alfons
Ülkümen, Selahattin

food and eating
acquisition of food and drink
acquisition of food and drink during deportations
acquisition of food and drink during forced marches
acquisition of food and drink during transfers
acquisition of food and drink in forced labor battalions
acquisition of food and drink in hiding
acquisition of food and drink in prisons
acquisition of food and drink in the camps
acquisition of food and drink in the ghettos
cannibalism
food
food additives
food during deportations
food during forced marches
food during transfers
food in forced labor battalions
food in hiding
food in prisons
food in the camps
food in the ghettos
food in the refugee camps
food, rationing of
hunger
hunger during forced marches
hunger during transfers
hunger in forced labor battalions
hunger in hiding
hunger in the camps
hunger in the ghettos
hunger in the refugee camps
sharing food and drink
sharing food and drink in forced labor battalions
sharing food and drink in hiding
sharing food and drink in the camps
sharing food and drink in the ghettos
thirst
thirst during deportations
thirst during forced marches
thirst during transfers
thirst in forced labor battalions
thirst in hiding
thirst in prisons
thirst in the camps
thirst in the ghettos
thirst in the refugee camps

forced labor experience

- camp orchestras
- civilian laborers
- civilian laborers, Armenian
- civilian laborers, Austrian
- civilian laborers, Belgian
- civilian laborers, Belorussian
- civilian laborers, Chechen
- civilian laborers, Czech
- civilian laborers, Czechoslovak
- civilian laborers, Danish
- civilian laborers, Dutch
- civilian laborers, Estonian
- civilian laborers, French
- civilian laborers, German
- civilian laborers, Greek
- civilian laborers, Hungarian
- civilian laborers, Italian
- civilian laborers, Kazakh
- civilian laborers, Latvian
- civilian laborers, Lithuanian
- civilian laborers, Polish
- civilian laborers, Romanian
- civilian laborers, Russian
- civilian laborers, Serbian
- civilian laborers, Slovak
- civilian laborers, Soviet
- civilian laborers, Spanish
- civilian laborers, Tatar
- civilian laborers, Ukrainian
- civilian laborers, Volksdeutsche
- civilian laborers, Yugoslavian

forced labor
forced labor battalion supervisors, Jewish
forced labor business owners
forced labor civilian supervisors
forced labor civilian supervisors, Albanian
forced labor civilian supervisors, Austrian
forced labor civilian supervisors, Belgian
forced labor civilian supervisors, Belorussian
forced labor civilian supervisors, Czechoslovak
forced labor civilian supervisors, Dutch
forced labor civilian supervisors, French
forced labor civilian supervisors, German
forced labor civilian supervisors, Greek
forced labor civilian supervisors, Hungarian
forced labor civilian supervisors, Italian
forced labor civilian supervisors, Latvian
forced labor civilian supervisors, Lithuanian
forced labor civilian supervisors, Polish
forced labor civilian supervisors, Portuguese
forced labor civilian supervisors, Romanian
forced labor civilian supervisors, Russian
forced labor civilian supervisors, Serbian
forced labor civilian supervisors, Slovak
forced labor civilian supervisors, Ukrainian
forced labor civilian supervisors, US
forced labor civilian supervisors, Volksdeutsche
forced labor civilian supervisors, Yugoslav
forced labor compensation
forced labor conditions
forced labor conscription (civilian)
forced labor groups, Bulgarian
forced labor groups, Bulgarian (stills)
forced labor in prisons
forced labor in the camps
forced labor in the ghettos
forced labor leaves
forced labor releases
forced labor squads
forced labor: agriculture
forced labor: air raid cleanup
forced labor: airfield construction and/or maintenance
forced labor: armament and munitions
forced labor: battlefield cleanup
forced labor: body removal and disposal
forced labor: bomb and mine disposal
forced labor: cable laying
forced labor: camp construction
forced labor: camp maintenance
forced labor: camp services
forced labor: child labor
forced labor: civil maintenance
forced labor: clerical work
forced labor: construction
forced labor: counterfeiting
forced labor: crafts and skilled labor
forced labor: delousing
forced labor: destruction of camp sites
forced labor: disinfection
forced labor: dock work
forced labor: entertainment and/or fine arts
forced labor: factory work
forced labor: forestry
forced labor: fuel production
forced labor: gas chamber cleanup
forced labor: ghetto cleanup
forced labor: ghetto construction
forced labor: ghetto maintenance
forced labor: medical experiments
forced labor: medical services
forced labor: military fortification
forced labor: military support
forced labor: mining
forced labor: mobile construction
forced labor: personal services
forced labor: platform work
forced labor: prison services
forced labor: processing and/or cutting of hair
forced labor: processing of teeth
forced labor: property and valuables sorting
forced labor: quarry work
forced labor: railroad maintenance and/or construction
forced labor: river regulation and canalization
forced labor: road construction
forced labor: science/research-related
forced labor: service work
forced labor: tattooing
forced labor: textiles and garments
forced labor: translation
forced labor: underground construction
ghetto orchestras
Groupements de travailleurs étrangers
guards: forced labor

labor servicemen
  labor servicemen, Bulgarian
  labor servicemen, Czech
  labor servicemen, Czechoslovak
  labor servicemen, Hungarian
  labor servicemen, Jehovah's Witnesses
  labor servicemen, Jewish
  labor servicemen, non-Jewish
  labor servicemen, religious converts
  labor servicemen, Romanian
  labor servicemen, Serbian
  labor servicemen, Sinti and Roma
  labor servicemen, Slovak
  labor servicemen, Yugoslavian
  labor servicewomen

military labor battalion experience
  acquisition of food and drink in forced labor battalions
  aid in forced labor battalions
  arms procurement in forced labor battalions
  barter in forced labor battalions
  betrayals in forced labor battalions
  bribery in forced labor battalions
brutal treatment in forced labor battalions
clandestine activities in forced labor battalions
clandestine economic activities in forced labor battalions
clandestine movement in and out of forced labor battalions
clothing in forced labor battalions
communication in forced labor battalions
contact with labor servicemen
corpses in forced labor battalions
cultural and social activities in forced labor battalions
customs and observances (Jehovah's Witnesses) in forced labor battalions
customs and observances (Jewish) in forced labor battalions
deaths in forced labor battalions
discharge from forced labor service
diseases in forced labor battalions
environmental conditions in forced labor battalions
epidemics in forced labor battalions
escape attempts from forced labor battalions
escapes from forced labor battalions
executions in forced labor battalions
food in forced labor battalions
forced labor battalion commanders
forced labor battalion military guard personnel
forced labor battalions, Hungarian
forced labor battalions, Hungarian (stills)
forced labor battalions, Slovak
forced labor battalions, Slovak (stills)
forced labor groups, Romanian
forced labor groups, Romanian (stills)
funerals and burials in forced labor battalions
housing conditions in forced labor battalions
humiliation and harassment in forced labor battalions
hunger in forced labor battalions
infestations in forced labor battalions
injuries in forced labor battalions
interaction with family members in forced labor battalions
killings in forced labor battalions
labor servicemen, convicts
living conditions in forced labor battalions
malnutrition in forced labor battalions
mass executions in forced labor battalions
means of adaptation and survival in forced labor battalions
medical care in forced labor battalions
military labor conscription
physical condition in forced labor battalions
prayer (Jewish) in forced labor battalions
punishments in forced labor battalions
quarantine in forced labor battalions
religious texts (Jewish) in forced labor battalions
resistance in forced labor battalions
ritual and religious (Jewish) objects in forced labor battalions
rumors in forced labor battalions
sanitary and hygienic conditions in forced labor battalions
seizure of property in forced labor battalions
sense of time in forced labor battalions
sexual activities in forced labor battalions
sharing food and drink in forced labor battalions
shoes in forced labor battalions
smuggling in forced labor battalions
social relations in forced labor battalions
stealing in forced labor battalions
suicide attempts in forced labor battalions
suicide in forced labor battalions
thirst in forced labor battalions
training in forced labor battalions

Service du Travail Obligatoire
SS mobile construction brigades

**general history**

history: Albania
history: Algeria
history: Argentina
history: Australia
history: Austria
history: Austria-Hungary
history: Belgium
history: Bolivia
history: Bulgaria
history: Canada
history: China
history: Czechoslovakia
history: Danzig (FC)
history: Democratic Republic of the Congo
history: Denmark
history: Europe
history: Finland
history: France
history: Germany
history: Greece
history: Guatemala
history: Holocaust
history: Hungary
history: India
history: Iraq
history: Israel
history: Italy
history: Japan
history: Jehovah's Witness
history: Jewish
history: Kenya
history: Latvia
history: Lithuania
history: Luxembourg
history: Nazi rise to power
history: Netherlands
history: Norway
history: Poland
history: Portugal
government and political life

“Aktion Albrecht 1 (September 1, 1939)”
“Bureau 06”
“Der Führer schenkt den Juden eine Stadt”
“March on Rome (October 28, 1922)”
“Munich Crisis (March-September 1938)”
“Nacht der langen Messer (June 29-30, 1934)”
“Thirteen”
Aizsargi
Allied administrative personnel
Allied radio broadcasts
Anschluss (March 13, 1938)
Anschluss Plebiscite (April 10, 1938)
Appell
Arbeiders Jeugdcentrale
Arrest of Mussolini (July 25, 1943)
arrests
arrests of Jews
arrests of political opponents
Arrow Cross members
Association des Juifs en Belgique
Axis-appointed local administration
Axis-appointed local administrative personnel
Bande Nere
book burnings
Brannik
Bund Deutscher Mädel
Chantiers de la Jeunesse
citizenship
citizenship, loss of
Commissariat for Jewish Affairs
Compulsory National Labor Service
confiscations of information sources
conscientious objection
Cuzists
denazification
destruction or concealment of evidence of mass murders
Deutsche Arbeitsfront
Deutsche Ausrüstungswerke
Deutsches Jungvolk
dissident activities
Einsatzgruppen
Einsatzstab Rosenberg
electoral activities
emigration and immigration policies and procedures
executions
executions of aid givers
expulsion of civilians
Falanga
Freie Arbeiter Union Deutschlands
Freiwillige Schutzstaffel (FS)
Fédération Internationale des Ligues des droits de l'Homme
Führerbunker
German annexation of Bohemia and Moravia (March 15, 1939)
German annexation of Memel Territory (March 23, 1939)
German annexation of Sudetenland (October 1, 1938)
German judicial proceedings (1933 - 1945)
Gestapo personnel
Gioventú Italiana del Littorio
Giustizia e Libertá
government officials, Argentinian
government officials, Australian
government officials, Austrian
government officials, Belgian
government officials, Bolivian
government officials, Brazilian
government officials, British
government officials, Bulgarian
government officials, Canadian
government officials, Chilean
government officials, Colombian
government officials, Cuban
government officials, Czechoslovak
government officials, Danish
government officials, Dominican
government officials, Dutch
government officials, French
government officials, French West African
government officials, German
government officials, Greek
government officials, Hungarian
government officials, Iraqi
government officials, Israeli
government officials, Italian
government officials, Japanese
government officials, Latvian
government officials, Lithuanian
government officials, Manchurian
government officials, Mexican
government officials, Moroccan
government officials, Norwegian
government officials, Polish
government officials, Portuguese
government officials, Romanian
government officials, Salvadoran
government officials, Slovak
government officials, South African
government officials, South American
government officials, Soviet
government officials, Spanish
government officials, Swedish
government officials, Swiss
government officials, Turkish
government officials, Ukrainian (December 26, 1991 - present)
government officials, Uruguayan
government officials, US
government officials, Venezuelan
government officials, Yugoslavian
Gruppi universitari fascisti
Heimwehr
Hitler Youth
Hitler Youth members
Hlinka Guard
Hlinka Guard personnel
Hlinková Mladez
hostages, taking of
Hrvatsski Domobran
human rights activities, postwar
Hungarian annexation of Carpatho-Ruthenia and Felvidék (November 1938 and March 1939)
Hungarian annexation of Northern Transylvania (August 1940)
Hungarian Revolution (October 23-November 4, 1956)
Hygieneinstitut der Waffen-SS
identification papers
intelligence activities
intelligence operatives
intelligence training
interrogations
Iron Guard members
Iron Guard Rebellion (January 21-23, 1941)
Israel Independence Day (May 14, 1948)
Jeunesses communistes
Joodse Raad
Judenräte
Judenräte in the ghettos
Judenräte members
judicial proceedings
July Plot (July 20, 1944)
Katholieke Arbeidersjeugd-Jeunesse Ouvrière Chrétienne
K lub angazovaných nestraníku
Kommunistischer Jugendverband Deutschlands
Komunistyczny Żwiązki Młodzieży Polski
Kraft durch Freude
Külföldieket Ellenőrző Országos Központi Hatóság
Lebensborn (Fountain of Life)
legislative activities
Levente
Levente members
life under communism
lobbying activities
Magyarországi Keresztény Zsidók Szövetsége
membership of Soviet Communist Party
national identity
nationalization of businesses and property
naturalization
Nazi use of Jewish holidays for actions
Nestfalken
Noterim
NSDAP members
NSNAP members
Obóz Zjednoczenia Narodowego
Oeuvre nationale des Orphelins de la guerre
Organisation Todt
Organisation Todt personnel
Organizzazione per Vigilanza e Repressione Antifascismo (OVRA)
OZNA
passports
Pilsudskiite
police and security forces
police and security forces, Albanian
police and security forces, Argentinean
police and security forces, Armenian
police and security forces, Austrian
police and security forces, Belgian
police and security forces, Belorussian
police and security forces, British
police and security forces, Bulgarian
police and security forces, Canadian
police and security forces, Cossack
police and security forces, Croatian
police and security forces, Cuban
police and security forces, Czech
police and security forces, Czechoslovak
police and security forces, Danish
police and security forces, Dominican
police and security forces, Dutch
police and security forces, Estonian
police and security forces, Finnish
police and security forces, French
police and security forces, Georgian
police and security forces, German
police and security forces, Greek

police and security forces, Hungarian

Hungarian political police
police and security forces, Iraqi
police and security forces, Israeli
police and security forces, Italian
police and security forces, Japanese
police and security forces, Kabardinian
police and security forces, Kalmyk
police and security forces, Latvian
police and security forces, Lithuanian
police and security forces, Moldovan
police and security forces, Monacan
police and security forces, Moroccan
police and security forces, Norwegian
police and security forces, Polish
police and security forces, Portuguese
police and security forces, Romanian
police and security forces, Russian
police and security forces, Serbian
police and security forces, Slovak
police and security forces, Soviet
police and security forces, Spanish
police and security forces, Swedish
police and security forces, Swiss
police and security forces, Tatar
police and security forces, Turkish
police and security forces, Ukrainian
police and security forces, United States
police and security forces, Uruguayan
police and security forces, Volksdeutsche
police and security forces, Yugoslavian
police service
police training
police uniforms
Polish annexation of the Teschen region (October 1938)

political activities
  political activities in the refugee camps
  political activities, anti-fascist
  political activities, anti-Nazi
  political activities, postwar
  political activities, prewar
  political activities, wartime
political and legal organizations
political identity

political parties and movements - antisemitic
  Action Française
  Arrow Cross
  Croix de Feu
  Deutschnationale Volkspartei
  Iron Guard
  Naroní obel fasisticka
  Nationaal Socialistische Nederlandse Arbeidspartij
  Nationaal-Socialistische Beweging
  Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiter-Partei
  Obóz Narodowo-Radykalny
  Parti Populaire Français
  Ratnitsi Napreduka na Bulgarshtinata
  Solidarité Française
Vlaamsch Nationaal Verbond

political parties and movements - center
Australian Democrats
Chrześćcijanska Demokracja
Gesamtleute Volkspartei
Narodowa Partia Robotnicza
Parti Républicain Radical et Radical-Socialiste
Partito Popolare Italiano
Polskie Stronnictwo Ludowe-Plast
Zentrumspartei
Österreichische Volkspartei

political parties and movements - communist
All Union Lenin Pioneer Organization
Communism
Communist Party of Canada
Communistische Partij Nederland
Deutsche Kommunistische Partei
Kommunisticheskaja Partii Sovetskogo Soiuza
Kommunistikon Komma Ellados
Kommunistische Partei Deutschlands
Kommunistische Partei Deutschlands (Opposition)
Kommunistische Partei Österreich
Kommunisták Magyarországi Pártja
Komunistická Strana Ceskoslovenska
Komunistyczna Partia Polski
Komunistyczna Partia Zachodniej Białorusi
Komunistyczna Partia Zachodniej Ukrainy
Lietuvos Komunistu Partijos
Magyar Demokrata Ifjúsági Szövetség
Palestine Communist Party
Partei des Demokratischen Sozialismus (PDS)
Parti Communiste Belge
Parti Communiste Français
Partidul Comunist Român
Partito Comunista Italiano
Pionier
Polska Partia Robotnicza
Polska Zjednoczona Partia Robotnicza
Rote Falken
Sozialistische Einheitspartei Deutschlands
Uniunea Tineretului Muncitoresc
Związek Patriotów Polskich

political parties and movements - conservative
Anti-Revolutionaire Partij
Christlichsoziale Partei
Democratic and Social Republican Party
Deutschnationalen Volkspartei
Legitimisten
Likud
National Religious Party
Progressive Conservative Party of Canada

political parties and movements - fascist
Action Française
Arrow Cross
British Union of Fascists
Deutsche Partei
Ethnike Enosis Ellados
Falanga
Iron Guard
Milice Française
Naroní obel fasisticka
Nationaal Socialistische Nederlandse Arbeidspartij
Nationaal-Socialistische Bewegung
Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiter-Partei
Opera Nazionale Balilla
Parti Populaire Français
Partito Nazionale Fascista
Solidarité Française
South African National Party
Ustasha
Vaterländische Front
Vlaamsch Nationaal Verbond

**political parties and movements - Jewish**
Centralverein deutscher Staatsbürger jüdischen Glaubens
Israel Labor Party
Jewish State Party
Likud
Mapai
Mapam
Meretz
Mizrachi
National Religious Party

**Zionism**
General Zionism, movement

**political parties and movements - liberal**
Deutsche Demokratische Partei
Liberal Party (generic)
Meretz
National Party of Work
Partito d'Azione
Partito Repubblicano Italiano
Polskie Stronnictwo Ludowe-Wyzwolenie
Stronnictwo Chlopskie
Stronnictwo Demokratyczne

**political parties and movements - nationalist**
Arrow Cross
Bukovinskii Kuren'
Carpathian Sich
Christus Rex
Danmarks National-Socialistiske Arbejder Parti
Deutschnationale Volkspartei
Front National (political party)
Lietuvu Aktyvistu Frontas
Movimiento Nacional Revolucionario
Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiter-Partei
Orhanizatsiia Ukrainskykh Natsionalistiv
- Ukrainian Insurgent Army
- Parti Républicain National et Social
- Parti Social Français
- Pērkonkrusts
- Stronnictwo Narodowe
- Sudetendeutsche Partei
- Turul Szovetseg
- Vlajka

**political parties and movements - socialist**

"Promien"
- Australian Labor Party
- Bulgarska Komunisticheska Partiya
- Co-operative Commonwealth Federation
- Czechoslovak Social Democratic Party
- Czerwone Harcerstwo
- Dutch Socialist Party
- Faucons Rouges
- Freie Deutsche Jugend
- International Solidarity Fund
- Internationale Sozialistische Kampfbund (ISK)
- Israel Labor Party
- Labour Party (Great Britain)
- Labour Party (New Zealand)
- Magyar Szocialista Munkás Párt
- Magyarországi Szociáldemokraták Párt
- Mapai
- Mapam
- New Democratic Party
- Parti ouvrier belge/Belgische Werkliedenpartij
- Polska Partia Socialistyczna
- Polska Partia Socjaldemokratyczna
- Progressive Party (US)
- Section Française de l'Internationale ouvrière
- Sociaal-Democratische Arbeiders Partij
- Socialism
- Socialist Party of Ukraine
- Sozialdemokratische Arbeiterpartei
- Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands
- Sozialistische Arbeiter Jugend (Austria)
- Sozialistische Arbeiter Jugend (Germany)
- Sozialistische Arbeiterpartei (Germany)
- Sozialistische Partei Österreichs
- Wolnosć-Równosc-Niepodległosc
- Związek Niezależnej Młodzieży Socjalistycznej
- Związek Polskiej Młodzieży Demokratycznej
- Zycie
- Österreichische Kinderfreunde

Polski Komitet Wyzwolenia Narodowego
postwar rationing
Prague Spring (January 5 - August 19, 1968)
propaganda, Allied
propaganda, anti-Soviet
propaganda, Communist
propaganda, Italian Fascist
propaganda, nationalist
propaganda, Nazi
propaganda, Soviet
prosecution of political opponents
public policy and community affairs organizations
Përkonkrust members
racial and ethnic discrimination
recruitment of intelligence operatives
refugee repatriation efforts
Reich Party Congress
Reichsbanner "Schwarz-Rot-Gold"
Reichstag Fire (February 27, 1933)
Reichsvereinigung der Juden in Deutschland
rejection of visas and visa applications
release from Soviet exile
Republicanism (Spain)
Republikanischer Schutzbund
restrictions on information
Romanian political police
Rote Jungpioniere
Russian Revolution (1917)
SA personnel
Saar Plebiscite (January 13, 1935)
Soviet annexation of Bessarabia and northern Bukovina (June 1940)
Soviet annexation of the Baltic States (June-August 1940)
Soviet exile
Soviet Famine (1921-1922)
Soviet labor units
Soviet political police
Special Operations Executive (1940-1946)
SS recruitment
SS-Sonderbataillon Dirlewanger
SS/SD personnel
Stateless Refugees Affairs Bureau
Sudetendeutsche Partei members
Theresienstadt ghetto beautification
Trieste Occupation Controversy (May-June 1945)
Ukrainian Famine (1932-1933)
Ukrainian Famine (1946-1947)
UN Partition of Palestine (November 29, 1947)
Union générale Israélites de France
Urzad Bezpieczenstwa
Ustredna Zidov
Velvet Revolution (November 16 - December 29, 1989)
visas
voluntary labor resettlement
Women's Land Army
Workers' Youth Union
Ypatingi Buriai
Zionist training and resettlement programs
Zydowski Komitet Narodowy
Österreichischer Arbeiter- und Angestelltenbund

**health and health services**
- abortions
- abortions in hiding
- abortions in the camps
- abortions in the ghettos
- abortions in the refugee camps
- amputations
- camp doctors
- camp hospitals
- cholera
- discussions about abortions
- diseases
- diseases in forced labor battalions
- diseases in hiding
- diseases in prisons
- diseases in the camps
- diseases in the ghettos
- diseases in the refugee camps
- dysentery
- epidemics
- epidemics in forced labor battalions
- epidemics in hiding
- epidemics in prisons
- epidemics in the camps
- epidemics in the ghettos
- epidemics in the refugee camps
- field hospitals
- frostbite
- hospitals
- hospitals in the ghettos
- infestations
- infestations during deportations
- infestations during forced marches
- infestations during transfers
- infestations in forced labor battalions
- infestations in hiding
- infestations in prisons
- infestations in the camps
- infestations in the ghettos
- infestations in the refugee camps
- injuries
- injuries during deportations
- injuries during forced marches
- injuries during transfers
- injuries in forced labor battalions
- injuries in hiding
- injuries in prisons
- injuries in the camps
- injuries in the ghettos
- injuries in the refugee camps
- lice
malaria
malnutrition
malnutrition in forced labor battalions
malnutrition in hiding
malnutrition in prisons
malnutrition in the camps
malnutrition in the ghettos
malnutrition in the refugee camps
medical care
medical care during transfers
medical care in forced labor battalions
medical care in hiding
medical care in prisons
medical care in the camps
medical care in the ghettos
medical care in the refugee camps
menstruation
menstruation in hiding
menstruation in prisons
menstruation in the camps
menstruation in the ghettos
menstruation in the refugee camps
miscarriages
physical condition
physical condition at liberation
physical condition during deportations
physical condition during forced marches
physical condition during transfers
physical condition in prisons
physical condition in the camps
physical condition in the ghettos
physical handicaps
post-liberation medical problems
prisoner doctors in the camps
psychiatric hospitals, Soviet Rotschild Hospital (Paris, France)
sanitary and hygienic conditions
sanitary and hygienic conditions during deportations
sanitary and hygienic conditions during forced marches
sanitary and hygienic conditions during transfers
sanitary and hygienic conditions in forced labor battalions
sanitary and hygienic conditions in hiding
sanitary and hygienic conditions in prisons
sanitary and hygienic conditions in the camps
sanitary and hygienic conditions in the ghettos
sanitary and hygienic conditions in the refugee camps
scabies
scarlet fever
sexual development
sexually transmitted diseases
tuberculosis
typhoid fever
typhus
vermin

hiding

abortions in hiding
acquisition of food and drink in hiding
aid in hiding
arms procurement in hiding
barter in hiding
begging in hiding
betrayals in hiding
bribery in hiding
brutal treatment in hiding
children in hiding
clandestine economic activities in hiding
clothing in hiding
communication in hiding
corpses in hiding
cultural and social activities in hiding
customs and observances (Jewish) in hiding
deads in hiding
discovery in hiding
discussions of hiding/false identity
diseases in hiding
education in hiding
environmental conditions in hiding
epidemics in hiding
fear of discovery in hiding
food in hiding
funerals and burials in hiding
hiding and evasion in prisons
hiding and evasion in the camps
hiding and evasion in the ghettos
hiding in forests
hiding in mountains
hiding in swamps
hiding places
hiding preparations
housing conditions in hiding
humiliation and harassment in hiding
hunger in hiding
infestations in hiding
injuries in hiding
interaction with family members in hiding
killings in hiding
living conditions in hiding
malnutrition in hiding
means of adaptation and survival in hiding
medical care in hiding
menstruation in hiding
physical condition in hiding
prayer (Jewish) in hiding
prayer in hiding
pregnancies and births in hiding
psychological reactions to hiding
rape/sexual molestation in hiding
religious texts (Jewish) in hiding
sanitary and hygienic conditions in hiding
sense of time in hiding
sexual activities in hiding
sharing food and drink in hiding
smuggling in hiding
social relations in hiding
stealing in hiding
study in hiding
suicide attempts in hiding
suicide in hiding
thirst in hiding
weddings and marriages in hiding
working life in hiding

incarceration
arrests
arrests of aid givers
arrests of homosexuals
arrests of intelligentsia
arrests of Jehovah's Witnesses
arrests of Jews
arrests of political opponents
arrests of Sinti and Roma

camp life and operations
"Birkenau Boys"
abortions in the camps
acquisition of food and drink in the camps
aid in the camps
Appell in the camps
arms procurement in the camps
badges and armbands, camp
barter in the camps
begging in the camps
betrayals in the camps
Blockälteste
blood extraction in the camps
body removal and disposal in the camps
bribery in the camps
brutal treatment in the camps
camp barracks
camp brothels
camp commandants
camp crematoria
camp currency
camp doctors
camp guards
camp guards, Arab
camp guards, Australian
camp guards, Austrian
camp guards, Belgian
camp guards, Belorussian
camp guards, Bosnian
camp guards, British
camp guards, Corsican
camp guards, Cossack
camp guards, Croatian
camp guards, Czech
camp guards, Danish
camp guards, Dutch
camp guards, Estonian
camp guards, female
camp guards, French
camp guards, French West African
camp guards, German
camp guards, Hungarian
camp guards, Italian
camp guards, Japanese
camp guards, Kazakh
camp guards, Latvian
camp guards, Lithuanian
camp guards, Moroccan
camp guards, Polish
camp guards, Romanian
camp guards, Russian
camp guards, Slovak
camp guards, Soviet
camp guards, Spanish
camp guards, Tatar
camp guards, Ukrainian
camp guards, Volksdeutsche
camp guards, Yugoslavian
camp hospitals
camp latrines
camp nurses
camp personnel
camp personnel, Austrian
camp personnel, Belorussian
camp personnel, British
camp personnel, Chinese
camp personnel, Croatian
camp personnel, Czech
camp personnel, Dutch
camp personnel, Estonian
camp personnel, female
camp personnel, Flemish
camp personnel, French
camp personnel, German
camp personnel, Hungarian
camp personnel, Italian
camp personnel, Japanese
camp personnel, Jewish
camp personnel, Lithuanian
camp personnel, Polish
camp personnel, Romanian
camp personnel, Russian
camp personnel, Slovak
camp personnel, Soviet
camp personnel, Spanish
camp personnel, Tatar
camp personnel, Ukrainian
camp personnel, Volksdeutsche
camp personnel, Yugoslavian
camp populations
camp procedures
camp showers
camp uniforms
camp uprisings
children in the camps
clandestine activities in the camps
clandestine economic activities in the camps
clandestine movement in and out of the camps
clothing in the camps
communication in the camps
concentration camps, Croatian
concentration camps, German
concentration camps, Romanian
concentration camps, Slovak
concentration camps, Soviet
corpses in the camps
cremations in the camps
cultural and social activities in the camps
customs and observances (Christian) in the camps
customs and observances (Jehovah's Witnesses) in the camps
customs and observances (Jewish) in the camps
deaths in the camps
deaths of children in the camps
diseases in the camps
education (Jewish) in the camps
education in the camps
elderly in the camps
environmental conditions in the camps
epidemics in the camps
escape attempts in the camps
escapes from the camps
executions in the camps
first impressions of camps
food additives
food in the camps
forced labor in the camps
funerals and burials in the camps
hiding and evasion in the camps
housing conditions in the camps
humiliation and harassment in the camps
hunger in the camps
infestations in the camps
injuries in the camps
interaction with family members in the camps
internment camp administration
internment camps
internment camps, Australian
internment camps, Belgian
internment camps, British
internment camps, Canadian
internment camps, French
internment camps, Hungarian
internment camps, Italian
internment camps, Japanese
internment camps, Slovak
internment camps, Spanish
internment camps, U.S.
internment camps, Yugoslavian
kapos
kapos, Austrian
kapos, Belgian
kapos, criminal
kapos, Croatian
kapos, Czech
kapos, Czechoslovak
kapos, Dutch
kapos, female
kapos, French
kapos, German
kapos, Greek
kapos, homosexual
kapos, Hungarian
kapos, Italian
kapos, Jewish
kapos, Latvian
kapos, Lithuanian
kapos, Luxembourg
kapos, male
kapos, Moroccan
kapos, non-Jewish
kapos, Polish
kapos, political
kapos, Romanian
kapos, Russian
kapos, Serbian
kapos, Sinti and Roma
kapos, Slovak
kapos, Swedish
kapos, Turkish
kapos, Ukrainian
kapos, Volksdeutsche
kapos, Yugoslavian
killings in the camps
Lagerälteste
Lagerführer
liberation of camps
liquidation of camps
living conditions in the camps
malnutrition in the camps
marking of prisoners in the camps
mass executions in the camps
means of adaptation and survival in the camps
medical care in the camps
medical experiments in the camps
menstruation in the camps
military medical experiments in the camps
physical condition in the camps
political activities in the camps
prayer (Jehovah's Witness) in the camps
prayer (Jewish) in the camps
prayer in the camps
pregnancies and births in the camps
prisoner discipline in the camps
prisoner doctors in the camps
prisoner functionaries, Albanian
prisoner functionaries, Austrian
prisoner functionaries, criminal
prisoner functionaries, female
prisoner functionaries, Jewish
prisoner functionaries, lesbian
prisoner functionaries, male
prisoner functionaries, political
prisoner functionaries, Romanian
prisoner functionaries, Russian
prisoner functionaries, Sinti and Roma
prisoner functionaries, Spanish
prisoner functionaries, Ukrainian
prisoner functionaries, Yugoslavian
prisoner medical personnel
prisoner tattoos
psychological reactions to camp life
punishments in the camps
quarantine in the camps
racial experiments in the camps
religious texts (Christian) in the camps
religious texts (Jewish) in the camps
resistance in the camps
ritual and religious objects (Jewish) in the camps
ritual and religious objects in camps, Christian
rumors in the camps
sanitary and hygienic conditions in the camps
seizure of property in the camps
selections in the camps
sense of time in the camps
sexual activities in the camps
sharing food and drink in the camps
shoes in the camps
smuggling in the camps
social relations in the camps
stealing in the camps
sterilization experiments in the camps
Stubenälteste
study in the camps
suicide attempts in the camps
suicide in the camps
thirst in the camps
twins in the camps
underground publications in the camps
visitors to the camps
weddings and marriages in the camps
contact with prisoners

groups of prisoners

prisoners
prisoners of war
prisoners, "asocials"
prisoners, "Mischlinge"
prisoners, African
prisoners, Albanian
prisoners, Algerian
prisoners, Austrian
prisoners, Belgian
prisoners, Belorussian
prisoners, Brazilian
prisoners, British
prisoners, Bulgarian
prisoners, Canadian
prisoners, Catholic
prisoners, Chechen
prisoners, Chinese
prisoners, clergy and monastics
prisoners, Cossack
prisoners, criminal
prisoners, Croatian
prisoners, Czech
prisoners, Czechoslovak
prisoners, Danish
prisoners, Dutch
prisoners, dwarves
prisoners, Egyptian
prisoners, Estonian
prisoners, Ethiopian
prisoners, exchange
prisoners, female
prisoners, Finnish
prisoners, French
prisoners, French West African
prisoners, Georgian
prisoners, German
prisoners, Greek
prisoners, handicapped
prisoners, Hungarian
prisoners, intelligence operatives
prisoners, Iraqi
prisoners, Italian
prisoners, Jehovah’s Witness
prisoners, Jewish
prisoners, Kalmyk
prisoners, Latvian
prisoners, Lebanese
prisoners, lesbian
prisoners, Libyan
prisoners, Lithuanian
prisoners, Luxembourg
prisoners, male
prisoners, male homosexual
prisoners, Moroccan
prisoners, non-Jewish
prisoners, Norwegian
prisoners, Polish
prisoners, political
prisoners, Romanian
prisoners, Russian
prisoners, Sabbatarian
prisoners, Senegalese
prisoners, Serbian
prisoners, Seventh Day Adventist
prisoners, Sinti and Roma
prisoners, Slovak
prisoners, Slovenian
prisoners, Sonderkommando
prisoners, Soviet
prisoners, Spanish
prisoners, Spanish civil war veterans
prisoners, Swedish
prisoners, Tatar
prisoners, Tunisian
prisoners, Turkish
prisoners, U.S.
prisoners, Ukrainian
prisoners, Uzbek
prisoners, Volksdeutsche
prisoners, Yugoslavian

prison life and operations
acquisition of food and drink in prisons
aid in prisons
antisemitism in prisons
Appell in prisons
arms procurement in prisons
badges and armbands, prison
barter in prisons
betrayals in prisons
bribery in prisons
brutal treatment in prisons
children in prisons
clandestine activities in prisons
clandestine economic activities in prisons
clothing in prisons
communication in prisons
corpses in prisons
cultural and social activities in prisons
customs and observances (Jehovah's Witnesses) in prisons
customs and observances (Jewish) in prisons
deaths in prisons
diseases in prisons
education in prisons
environmental conditions in prisons
epidemics in prisons
escape attempts in prisons
escapes from prisons
executions in prisons
first impressions of prisons
food in prisons
forced labor in prisons
housing conditions in prisons
humiliation and harassment in prisons
hunger in prisons
infestations in prisons
injuries in prisons
interaction with family members in prisons
killings in prisons
liquidation of prisons
living conditions in prisons
malnutrition in prisons
mass executions in prisons
means of adaptation and survival in prisons
medical care in prisons
medical experiments in prisons
prayer (Jewish) in prisons
pregnancies and births in prisons
prison intake procedures

**prison personnel**

**prison guards**

prison guards, Austrian
prison guards, Belgian
prison guards, Bulgarian
prison guards, Czech
prison guards, Dutch
prison guards, Estonian
prison guards, female
prison guards, French
prison guards, German
prison guards, Hungarian
prison guards, Indonesian
prison guards, Israeli
prison guards, Italian
prison guards, Jewish
prison guards, Latvian
prison guards, Lithuanian
prison guards, Polish
prison guards, Romanian
prison guards, Serbian
prison guards, Ukrainian
prison personnel, female
prison wardens
prison populations
prison procedures
prison uprisings
prisoner discipline in prisons

**prisoner functionaries**

prisoner functionaries, Argentine
prisoner functionaries, Belgian
prisoner functionaries, criminal
prisoner functionaries, Czech
prisoner functionaries, Dutch
prisoner functionaries, female
prisoner functionaries, French
prisoner functionaries, German
prisoner functionaries, Greek
prisoner functionaries, Hungarian
prisoner functionaries, Italian
prisoner functionaries, Jehovah’s Witness
prisoner functionaries, Jewish
prisoner functionaries, Latvian
prisoner functionaries, Lithuanian
prisoner functionaries, Luxembourg
prisoner functionaries, male homosexual
prisoner functionaries, non-Jewish
prisoner functionaries, Polish
prisoner functionaries, political
prisoner functionaries, Romanian
prisoner functionaries, Russian
prisoner functionaries, Slovak
prisoner functionaries, Soviet
prisoner functionaries, Ukrainian
prisoner functionaries, Volksdeutsche

**prisons**

prison cells
prison hospitals
psychological reactions to prison life
punishments in prisons
quarantine in the prisons
rape/sexual molestation in prisons
resistance in prisons
rumors in prisons
sanitary and hygienic conditions in prisons
seizure of property in prisons
selections in prisons
sense of time in prisons
sharing food and drink in prisons
smuggling in prisons
social relations in prisons
stealing in prisons
study in prisons
suicide attempts in prisons
suicide in prisons
thirst in prisons
release from incarceration

**Jewish life**
Ashkenazi Jewry
Battei Din
Bnos Agudath Israel
Borerim
Bukharan Jews
cemeteries (Jewish)
communities (Jewish)
community welfare (Jewish)
customs and observances (Jewish)
customs and observances (Jewish) during deportation
customs and observances (Jewish) during transfer
customs and observances (Jewish) for mourning
customs and observances (Jewish) in forced labor battalions
customs and observances (Jewish) in hiding
customs and observances (Jewish) in prisons
customs and observances (Jewish) in the camps
customs and observances (Jewish) in the ghettos
customs and observances (Jewish) in the refugee camps
education (Jewish)
education (Jewish) in the ghettos
education (Jewish) in the refugee camps
establishment of settlements (Palestine-Israel)
Haavara Agreement
Hakhsharot
Holocaust Remembrance Committee
Holocaust Remembrance Day
inter-Jewish relations
Israel Independence Day (May 14, 1948)
Jewish Agency
Jewish identity

**Jewish organizations**
1939 Club
45 Aid Society
Ahvah
Adas Israel
Agudat Ahim
Agudat Israel
Aish HaTorah
Akim Israel
Alliance Israélite Universelle
American Association of Jewish Holocaust Survivors of Greater Boston
American Council of Jews from Austria
American Gathering of Jewish Holocaust Survivors
American Israel Political Action Committee
American Jewish Committee
American Jewish Conference
American Jewish Congress
American Jewish Joint Agricultural Corporation
American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee (JDC)
American Joint Reconstruction Foundation
American Mizrachi Women
American National Committee of the World Union of Preserving
American ORT
Americans for Progressive Israel
Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith
ARZA/WORLD UNION, North America
Asociacion Filantropica Israelita
Asociación Mutual Israelita Argentina
Association of Jewish New Americans
Associazione donne ebrei italiane
Auckland Zionist Society
Australian Association of Jewish Holocaust Survivors
Australian Jewish Welfare and Relief Society
Avenger
Aviva-Barisia
B'nai Akiva
B'nai B'rith International
B'nai Zion-The American Fraternal Zionist Organization
Bahad
Bar Kochba Athletics and Sports Club
Bar Kochba Student Association (Prague)
Begin-Sadat Center for Strategic Studies
Beit Theresienstadt
Berit ha-No'ar ha-Ziyyoni ha-Sozialisti
Betar
Beth Jacob Schools
Bialystoker Centre
Bikkur Cholim
Blau Weiss
Brandeis University National Women's Committee
Brandeis-Bardin Institute
Brit HaHayal
Brith Bilu
Brith Sholom
Bund
Bund Deutsch-jüdischer Jugend
Bund jüdischer Frontkämpfer
Canadian Jewish Congress
Canadian Zionist Federation
Centos
Central British Fund
Central Committee of Jews in Poland
Centralverein deutscher Staatsbürger jüdischen Glaubens
Child Survivors of Sydney
Child Survivors of the Holocaust, South Florida Group
Child Survivors/Hidden Children of Houston, TX
Child Survivors/Hidden Children of Palm Beach County, FL
Children of Auschwitz Nazi Deadly Lab Experiments
Circulo Israelita de la Paz
Comité Central Israelita
Comité de Coordination des Organisations Juives de Belgique
Comitetul Democrat Evreesc
Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against Germany (CJMCAG)
Congregação Israelita Paulista
Council for German Jewry
Dorot
Dror
Dutch Zionist Students’ Organization
Éclaireurs Israélites de France
El Paso Holocaust Museum and Study Center
Emmanuel Foundation
Emuna
Eniaia Panelladiki Organosi Neon
Eshel
Esra
Eternal Life Hemshech
Evreiski Antifashistski Komitet
Executive Council of Australian Jewry
Ezra
Fédération des Sociétés Juives de France
Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust
Federation of Zionist Youth
First Przemysl Benefit Society
Florida Holocaust Museum
Frankfurt Jewish G.I. Council
Free Sons of Israel
Friendship Club
Gemilut Hasadim
Generation to Generation
Giyus Hutz La’aretz
Gordonia
Ha-Gibbor
Ha-Koah Sports Club (generic)
Ha-Koah Wien
Ha-No’ar Ha-Ivri-Akiba
Ha-No’ar ha-Oved veha-Lomed
Ha-No’ar ha-Ziyyoni
Ha-Po’el ha-Mizrachi
Ha-Shomer ha-Dati
Ha-Shomer ha-Le’ummi
Habonim
Hapoel Hatzair
Hashomer Hatzair
Hasmonea Jewish Sports Club
He-Halutz
He-Halutz Hatzair
Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society
Herinneringscentrum Kamp Westerbork
Herut
Hevra Kaddisha
HICEM
Hidden Child Foundation/ADL
Hidden Children of the Holocaust of Bergen County, NJ
Hillel
Histadrut
Histadrut ha-Ovedim ha-Le'ummit
Histadrut Ivrit of America
Hitachduth Olej Germania ve'Olej Austria
Hitahdut
Hitahdut Olei Austria
Holocaust Commission of the United Federation of Tidewater
Holocaust Documentation and Education Center, Inc. (Florida International University)
Holocaust Human Rights Center of Maine
Holocaust Memorial Center
Holocaust Memorial Resource and Education Center of Central Florida
Holocaust Museum and Learning Center-St. Louis
Holocaust Museum Houston
Holocaust Resource Center and Archives-Queensborough Community College
Holocaust Resource Center of Buffalo
Holocaust Survivors and Friends Education Center
Holocaust Survivors of South Florida
Holocaust Survivors' Centre
Hort
Hovevei Zion
International Association of Hebrew Free Loans
International Council for Jewish Women
International March of the Living, Inc.
Irgun Berit Zion
Israel Cancer Research Fund
Israel Foundation for Handicapped Children
Jewish Agricultural Society
Jewish Care
Jewish Colonization Association
Jewish Community Centers Association of North America
Jewish Community Council of Victoria
Jewish Defense League
Jewish Family and Children's Services(generic)
Jewish Federations (generic)
Jewish Free Loan Association of Los Angeles
Jewish Genealogical Society of Great Britain
Jewish Holocaust Museum and Research Centre-Victoria, Australia
Jewish Holocaust Survivors and Friends of Greater Washington
Jewish Institute of Religion
Jewish Labor Committee
Jewish Lads' and Girls' Brigade
Jewish Museum (New York)
Jewish National Fund
Jewish National Welfare Fund
Jewish Organization for Social Care
Jewish organizations
Jewish scouts
Jewish Secular Humanistic Society
Jewish Telegraphic Agency
Jewish Temporary Shelter
Jewish Theological Seminary of America
Jewish War Veterans of the United States of America (JWV)
Jewish Women International
Jüdische Winterhilfe
Jüdischer Pfadfinderbund
Kadimah
Kameraden
Keren Hayesod
Keren Tel Chai Fund
Kinderrtransport Association of North America
Kulturband deutscher Juden
La Benevolencija Yugoslavia
Landsmanschaften
Las Vegas Holocaust Survivors Group
Leeds Jewish Representative Council
Leo Baeck Institute
Los Angeles Holocaust Museum
Los Angeles Jewish Community Committee
Maccabi ha-Za’ir
Maccabi World Union
Magen David Adom
Magyar Cionista Szövestség
Magyar Izraeliták Országos Irodája
Marc Haguenau Resistance Units
Masada
Masada-ZOA
Memorial Foundation for Jewish Culture, Inc.
Merkaz la-Golah
Midwest Center for Holocaust Education
Montefiore Homes for the Aged
Mouvement de Jeunesse Sioniste
Museum of Jewish Heritage-A Living Memorial to the Holocaust
National Council of Jewish Women
National Council of Young Israel
New American Social Club
New Cracow Friendship Society
New Life Club of Holocaust Survivors
New York Holocaust Commission
Noar Gimel
Norwood Ravenswood
Oeuvre de Secours aux Enfants
Organización Israelita Argentina
Organization for Rehabilitation through Training
Országos Magyar Zsidó Segítő Akció
OZET (Society for the Settlement of Jewish Toilers on the Land)
Parents of North American Israelis
Pehah
Peace Now
Pioneer Women
Po'alei Agudat Israel
Po'alei Zion
Po'alei Zion Smol
Primrose Jewish Youth Club
Re'uuth Women's Social Service, Inc.
Reichsbund Jüdischer Frontsoldaten
Rescue Children, Inc.
Revisionists (Ha-Tzohar)
Rhode Island Holocaust Memorial Museum
Rockland Center for Holocaust Studies, Inc.
Sabbath Observance Employment Bureau
Sachsenhausen Memorial and Museum
Sar-El
Schwarzer Haufen
Schwarzes Fähnlein
Shaarit Haplaytah
Shanghai Jewish Youth Association
Shomrim (Australia)
Simon Wiesenthal Center-Museum of Tolerance
Socialistisher Kinder Yidisher Farband
Society for Humanistic Judaism
Society of Survivors of the Riga Ghetto, Inc.
Solidarité Juive
South African Zionist Federation
Sportbund Schild
Status Quo Ante
Stichting Joodse Arbeid
Sydney Jewish Museum
Tehelet-Lavan
Technion
Tel Aviv University
Terezinska Iniciativa Foundation
Thanks to Scandinavia, Inc.
The Dallas Memorial Center for Holocaust Studies
The Holocaust Memorial Foundation of Illinois
The Holocaust Memorial-Miami Beach, Florida
The Jewish Committee for Relief Abroad
The Jewish Museum of Australia
The Montreal Holocaust Memorial Centre
Theodore Herzl Social Club
Theodore Herzl Student Society
Tikvateinu
Toporol
Toronto Zionist Council
Towarzystwo Ochrony Zdrowia Ludności Żydowskiej
Towarzystwo Społeczno-Kulturalne Żydów w Polsce
Tsukunft
Tzentrale Yiddishe Shul Organizatzie
Union of Jewish Women (South Africa)
Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations of America
United Jewish Appeal
United Palestine Appeal
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
Vancouver Holocaust Centre for Education and Remembrance
Verband nationaldeutscher Juden
Vivo es Atletikai Club
Warsaw Ghetto Resistance Organization
Werkleute
Westchester Holocaust Commission
Woburn House
Women's International Zionist Organization
Women's Zionist Organization of America
Workmen's Circle
World Confederation of General Zionists
World Federation of Hungarian Jews
World Jewish Congress
World Zionist Organization
Yechouroun
Yiddish Natzionaler Arbeiter Farband
Yiddisher Kultur Farband
YIVO Institute for Jewish Research
Young Men's and Women's Hebrew Associations
Ze'irei Zion
Zikhron Ya'akov
Zionist Congress
Zionist Organization of America
Zionist organizations
Zionistische Organization Shanghai
Zydowska Samopomoc Spoleczna
Zydowskie Towarzystwo Opieki Spolecznej

**Jewish religious life**
army chaplains, Jewish
bar and bat mitzvah ceremonies and celebrations
Batei Midrash
Belz Hasidism
conservative Judaism
conversion to Judaism
converts to Judaism
desecration of Jewish religious texts
desecration of Jewish ritual objects
dietary laws (Jewish)

**Hasidic life**
Aleksandrów Hasidism
Amdur Hasidism
Amshinov Hasidism
Berezna Hasidism

*Biala Hasidism (generic)*
  Biala (Landau) Hasidism
  Biala (Rabinowicz) Hasidism
  Liska Hasidism
Bluzhiver Hasidism
Bobov Hasidism
Boyan Hasidism
Breslov Hasidism
Chenciny Hasidism

**Chernobyl Hasidism**
  Trisk Hasidism
  Chorthov Hasidism
  Dzykow Hasidism
  Eiger Hasidism
  Ger Hasidism
  Grodzisk Hasidism
Hasidic rebbes

Aleksander Rebbes
Amshinov Rebbes
Belz Rebbes

_Biala Rebbes (generic)_

Biala (Landau) Rebbes
Biala (Rabinowicz) Rebbes
Bluzhiver Rebbes

_Bobob Rebbes_

Halberstam, Rabbi Benzion
Halberstam, Rabbi Shlomoh
Halberstam, Rabbi Solomon

Ciechanow Rebbes
Dzykow Rebbes
Ger Rebbes
Grodzisk Rebbes
Halberstam, Yekutiel Judah
Komarno Rebbes
Lelover Rebbes

_Liska Rebbes_

Friedlander, Rabbi Tzvi Hirsch
Lubavitch Rebbes
Modzitz Rebbes

_Munkacz Rebbes_

Shapira, Rabbi Hayyim Eleazar

_Nadvorna Rebbes_

Leifer, Rabbi Mordecai
Ostrowiec Rebbes
Radomska Rebbes
Radzymin Rebbes
Sasov Rebbes

_Satmar Rebbes_

Teitelbaum, Rabbi Joel
Spinka Rebbes
Strelisk Rebbes
Stryków Rebbes
Tzelem Rebbes

_Vishnitzer Rebbes_

Hager, Rabbi Menahem Mendel Ben Hayyim

Zanz Rebbes
Zhidachov Rebbes

Hasidism
Horodok Hasidism
Hussyatin Hasidism
Izbica-Radzyn Hasidism
Kaminka Hasidism
Karlin-Stolin Hasidism
Klausenberg Hasidism
Kobrin Hasidism
Koidanov Hasidism
Komarno Hasidism
Kopyczynice Hasidism
Kosov Hasidism
Kotzk Hasidism
Lelov Hasidism
Libeshei Hasidism
Lubavitch Hasidism
Ludmir Hasidism
Medziborz Hasidism
Mielec Hasidism
Modzitz Hasidism
Munkacz Hasidism
Nadvorna Hasidism
Novominsk Hasidism
Ozarov Hasidism
Przedborz Hasidism
Radomsk Hasidism
Radoszyce Hasidism
Ropczyce-Dzikov Hasidism
Ruzhyn Hasidism
Ruzhyn Hasidism
Sadgora Hasidism
Sasov Hasidism
Satmar Hasidism
Skierniewice Hasidism
Skola Hasidism
Skulen Hasidism
Skvira Hasidism
Slonim Hasidism
Sokolov Hasidism
Spinka Hasidism
Strelisk Hasidism
Stryków Hasidism
Talnoy Hasidism
Vishnitz Hasidism
Wolborz Hasidism
Zaloshitz Hasidism
Zanz Hasidism
Zhidachov Hasidism
Jewish Renewal
Kaddish
liberal Judaism
mezuzot
mikva’ot
Mitnagdim
modern orthodox Judaism
National Religious Party
Neology
orthodox Judaism
prayer (Jewish)
prayer (Jewish) during deportations
prayer (Jewish) during forced marches
prayer (Jewish) during transfers
prayer (Jewish) in forced labor battalions
prayer (Jewish) in hiding
prayer (Jewish) in prisons
prayer (Jewish) in the camps
prayer (Jewish) in the ghettos
rabbis
reform Judaism
religious beliefs and teachings (Jewish)

*religious holidays (Jewish)*

- Hanukkah
- High Holidays
- Lag Ba-Omer
- Passover
- Purim
- Rosh Ha-Shana
- Rosh Hodesh
- sense of time: Jewish holidays
- Shabbat
- Shavuot
- Shemini Atseret
- Simhat Torah
- Sukkot
- Tisha be-Av
- Tu be-Shevat
- Yom Kippur

religious texts (Jewish)
religious texts (Jewish) during deportation
religious texts (Jewish) in hiding
religious texts (Jewish) in the camps
religious texts (Jewish) in the ghettos
ritual and religious objects (Jewish)
ritual and religious objects (Jewish) (stills)
ritual and religious objects (Jewish) during deportations
ritual and religious objects (Jewish) in hiding
ritual and religious objects (Jewish) in the camps
ritual and religious objects (Jewish) in the ghettos
ritual circumcision
Secular Humanistic Judaism
shamas
synagogue attendance
synagogues
tallitot
tefillin
Yahrzeit
yeshivot
yizkor

Jewish war veterans
Jewish-gentile relations
Judaism
Jüdischer Ordnungsdienst
kibbutzim
Krimchaks
Ladino Culture
Linas Hatzedek
Mountain Jews
New York Association for Jewish Children
Palestine Office
postwar reflections on Eastern European Jewish culture
realization of Jewish identity
reassertion of Jewish identity
recovery of remains
restoration of Jewish sites

*r ritual leaders and functionaries, Jewish*
  Baalei Keriah
  Baalei Tefillah
  mohelim
schools (Jewish)
Sephardic Jewry
shlihim
The Jewish Foundation for the Righteous
Tsu kunft
World Jewish Congress
Yiddish culture

*Zionism*
  General Zionism, movement
  Zionist training and resettlement programs

*liberation and post-liberation life*
  “Anti-cosmopolitan” campaign (USSR 1948-1953)
  “anti-Zionist” campaign (Poland, 1968)
  “Desaparecidos”
  “La Violencia” (1948-1958)
  “Righteous Among the Nations”
  Abu Nidal Organization
  aid during liberation
  aid: “Greek bluff”
AMCHA
American Society for Yad Vashem
Anti-Zionist Committee
Ardeatine Caves Memorial
arrests of suspected collaborators
arrests of suspected war criminals
Asociacion de Sobrevivientes de la Persecucion Nazi-Sherit Hapleita
Association des Fils et Filles des Déportés Juifs de France
Associazione Nazionale ex Deportati politici nei campi nazisti (ANED)
Associação Brasileira "A Hebraica"
Assotsiatsiiia Byvshikh Uznikov Getto i Kontslagerei
attitudes toward liberators
Babi Yar Memorial
Beit Lohamei Haghetaot (Ghetto Fighters' House)
Berihah
Bolivian National Revolution (April 1952)
Buchenwald National Memorial Museum
CARE
Casa da Cultura de Israel
Center For Holocaust Studies-Brookdale Community College
Central Committee of Liberated Jews
Centralnya Żydowska Komisja Historyczna
Centre Américain de Secours
Ceská spolecnost prátel Izraele
child survivor organizations
Children's Salvation
Christlich-Jüdische Zusammenarbeit
Civico Museo della Risiera di San Sabba
Comité des Oeuvres Sociales de la Résistance
Comité International de Dachau
Committee for the Care of Children from Concentration Camps
Communist takeover of Czechoslovakia (February 1948)
Council on the Jewish Experience in Shanghai
Czech Memorial Scrolls Trust
Dachau Concentration Camp Memorial
deaths after liberation
Deportáltakat Gondozó Országos Bizottság
Desert Holocaust Memorial
Deutsch-Israelische Gesellschaft
dismantling of camps by liberators
Dokumentationsarchiv des österreichischen Widerstandes
Emanuel Foundation for Hungarian Culture
Entebbe Hijacking (1976)
establishment of settlements (Palestine-Israel)
European Union of Women
Federação Israelita do Estado do Rio de Janeiro
Friedhof Jammertaal Memorial
Fundacion Memoria Del Holocausto
Gedenkstätte Bergen-Belsen
Gedenkstätte Konzentrationslager Mauthausen
Gedudei No’ar
Gegen Vergessen - Für Demokratie
Genocide Memorial (Paneriu Paminklas)
Hebraica
Het Ondergedoken Kind
Hitahdut Yotzei Czechoslovakia
Holocaust and/or war-related commemoration events
Holocaust denial
Holocaust education
Holocaust Education Center-Hiroshima, Japan
Holocaust experiences, reluctance to discuss
Holocaust experiences, willingness to discuss
Holocaust Memorial and Educational Center of Nassau County
Institute of Contemporary History and Wiener Library, Ltd.
Institute of Jewish Studies
Instytut Nauk Judaistycznych
introduction of aid givers
introduction of aid recipients
introduction of liberators
Irgun She’erit Ha-peletah
Israel Independence Day (May 14, 1948)
Jewish Society for Human Service
Jewish war veterans groups and organizations
Joods Historisch Museum
Kadimah School of Buffalo
Kielce Pogrom
Koordynacja
KÚT Alapítvány
liberation
liberation during forced marches
liberation during transfers
liberation of camps
liberation of ghettos
liberation of prisons
liberators' response to persecution
Majdanek State Museum
Maximillian-Kolbe-Werk
Memorial Museum of Hungarian Speaking Jewry
memorials and museums
message for the future
military reunions
Munich Olympics Massacre (September 5, 1972)
Musée de la Résistance et de la Déportation de Besançon
Muzeum Walki i Meczenstwa w Treblince Oddzial Muzeum Okregowego w Siedlcach
(Martyrology Museum at Treblinka)
National Defense Corps
National Refugee Service
neo-Nazis
Noham
Ochotnicza Rezerwa Milicji Obywatelskiej
Office of Special Investigations
Office of Strategic Services
Oorlogspleegkinderenbureau
opening of mass graves
Opera Nomadi
Panstwowe Muzeum Auschwitz-Birkenau
Panstwowe Muzeum Stutthof w Sztutowie
participation in liberation
physical condition at liberation
Piotrków Trybunalski Relief Association
political rehabilitation
post-liberation adjustment
post-liberation concealment of Jewish identity
post-liberation concealment of Sinti and Roma identity
post-liberation concealment of wartime experience
post-liberation concentration camps/ghettos
post-liberation encounters with collaborators
post-liberation encounters with former NSDAP members
post-liberation encounters with perpetrators
post-liberation indifference to/ignorance of the Holocaust
post-liberation inter aid giver relations
post-liberation medical problems
post-liberation memorialization
post-liberation relations between aid givers and aid recipients
post-liberation return home
post-liberation return to home country
post-liberation visits to sites of persecution
postwar bombings
postwar crime
postwar encounters between aid givers and aid recipients
postwar encounters between liberators and survivors
postwar relations between liberators and survivors
postwar relations between veterans
postwar reunions of aid givers and aid recipients
postwar survivor reunions
postwar visits home
postwar visits to sites of hiding/false identity
postwar visits to sites of military service
postwar visits to sites of resistance
postwar visits to sites of shelter or refuge
prisoner tattoos, removal of
Project Search
psychological reactions to liberation
Rakow Forest Memorial
Raoul Wallenberg Egyesület
rape/sexual molestation by liberators
reasons for survival
recognition of aid givers
release from Soviet exile
resistance group reunions
restitution and indemnification
restoration of Jewish sites
Ronald S. Lauder Foundation
school reunions
search for aid givers and/or rescuers
search for aid recipients
search for liberators
search for perpetrators
September 11 Terrorist Attacks (September 11, 2001)
settlement defense (Palestine / Israel)
She’erit ha-Peletah (publication)
Shelters For Israel
Sherit Hapleita do Brazil
Solidarnosc
Special Investigations Unit
Stichting Centrum ’45
Stowarzyszenie Dzieci Holokaustu w Polsce
Stowarzyszenie Żydów Kombatantów i Poszkodowanych w II Wojnie Światowej
survivor guilt
survivor organizations
Svaz protifasistických bojovníku
Terezin Memorial
Terezinská Iniciativa
The Rosenthal Institute for Holocaust Studies/CUNY
Towarzystwo Opieki nad Majdankiem
United Restitution Organization
Unzer Veg
Vereinigung der Verfolgten des Naziregimes-Bund der Antifaschisten
Vereniging Joodse OorlogsKinderen
verification of Holocaust experience
verification of military and/or resistance experience
Victory in Europe Day (May 1945)
Victory over Japan Day (August/September 1945)

*war crimes trials*

- Arajs Trial (West Germany)
- Auschwitz Trial (Poland)
- Auschwitz Trials (West Germany)
- Barbie Trial (France)
- Barth Trial (East Germany)
- Becker Trial (West Germany)
- Bergen-Belsen Trial (Germany)
- Biebow Trial (Poland)
- Blache Trial (West Germany)
- Blötsche Trial (East Germany)
- Braunsteiner-Ryan Trial (USA)
- Bruhn Trial (East Germany)
- Bühler Trial (Poland)
- Burmeister et al. Trial (West Germany)
- Christmann Trial (West Germany)

*Dachau Trials (Germany)(generic)*

- Buchenwald Trial (Germany)
- Dachau Trial (Germany)
- Flossenbürg Trial (Germany)
- Pilots Trial (Germany)
- Demjanjuk Trial (Israel)
- Demjanjuk Trial (United States)
- Di Porto Trial (Italy)
- Dietze Trial (East Germany)
- Dr. Hahn et. al. Trial (West Germany)
- Eichmann Trial (Israel)
- Ernst Zündel Trial (Canada)
- Farbach et al. Trial (West Germany)
- Fischer Trial (East Germany)
- Fuchs und Bradfisch Trial (West Germany)
- Gemmeker Trial (Netherlands)
- Gerhard Trial (West Germany)
- Globke Trial (East Germany)
- Goeth Trial (Poland)
- Gollak Trial (West Germany)
- Graf and Wunsch Trial (Austria)
- HASAG Trial (Frankfurt am Main, Germany)
- HASAG Trial (Leipzig, Germany)
- Heinen Trial (West Germany)
- Hirtreiter Trial (West Germany)
- Holz Trial (East Germany)
- Höss Trial (Poland)
- Kaiser et al Trial (West Germany)
- Kappler Trial (Italy)
- Kassner and Manthei Trial (West Germany)
- Koch Trial (Italy)
- Landsberg DP Camp Trial (Germany)
- Lemberg Trial (West Germany)
- Lischka et al Trial (West Germany)
- Majdanek Trial (West Germany)
- Malmédy Trial (Germany)
Maurer Trial (Poland)
Mauthausen Trials (Germany)(generic)
Maywald Trial (West Germany)
Mengele Trial (Israel)
Mere, Gerrets, and Viik Trial (Estonia, USSR)
Müller Trial (Mosbach, West Germany)
*Nuremberg Trials (Germany)(generic)*
Nuremberg Trial (IMT)
*Nuremberg Trials (U.S. Military Tribunals)*
  Doctors Trial (Germany)
  Einsatzgruppen Trial (Germany)
  Flick Trial (Germany)
  IG Farben Trial (Germany)
  Justice Trial (Germany)
  Krupp Trial (Germany)
  Milch Trial (Germany)
  Ministries Trial (Germany)
Oberhauser and Allers Trial (Trieste, Italy)
Oppermann Trial (West Germany)
Oradour Trial (France)
Otto Trial (East Germany)
Otte Trial (East Germany)
Palciauskas Trial (USA)
Papon Trial (France)
Poellmann Trial (West Germany)
Priebke Trials (Italy)(generic)
Przemysl Trial (Hamburg, West Germany)
Puhr Trial (East Germany)
Rauca Trial (Canada)
Rosenbaum Trial (West Germany)
Sachsenhausen Trials (Germany)(generic)
Schmitz Trial (West Germany)
Schütz Trial (West Germany)
Schwammberger Trial (Germany)
Slánský Trial (Czechoslovakia)
Sobibor Trial (West Germany)
Stangl Trial (West Germany)
Streckenbach Trial (West Germany)
Szálasi Trial (Hungary)
Tiso Trial (Czechoslovakia)
Torbaum Trial (West Germany)
Touvier Trial (France)
Trank Trial (Israel)
Trawniki Trial (West Germany)
Treblinka Trials (West Germany)(generic)
Trucis Trial (United States)
Ullrich et. al. Trial (West Germany)
Wachholz Trial (East Germany)
Wagner Trial (West Germany)
war crimes
*war crimes trial participants*
  war crimes trial clerical staff
  war crimes trial court reporters
war crimes trial defendants
war crimes trial defense attorneys
war crimes trial guards
war crimes trial investigators
war crimes trial journalists
war crimes trial judges
war crimes trial observers
war crimes trial prosecutors
war crimes trial translators
war crimes trial witnesses

**war crimes trial procedures**
war crimes investigations
war crimes trial documents
war crimes trial evidence
war crimes trial verdicts
war crimes trials, international cooperation

war crimes trial reflections
war crimes trial reunions
Windisch Trial (West Germany)
Zawiercie Trial (West Germany)
Zimmermann Trial (East Germany)
Zugló-Nyilas Trial (Hungary)
Zyklon B Trial (Germany)

war criminals
war-related experiences, willingness to discuss
weddings and marriages between aid givers and aid recipients
weddings and marriages between survivors
Wolnosc i Niezawislosc
Yad Layeled Children's Memorial
Yad Vashem
Yeladim Netivot
Zentrale Stelle der Landesjustizverwaltungen zur Aufklärung von NS-Verbrechen
Zentralrat Deutscher Sinti und Roma
Zydowski Instytut Historyczny

**living conditions**
clothing

**environmental conditions**
environmental conditions during deportations
environmental conditions during forced marches
environmental conditions during transfers
environmental conditions in forced labor battalions
environmental conditions in hiding
environmental conditions in prisons
environmental conditions in the camps
environmental conditions in the ghettos
environmental conditions in the refugee camps

**housing conditions**
housing conditions in forced labor battalions
housing conditions in hiding
housing conditions in prisons
housing conditions in the camps
housing conditions in the ghettos
housing conditions in the refugee camps
living conditions in forced labor battalions
living conditions in hiding
living conditions in prisons
living conditions in the camps
living conditions in the ghettos
living conditions in the refugee camps
shoes

**migration experience**
absorption centers (Israel)
acculturation
aid: assistance in migration
Aliyah Bet
Berihah
decisions regarding migration
Delegazione assistenza emigranti ebrei (DELASEM)
Dominican Republic Settlement Association (DORSA)
discussions of migration
emigration and immigration policies and procedures
evacuation of children
HIlfsverein der deutschen Juden
illegal border crossings
illegal emigration
illegal immigration
immigration attempts to Palestine
Jewish Immigrant Aid Services of Canada
migration attempts

**migration from countries**
migration from Aden
migration from Albania
migration from Algeria
migration from Andorra
migration from Anglo-Egyptian Sudan
migration from Angola
migration from Argentina
migration from Australia
migration from Austria
migration from Bahrain
migration from Belarus
migration from Belgium
migration from Bermuda
migration from Bolivia
migration from Brazil
migration from Bulgaria
migration from Canada
migration from Chile
migration from China
migration from Colombia
migration from Costa Rica
migration from Cuba
migration from Cyprus
migration from Czechoslovakia
migration from Danzig (FC)
migration from Denmark
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Migration from Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiji</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Guiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Morocco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Polynesia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French West Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany, Federal Republic of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gibraltar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamaica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liechtenstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moçambique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moldova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monaco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands Antilles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ottoman Empire</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
migration from Palestine
migration from Panama
migration from Paraguay
migration from Peru
migration from Poland
migration from Portugal
migration from Republic of South Africa
migration from Rhodesia
migration from Romania
migration from Russia
migration from Samoa
migration from Sierra Leone
migration from Singapore
migration from South Africa
migration from Spain
migration from Sri Lanka
migration from Sudan
migration from Suriname
migration from Swaziland
migration from Sweden
migration from Switzerland
migration from Syria
migration from Tahiti
migration from Tajikistan
migration from Tanganyika
migration from Tangier International Zone
migration from Tanzania
migration from Thailand
migration from the Democratic Republic of the Congo
migration from the Dominican Republic
migration from the German Democratic Republic
migration from the Netherlands
migration from the Philippines
migration from the U.S. Virgin Islands
migration from the United Kingdom
migration from the United States
migration from the USSR
migration from Trinidad and Tobago
migration from Tunisia
migration from Turkey
migration from Uganda
migration from Ukraine
migration from Union of South Africa
migration from Uruguay
migration from Venezuela
migration from Vietnam
migration from Yemen
migration from Yugoslavia
migration from Zambia

migration preparations
migration routes (domestic)
migration routes (international)
migration to countries

migration to Aden
migration to Albania
migration to Algeria
migration to Anglo-Egyptian Sudan
migration to Angola
migration to Argentina
migration to Australia
migration to Austria
migration to Bahrain
migration to Barbados
migration to Belgium
migration to Bermuda
migration to Bolivia
migration to Brazil
migration to Bulgaria
migration to Canada
migration to Chile
migration to China
migration to Colombia
migration to Costa Rica
migration to Cuba
migration to Cyprus
migration to Czechoslovakia
migration to Danzig (FC)
migration to Denmark
migration to Ecuador
migration to Egypt
migration to Estonia
migration to Ethiopia
migration to Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland
migration to Fiji
migration to Finland
migration to France
migration to French Guiana
migration to French Morocco
migration to French Polynesia
migration to Germany
migration to Germany, Federal Republic of
migration to Ghana
migration to Gibraltar
migration to Greece
migration to Greenland
migration to Guatemala
migration to Honduras
migration to Hong Kong
migration to Hungary
migration to India
migration to Indonesia
migration to Iran
migration to Iraq
migration to Ireland
migration to Israel
migration to Italy
migration to Jamaica
migration to Japan
migration to Kenya
migration to Korea
migration to Latvia
migration to Lebanon
migration to Libya
migration to Liechtenstein
migration to Lithuania
migration to Luxembourg
migration to Malta
migration to Martinique
migration to Mexico
migration to Moçambique
migration to Monaco
migration to Netherlands Antilles
migration to Netherlands East Indies
migration to New Zealand
migration to Nicaragua
migration to Nigeria
migration to Northern Rhodesia
migration to Norway
migration to Pakistan
migration to Palestine
migration to Panama
migration to Papua New Guinea
migration to Paraguay
migration to Peru
migration to Poland
migration to Portugal
migration to Republic of South Africa
migration to Rhodesia
migration to Romania
migration to Russia
migration to Samoa
migration to Sierra Leone
migration to Singapore
migration to South Africa
migration to South West Africa
migration to Southern Rhodesia
migration to Spain
migration to Sri Lanka
migration to Sudan
migration to Suriname
migration to Sweden
migration to Switzerland
migration to Syria
migration to Tanzania
migration to Thailand
migration to the Belgian Congo
migration to the Democratic Republic of the Congo
migration to the Dominican Republic
migration to the German Democratic Republic
migration to the Netherlands
migration to the Philippines
migration to the Union of South Africa
migration to the United Kingdom
migration to the United States
migration to Europe
Mossad le Aliyah Bet
passports
rejection of visas and visa applications
United Service for New Americans
visas
Youth Aliyah

**Military**

Anders Army
armed forces
armed forces, Allied
armed forces, Argentinean
armed forces, Australian
armed forces, Austrian
armed forces, Austro-Hungarian
armed forces, Axis
armed forces, Belgian
armed forces, Bolivian
armed forces, Brazilian
armed forces, British
armed forces, Bulgarian
armed forces, Canadian
armed forces, Chinese
armed forces, Cuban
armed forces, Czech
armed forces, Czechoslovakian
armed forces, Danish
armed forces, Dutch
armed forces, Egyptian
armed forces, Finnish

\textit{armed forces, French}
Forces Francaises Libres (FFL)

\textit{armed forces, German}

Turkestan units
armed forces, Greek

\textit{armed forces, Hungarian}

Hungarian units
armed forces, Israeli

\textit{armed forces, Italian}

Italian units
Milizia Volontaria per la Sicurezza Nazionale
armed forces, Japanese
armed forces, Jordanian
armed forces, Latvian
armed forces, Lithuanian
armed forces, Luxembourg
armed forces, New Zealand
armed forces, Norwegian
armed forces, Polish
armed forces, Romanian
armed forces, Russian
armed forces, Serbian
armed forces, Slovak
armed forces, South African
armed forces, Soviet
armed forces, Spanish
armed forces, Swedish
armed forces, Swiss
armed forces, Turkish
armed forces, Ukrainian

armed forces, United States
National Guard
armed forces, Yugoslavian
army chaplains, Christian
army chaplains, Jewish
billeting of soldiers and/or officials
cemeteries, military
Counter Intelligence Corps
deserters
draft evasion
field hospitals
front-line military service
Guardia Nazionale Repubblicana (GNR)
Hawaiian Territorial Guard
Home Guard
International Brigades
La División Azul
military decorations and medals
military discharge
military disciplinary and judicial proceedings
military enlistment, compulsory
military enlistment, voluntary
military funerals and burials

military labor battalion experience
acquisition of food and drink in forced labor battalions
aid in forced labor battalions
arms procurement in forced labor battalions
barter in forced labor battalions
betrayals in forced labor battalions
bribery in forced labor battalions
brutal treatment in forced labor battalions
clandestine activities in forced labor battalions
clandestine economic activities in forced labor battalions
clandestine movement in and out of forced labor battalions
clothing in forced labor battalions
communication in forced labor battalions
contact with labor servicemen
corpses in forced labor battalions
cultural and social activities in forced labor battalions
customs and observances (Jehovah's Witnesses) in forced labor battalions
customs and observances (Jewish) in forced labor battalions
deaths in forced labor battalions
discharge from forced labor service
diseases in forced labor battalions
environmental conditions in forced labor battalions
epidemics in forced labor battalions
escape attempts from forced labor battalions
escapes from forced labor battalions
executions in forced labor battalions
food in forced labor battalions
forced labor battalion commanders
forced labor battalion military guard personnel
forced labor battalions, Hungarian
forced labor battalions, Hungarian (stills)
forced labor battalions, Slovak
forced labor battalions, Slovak (stills)
forced labor groups, Romanian
forced labor groups, Romanian (stills)
funerals and burials in forced labor battalions
housing conditions in forced labor battalions
humiliation and harassment in forced labor battalions
hunger in forced labor battalions
infestations in forced labor battalions
injuries in forced labor battalions
interaction with family members in forced labor battalions
killings in forced labor battalions
labor servicemen, convicts
living conditions in forced labor battalions
malnutrition in forced labor battalions
mass executions in forced labor battalions
means of adaptation and survival in forced labor battalions
medical care in forced labor battalions
military labor conscription
physical condition in forced labor battalions
prayer (Jewish) in forced labor battalions
punishments in forced labor battalions
quarantine in forced labor battalions
religious texts (Jewish) in forced labor battalions
resistance in forced labor battalions
ritual and religious (Jewish) objects in forced labor battalions
rumors in forced labor battalions
sanitary and hygienic conditions in forced labor battalions
seizure of property in forced labor battalions
sense of time in forced labor battalions
sexual activities in forced labor battalions
sharing food and drink in forced labor battalions
shoes in forced labor battalions
smuggling in forced labor battalions
social relations in forced labor battalions
stealing in forced labor battalions
suicide attempts in forced labor battalions
suicide in forced labor battalions
thirst in forced labor battalions
training in forced labor battalions
military leaves
military medical personnel

*Military operations*
    - combat, air
    - combat, land
    - combat, water
    - military retreat
military penal units
military service
military service, absence without leave
military surrender
military training
military training in the refugee camps
military transports
military uniforms

*Prisoner of war camps*
    - prisoner of war camps, Allied
    - prisoner of war camps, British
    - prisoner of war camps, Finnish
    - prisoner of war camps, French
    - prisoner of war camps, German
    - prisoner of war camps, Italian
    - prisoner of war camps, Japanese
    - prisoner of war camps, Jordanian
    - prisoner of war camps, Romanian
    - prisoner of war camps, Soviet
    - prisoner of war camps, U.S.

Przysposobienie Wojskowe
soldiers, Algerian
soldiers, Allied
soldiers, Armenian
soldiers, Australian
soldiers, Austrian
soldiers, Austro-Hungarian
soldiers, Axis
soldiers, Azerbaijani
soldiers, Belgian
soldiers, Belorussian
soldiers, Bosnian
soldiers, British
soldiers, Bulgarian
soldiers, Canadian
soldiers, Chechen
soldiers, Chinese
soldiers, Cossack
soldiers, Croatian
soldiers, Czech
soldiers, Czechoslovak
soldiers, Danish
soldiers, Dutch
soldiers, Egyptian
soldiers, Estonian
soldiers, female
soldiers, Finnish
soldiers, French
soldiers, Georgian
soldiers, German
soldiers, Greek
soldiers, homosexual
soldiers, Hungarian
soldiers, Indian
soldiers, Iraqi
soldiers, Israeli
soldiers, Italian
soldiers, Japanese
soldiers, Jewish
soldiers, Jordanian
soldiers, Kalmyk
soldiers, Kazakh
soldiers, Latvian
soldiers, Lithuanian
soldiers, Luxembourg
soldiers, Mongolian
soldiers, Moroccan
soldiers, Native-American
soldiers, Norwegian
soldiers, Ossetian
soldiers, Polish
soldiers, Romanian
soldiers, Russian
soldiers, Sikh
soldiers, Sinti and Roma
soldiers, Slovak
soldiers, South African
soldiers, Soviet
soldiers, Spanish
soldiers, Swedish
soldiers, Swiss
soldiers, Syrian
soldiers, Tatar
soldiers, Turkish
soldiers, Ugandan
soldiers, Ukrainian

**soldiers, United States**
soldiers, African-American
soldiers, Japanese-American
soldiers, Uzbek
soldiers, Volksdeutsche
soldiers, Yugoslav
war veterans groups and organizations
women's auxiliary units
psychological, emotional and cognitive experience

aid giver experience, reluctance to discuss
aid giver experience, willingness to discuss
aspirations for the future
attitudes toward Adolf Hitler and/or the Nazi party
attitudes toward aid givers
attitudes toward aid or relief organizations
attitudes toward Albania and/or Albanians
attitudes toward Allied and/or neutral nations
attitudes toward American Jewry
attitudes toward Arab States and/or Arabs
attitudes toward Argentina and/or Argentineans
attitudes toward Ashkenaz Jewry
attitudes toward Australia and/or Australians
attitudes toward Austria and/or Austrians
attitudes toward Belgium and/or Belgians
attitudes toward Belorussia and/or Belorussians
attitudes toward Benito Mussolini and/or the Italian Fascist Party
attitudes toward Bolivia and/or Bolivians
attitudes toward Brazil and/or Brazilians
attitudes toward Bulgaria and/or Bulgarians
attitudes toward bystanders
attitudes toward Canada and/or Canadians
attitudes toward capitalism and/or capitalists
attitudes toward Chile and/or Chileans
attitudes toward China and/or the Chinese
attitudes toward Christianity and/or Christians
attitudes toward collaboration and/or collaborators
attitudes toward Colombia and/or Colombians
attitudes toward communism and/or communists
attitudes toward Cossacks
attitudes toward Costa Rica and/or Costa Ricans
attitudes toward Croatia and/or Croats
attitudes toward Cuba and/or Cubans
attitudes toward Czechoslovakia and/or Czechoslovaks
attitudes toward Denmark and/or the Danes
attitudes toward Ecuador and/or Ecuadorians
attitudes toward Emperor Hirohito
attitudes toward Europe and/or Europeans
attitudes toward Finland and/or Finns
attitudes toward France and/or the French
attitudes toward Franklin D. Roosevelt
attitudes toward Georgia and/or Georgians
attitudes toward Germany and/or Germans
attitudes toward ghetto functionaries
attitudes toward Greece and/or Greeks
attitudes toward Holocaust survivors
attitudes toward homosexuality and homosexuals
attitudes toward humanity
attitudes toward Hungary and/or Hungarians
attitudes toward Indonesia and/or Indonesians
attitudes toward Iraq and/or Iraqis
attitudes toward Islam and/or Muslims
attitudes toward Israel and/or Israelis
attitudes toward Italy and/or Italians
attitudes toward Japan and/or the Japanese
attitudes toward Jehovah's Witnesses
attitudes toward Jewish leadership
attitudes toward Joseph Stalin and/or Stalinism
attitudes toward Judaism and/or Jews
attitudes toward Latvia and/or Latvians
attitudes toward liberators
attitudes toward Lithuania and/or Lithuanians
attitudes toward Mexico and/or Mexicans
attitudes toward mixed marriages
attitudes toward Moldova and/or Moldovans
attitudes toward New Zealand and/or New Zealanders
attitudes toward non-Jews
attitudes toward Norway and/or Norwegians
attitudes toward perpetrators
attitudes toward Peru and/or Peruvians
attitudes toward Poland and/or Poles
attitudes toward Portugal and/or the Portuguese
attitudes toward prisoner functionaries
attitudes toward Protestant Churches and/or Protestants
attitudes toward religion
attitudes toward resistance groups and/or resistance fighters
attitudes toward Romania and/or Romanians
attitudes toward Russia and/or Russians
attitudes toward Sephardic Jewry
attitudes toward Serbia and/or Serbians
attitudes toward Sinti and Roma
attitudes toward Slovakia and/or Slovaks
attitudes toward socialism and/or socialists
attitudes toward South Africa and/or South Africans
attitudes toward Spain and/or the Spanish
attitudes toward Sweden and/or the Swedes
attitudes toward Switzerland and/or the Swiss
attitudes toward Tatars
attitudes toward the Eastern Orthodox Church and/or Orthodox Christians
attitudes toward the Italian Monarchy
attitudes toward the Netherlands and/or the Dutch
attitudes toward the Roman Catholic Church and/or Roman Catholics
attitudes toward the Soviet Union and/or Soviets
attitudes toward the United Kingdom and/or the British
attitudes toward the United States and/or Americans
attitudes toward the Yishuv
attitudes toward Turkey and/or Turks
attitudes toward Ukraine and/or Ukrainians
attitudes toward Uruguay and/or Uruguayans
attitudes toward Uzbekistan and/or Uzbeks
attitudes toward Venezuela and/or Venezuelans
attitudes toward Victor Emmanuel III and the Savoia family
attitudes toward war crimes trials and/or war crimes trial participants
attitudes toward Yemen and/or Yemenis
attitudes toward Yugoslavia and/or Yugoslavians
attitudes toward Zionism and/or Zionists
awareness of deportations and/or transfers
awareness of eugenics-related sterilizations, killings and medical experiments
awareness of mass murders
awareness of Nazi persecution of political opponents
awareness of persecution of homosexuals
awareness of persecution of Jehovah's Witnesses
awareness of persecution of Jews
awareness of persecution of Sinti and Roma
awareness of political or military events
awareness of Soviet political repressions
bystander regret
childhood perception of Holocaust and/or war-related events
decisions regarding flight
decisions regarding hiding/false identity
decisions regarding suicide
decisions regarding vengeance
discussions of suicide
false sense of security
fear of discovery in hiding
fear of exposure of Jewish identity
fear of rape/sexual molestation
feelings of abandonment
feelings of helplessness
first impressions of camps
first impressions of ghettos
first impressions of places
Holocaust and/or war-related dreams
Holocaust experiences, reluctance to discuss
Holocaust experiences, willingness to discuss
humor about Holocaust and/or wartime experiences
impact of Holocaust on second or subsequent generation
importance of cigarettes
importance of shoes
interviewee's memory
liberator experience, reluctance to discuss
liberator experience, willingness to discuss
*means of adaptation and survival*
  means of adaptation and survival during deportations
  means of adaptation and survival during forced marches
  means of adaptation and survival during transfers
  means of adaptation and survival in forced labor battalions
  means of adaptation and survival in hiding
  means of adaptation and survival in prisons
  means of adaptation and survival in the camps
  means of adaptation and survival in the ghettos
  means of adaptation and survival in the refugee camps
message for the future
post-liberation awareness of the Holocaust
postwar reflection upon Holocaust and/or war-related experience
psychological reactions to camp life
psychological reactions to eugenics policies-related experiences
psychological reactions to ghetto life
psychological reactions to hiding
psychological reactions to Holocaust experiences
psychological reactions to liberation
psychological reactions to liberator experiences
psychological reactions to living under false identity
psychological reactions to loss of loved ones
psychological reactions to prison life
psychological reactions to refugee experiences
psychological reactions to resistance
psychological reactions to war crimes trial experiences
psychological reactions to war-related experiences
reasons for giving testimony
reasons for survival
survivor guilt
suspicion of collaboration
war crimes trial experiences, willingness to discuss
war-related experiences, reluctance to discuss
war-related experiences, willingness to discuss

**refugee experience**
“Tehran Children”
abortions in the refugee camps
aid in the refugee camps
American Field Service
Anglo-American Committee of Inquiry on Palestine
anti-refugee experiences
Association of Jewish Refugees
Auxiliary Military Pioneer Corps
Auxiliary Territorial Service
barter in the refugee camps
Bloomsbury House
bribery in the refugee camps
brutal treatment in the refugee camps
childcare in the refugee camps
childcare, refugee
children in the refugee camps
clandestine activities in the refugee camps
clandestine economic activities in the refugee camps
clothing in the refugee camps
cultural and social activities in the refugee camps
customs and observances (Jewish) in the refugee camps
Czech Refugee Trust Fund
deaths in the refugee camps
diseases in the refugee camps

**DP experience**
closing of DP camps
displaced persons camps
displaced persons, non-Jewish
DP camp administration
DP camp Courts of Honor
DP camp personnel
DP camp personnel, German
DP camps, American
DP camps, British
DP camps, French
establishment of DP camps
Jewish Central Committees in the DP camps
kibbutzim in the DP camps
publications in the DP camps
relations between displaced persons and Allied armed forces
education (Jewish) in the refugee camps
education in the refugee camps
environmental conditions in the refugee camps
epidemics in the refugee camps
expulsion papers
food in the refugee camps
Fort Ontario (New York, USA : Refugee camp)
funerals and burials in the refugee camps
Hebrew Order of David International
housing conditions in the refugee camps
housing, refugee
hunger in the refugee camps
infestations in the refugee camps
injuries in the refugee camps
Institut Ascher
interaction with family members in the refugee camps
International Refugee Organization
Jewish Refugees Committee
justice and law enforcement in the refugee camps
killings in the refugee camps
Kindertransport
living conditions in the refugee camps
looting in the refugee camps
malnutrition in the refugee camps
means of adaptation and survival in the refugee camps
medical care in the refugee camps
menstruation in the refugee camps
military training in the refugee camps
Organization for Rehabilitation through Training
orphanages and children’s homes
political activities in the refugee camps
pregnancies and births in the refugee camps
professional training in the refugee camps
quarantine in the refugee camps
rape/sexual molestation in the refugee camps
refugee camp administration
refugee camp personnel
refugee camp populations
refugee camp procedures
refugee camps, Austrian
refugee camps, Belgian
refugee camps, British
refugee camps, Czechoslovakian
refugee camps, Danish
refugee camps, Dutch
refugee camps, French
refugee camps, Hungarian
refugee camps, Israeli
refugee camps, Italian
refugee camps, Polish
refugee camps, Romanian
refugee camps, Swedish
refugee camps, Swiss
refugee camps, U.S.
refugee camps, Yugoslavian
refugee children transports
Refugee Children's Movement
refugee labor experiences
refugee reception centers
refugees
refugees, Algerian
refugees, Austrian
refugees, Belgian
refugees, Bulgarian
refugees, children
refugees, Czech
refugees, Czechoslovakian
refugees, Danish
refugees, Dutch
refugees, elderly
refugees, Estonian
refugees, Finnish
refugees, French
refugees, Georgian
refugees, German
refugees, Greek
refugees, Hungarian
refugees, Italian
refugees, Jehovah’s Witness
refugees, Jewish
refugees, Korean
refugees, Latvian
refugees, Libyan
refugees, Lithuanian
refugees, Luxembourg
refugees, Moroccan
refugees, non-Jewish
refugees, Norwegian
refugees, Polish
refugees, Romanian
refugees, Russian
refugees, Sinti and Roma
refugees, Slovak
refugees, Soviet
refugees, Spanish
refugees, Turkish
refugees, Ukrainian
refugees, Volksdeutsche
refugees, Yugoslavian
relations between refugees and the local population
sanitary and hygienic conditions in the refugee camps
Schweizerische Zentralstelle für Flüchtlingshilfe
sexual activities in the refugee camps

**Shanghai refugee experience**
Alcock Road Heim (Shanghai, China)
Chaoufoong Road Heim (Shanghai, China)
Committee for the Assistance of European Jewish Refugees in Shanghai
International Committee for European Refugees
Kinchow Road Heim (Shanghai, China)
Kitchen Fund Committee
Pingliang Road Heim (Shanghai, China)
Seward Road Heim (Shanghai, China)
Stateless Refugees Affairs Bureau
Ward Road Heim (Shanghai, China)
Wayside Road Heim (Shanghai, China)

smuggling in the refugee camps
social relations in the refugee camps
stealing in the refugee camps
suicide in the refugee camps
thirst in the refugee camps
United Jewish Refugee and War Relief Agencies
United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration
United Nations Special Committee on Palestine
Va’ad Ha-Hatsala
visitors to the refugee camps
vocational training in the refugee camps
War Refugee Board
weddings and marriages in the refugee camps
working life in the refugee camps
Zionism in the refugee camps

**Religious and philosophical life**
Agni Yoga Society
Agnosticism
Anthroposophy
Atheism
Baha’i
baptisms
Buddhism

**Christian religious life**
adoption of Christian religious practices
Anglican
baptism certificates

**Catholic religious life**
clergy and monastics (Catholic)
Roman Catholic Church
schools (Catholic)
Uniate Churches
cemeteries (Christian)
Christadelphian Church
Christian identity

**Christian organizations**
Âmes Vaillantes
Amitié Chrétienne
Azione Cattolica Italiana
Mária Kongregáció
Moral Re-Armament
Oblate Sisters of the Assumption
Quaker Relief and/or refugee Organizations
Remonstrant Brotherhood

_Sabbatarians_
Subbotniki
Salvation Army
Tempelgesellschaft
Yad B’Yad
Young Men Catholic Association (Katolickie Stowarzyszenie Młodzieży Meskiej)
Young Men’s Christian Association
Young Women’s Christian Association

Christmas
curch attendance
clergy and monastics (Christian)
communities (Christian)
confirmations
convents and monasteries
conversion to Christianity
converts to Christianity
customs and observances (Christian)
customs and observances (Christian) in the camps
customs and observances (Christian) in the ghettos

Easter
_Eastern Orthodox Churches_
Bulgarian Orthodox Churches
clergy and monastics (Eastern Orthodox)
Greek Orthodox Churches
Romanian Orthodox Churches
Russian Orthodox Churches
schools (Christian Orthodox)
Serbian Orthodox Churches

Episcopalian
Eucharist
Pentecost
Pentecostal Churches
prayer (Christian)

_Protestantism_
All-Union Council of Evangelical Christians and Baptists
Baptist Churches
Christian Reformed Church
clergy (Protestant)
Congregational Churches
Fifties (Piatidesiatniki)
Lutheran Churches
Mennonite Churches
Methodist Churches
Plymouth Brethren
Protestant Churches
Reformed Churches in The Netherlands
schools (Protestant)
Stundists
religious beliefs and teachings (Christian)
religious holidays (Christian)
religious texts (Christian)
ritual and religious objects (Christian)
ritual and religious objects (Christian) (stills)
ritual and religious objects (Christian) in hiding
schools (Christian)
customs and observances (religious)
discussions of religious conversion
Humanism
Islamic religious life
   communities (Muslim)
   customs and observances (Islamic)
   Islam
   prayer (Islamic)
   religious holidays (Islamic)
issues of faith
Jehovah's Witness religious life
   communities (Jehovah's Witnesses)
   conversion to Jehovah's Witnesses
   customs and observances (Jehovah's Witnesses)
   customs and observances (Jehovah's Witnesses) in forced labor battalions
   customs and observances (Jehovah's Witnesses) in prisons
   Jehovah's Witness identity
   missionary activities (Jehovah's Witnesses)
   prayer (Jehovah's Witness)
   prisoners, Jehovah's Witness
   religious beliefs and teachings (Jehovah's Witnesses)
   Watch Tower Society
Jewish religious life
   army chaplains, Jewish
   bar and bat mitzvah ceremonies and celebrations
   Batei Midrash
   Belz Hasidism
   conservative Judaism
   conversion to Judaism
   converts to Judaism
   desecration of Jewish religious texts
   desecration of Jewish ritual objects
   dietary laws (Jewish)
Hasidic life
   Aleksandrów Hasidism
   Amdur Hasidism
   Amshinov Hasidism
   Berezna Hasidism
   Biala Hasidism (generic)
      Biala (Landau) Hasidism
      Biala (Rabinowicz) Hasidism
      Liska Hasidism
   Bluzhiver Hasidism
   Bobov Hasidism
   Boyan Hasidism
Breslov Hasidism
Chenciny Hasidism
**Chernobyl Hasidism**
   Trisk Hasidism
Chorthov Hasidism
Dzykow Hasidism
Eiger Hasidism
Ger Hasidism
Grodzisk Hasidism

**Hasidic rebbes**
   Aleksander Rebbes
   Amshinov Rebbes
   Belz Rebbes
   **Biala Rebbes (generic)**
      Biala (Landau) Rebbes
      Biala (Rabinowicz) Rebbes
   Bluzhiver Rebbes
   **Bobov Rebbes**
      Halberstam, Rabbi Benzion
      Halberstam, Rabbi Shlomoh
      Halberstam, Rabbi Solomon
   Ciechanow Rebbes
   Dzykow Rebbes
   Ger Rebbes
   Grodzisk Rebbes
   Halberstam, Yekutiel Judah
   Komarno Rebbes
   Lelover Rebbes
   **Liska Rebbes**
      Friedlander, Rabbi Tzvi Hirsch
   Lubavitch Rebbes
   Modzitz Rebbes
   **Munkacz Rebbes**
      Shapira, Rabbi Hayyim Eleazar
   **Nadvorna Rebbes**
      Leifer, Rabbi Mordecai
   Ostrowiec Rebbes
   Radomsk Rebbes
   Radzymin Rebbes
   Sasov Rebbes
   **Satmar Rebbes**
      Teitelbaum, Rabbi Joel
   Spinka Rebbes
   Strelisk Rebbes
   Stryków Rebbes
   Tzelem Rebbes
   **Vishnitzer Rebbes**
      Hager, Rabbi Menahem Mendel Ben Hayyim
   Zanz Rebbes
   Zhidachov Rebbes

Hasidism
Horodok Hasidism
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Husyatin Hasidism
Izbica-Radzyn Hasidism
Kaminka Hasidism
Karlin-Stolin Hasidism
Klausenberg Hasidism
Kobrin Hasidism
Koidanov Hasidism
Komarno Hasidism
Kopyczynice Hasidism
Kosov Hasidism
Kotzk Hasidism
Lelov Hasidism
Libeshei Hasidism
Lubavitch Hasidism
Ludmir Hasidism
Medziborz Hasidism
Mielec Hasidism
Modzitz Hasidism
Munkacz Hasidism
Nadvorna Hasidism
Novominsk Hasidism
Ozarov Hasidism
Przedborz Hasidism
Radomsk Hasidism
Radoszyce Hasidism
Ropczyce-Dzikov Hasidism
Ruzhyn Hasidism
Ruzhyn Hasidism
Sadgora Hasidism
Sasov Hasidism
Satmar Hasidism
Skierniewice Hasidism
Skola Hasidism
Skulen Hasidism
Skvira Hasidism
Slonim Hasidism
Sokolov Hasidism
Spinka Hasidism
Strelisk Hasidism
Stryków Hasidism
Talnoy Hasidism
Talnoy Hasidism
Vishnitz Hasidism
Wolborz Hasidism
Zaloshitz Hasidism
Zanz Hasidism
Zhidachov Hasidism

Jewish Renewal
Kaddish
liberal Judaism
mezuzot
mikva’ot
Mitnagdim
modern orthodox Judaism
National Religious Party
Neology
orthodox Judaism
prayer (Jewish)
prayer (Jewish) during deportations
prayer (Jewish) during forced marches
prayer (Jewish) during transfers
prayer (Jewish) in forced labor battalions
prayer (Jewish) in hiding
prayer (Jewish) in prisons
prayer (Jewish) in the camps
prayer (Jewish) in the ghettos
rabbis
reform Judaism
religious beliefs and teachings (Jewish)
religious holidays (Jewish)
  Hanukkah
  High Holidays
  Lag Ba-Omer
  Passover
  Purim
  Rosh Ha-Shana
  Rosh Hodesh
  sense of time: Jewish holidays
  Shabbat
  Shavuot
  Shemini Atseret
  Simhat Torah
  Sukkot
  Tisha be-Av
  Tu be-Shevat
  Yom Kippur
religious texts (Jewish)
religious texts (Jewish) during deportation
religious texts (Jewish) in hiding
religious texts (Jewish) in the camps
religious texts (Jewish) in the ghettos
ritual and religious objects (Jewish)
ritual and religious objects (Jewish) (stills)
ritual and religious objects (Jewish) during deportations
ritual and religious objects (Jewish) in hiding
ritual and religious objects (Jewish) in the camps
ritual and religious objects (Jewish) in the ghettos
ritual circumcision
Secular Humanistic Judaism
shamas
synagogue attendance
synagogues
tallitot
tefillin
Yahrzeit
yeshivot
yizkor
Karaites
kenessa
Messianic Judaism
missionary activities (Mormon)
Old Believers
Paneuropa Union
pantheism
prayer
prayer (Jewish) during transfers
prayer in the camps
prayer in the ghettos
Quaker
religious and spiritual experiences
religious beliefs and teachings
religious identity
Spiritualism
Stikhiino veruiushie
Saint Nicholas Day
Seventh Day Adventist Church
Unitarianism

resistance and underground
aid: assistance in resistance
arms procurement
arms procurement in hiding
arms procurement in prisons
arms procurement in the camps
arms procurement in the ghettos
Bialystok Ghetto Uprising (August 1943)
camp uprisings
children in resistance groups
contact with resistance fighters
Czestochowa Ghetto Uprising (January 1943)
deaths in resistance groups
decisions regarding resistance
discovery of resistance activities
discussions of resistance
executions by resistance groups
February Strike (1941)
ghetto uprisings
King David Hotel Bombing (July 22, 1946)
partisan family camps
postwar Jewish underground organization
Nakam
Prague Uprising (May 5-9, 1945)
psychological reactions to resistance
resistance
resistance during deportations
resistance during forced marches
resistance during transfers
resistance fighters
resistance fighters, Albanian
resistance fighters, Algerian
resistance fighters, Armenian
resistance fighters, Austrian
resistance fighters, Belgian
resistance fighters, Belorussian
resistance fighters, Bulgarian
resistance fighters, communist
resistance fighters, Czech
resistance fighters, Danish
resistance fighters, Dutch
resistance fighters, female
resistance fighters, French
resistance fighters, Georgian
resistance fighters, German
resistance fighters, Greek
resistance fighters, homosexual
resistance fighters, Hungarian
resistance fighters, Italian
resistance fighters, Jewish
resistance fighters, Latvian
resistance fighters, Lithuanian
resistance fighters, Luxembourg
resistance fighters, non-Jewish
resistance fighters, Norwegian
resistance fighters, Polish
resistance fighters, Serbian
resistance fighters, Sinti and Roma
resistance fighters, Slovak
resistance fighters, Soviet
resistance fighters, Spanish
resistance fighters, Turkmenian
resistance fighters, Ukrainian
resistance fighters, Volksdeutsche
resistance fighters, Yugoslavian

resistance groups
"26 let Oktiabria"
"For the Homeland" (Vilna Voivodship)
"Gustaw"
"Mstitel" detachment
"Parasol"
"Red Arrow"
"Vladas Baronas"
"Yechiel"
"Za Pobedu"
(u)51st Brigade
(u)Algemene Studenten Vereniging Amsterdam
(u)Armée Blanche
(u)Bahure Ha-Yeshivah
(u)Batjovani
(u)Bykov Unit
(u)Cafard
(u)Chechaleske Otriad
(u)Cien
(u)Czecho
(u)De Geuzen
(u) Dubrovskii and Mizunov Otriad
(u) FARMA
(u) Groep Han Ruys
(u) Groep van Ginhoven
(u) Groupe General de Sabotage de Belgique
(u) Groupe Internationale des Etudiantes Rouges
(u) Ha-Tsiyonut Ha-Datit
(u) Hanokmim
(u) HIIM
(u) Irgun Haganah Tzionit
(u) Ivanoff
(u) Jan Zizka partisan group
(u) Kindertjes Verzet
(u) Kolpakov Partisan Group
(u) Komitet po Osvobozhdeniui Zapadnoi Belorussii
(u) Kosciuszko-Kalinowski Unit
(u) Kurganov Battalion
(u) Kutuzov Otriad
(u) Maquis de Lorris
(u) Milice Patriotique
(u) Mouvement Juive Socialist
(u) Muszketery
(u) Nemzeti Part
(u) Neuer Weg
(u) Niva
(u) Noar Tsofi Halutsi
(u) Oranjewacht
(u) Ordzenakidzem
(u) Orel Otriad
(u) Organizacja Polskich Socjalistów
(u) Otriad "El'brus"
(u) Otriad imeni Morozova
(u) Otriad Nikolaia
(u) Otriad Pisarchika
(u) Panestikov
(u) Partisanen Actie Nederland
(u) Pierre Lambert Group
(u) Prosper
(u) Pugachev Otriad
(u) Pugachev partisan unit
(u) Réseau Gallia
(u) Riksza Unit
(u) Shalomo
(u) Shimon Paikow Brigade
(u) Shirokov Brigade
(u) Sojednia Oducha
(u) Sovetskaia Belarus
(u) Spartak Brigade
(u) Stalinova Brigade
(u) Stalintsy
(u) Steen Hansen
(u) Strzala
(u) Svaz ceske mladeze
(u)Swietokrzyska Brigade
(u)Szabadság
(u)Tadeusza Kocinszki Group
(u)Tlumacz Band
(u)Travail Allemand
(u)Tret'ia Partizanskaia Brigada
(u)Unité
(u)Utrechtse Stuit Groep
(u)Van Dien
(u)Vasas Tornászok Dossárt
(u)Velikopolovetskii Otriad Imeni Parkhemenko
(u)Vermes
(u)Vrank en Vrij
(u)Vrank en Vrij
(u)Waligora Group
(u)Widerstandsgruppe Neckarland
(u)Yegerov Group
(u)Yidn Viln Azoy
(u)Zadorozhnyi Unit
1-yi otriad Belorusskoi diversionnoi brigady
115-ii Partisan Otriad
2-ia Kletnianskaia partizanskaia brigada
210-ii Otriad
255-ii Otriad
258-ii Otriad
278-ii Partisan Otriad
3-ia Belorusskaia Brigada
300-ia imeni Voroshilova Brigada
4-ia Belorusskaia Brigada
5-ia Kletnianskaia Partizanskaia Brigada
760-ii Otriad
8-ia Kruglianskaia Brigade
Aktivistn Farband
Aleksander Nevsky Partisan Brigades
Armée Belge des Partisans du Front de l'Independence et de la Liberation
Armée Juive
Armée secrète
Armia Krajowa
Armia Ludowa
Atlas Otriad
Baltiets Otriad
Batalioni Chlopskie
Bezige Bij
Bielski Partisans
Brigada Belarus'
Brigada Dubova
Brigada Kalinovskogo
Brigada Neulovimye
Brigada Za Sovetskuiu Belorussiu
Brigada Za Sovetskuiu Belorussiu Minskoi Oblasti
Brigate Autonome
Brigate Garibaldi
Brigate Giustizia e Libertá
Brinskii Partisan Unit
Budennyi Brigade
Budennyi Otriad
Carmagnole-Liberté Battalion
Ceux de la Libération-Vengeance
Ceux de la Résistance
Chapaev Unit (generic)
Chekist Brigade
Chetniks
Chkalov Brigade
Chug Chaluzi
Comitato di Liberazione Nazionale
Comité de Défense des Juifs
Corps Francs (generic)
Corps Francs de la Montagne Noire
Death to Fascism
Death to the Occupiers
Diadia Kolia Brigade
EAM-ELAS
EDES
Fareynegte Partizanishe Organizatsye
Fiodorov Partisan Formation
First Proletarian Assault Brigade
Forces Unies de la Jeunesse Patriotique
Forois Detachment
Frans-Tireurs et Partisans
French Forces of the Interior
Frihedsradet
Front de l'Indépendance
Frunze Otriad
Gemeinschaft für Frieden und Aufbau
Gidófalvy Unit
Glukhovskii Otriad
Grizodubova Brigade
Gruppa Ovcharenko
Gruppa Sidiakina
Gruppa Zhdanova
Gruppe Baum
Gruppi di Azione Patriottica
Gruzdobov Brigade
Haganah
Holger Danske
I.V. Stalin Partisan Formation (generic)
II Minskaia Brigada
II Vinnitskaia Partizanskaia Brigada imeni Stalina
Internationales Lagerkomitee Buchenwald
Irgun Zeva'i Le'ummi
Iskra Otriad
Istrebitel' Detachment
Jan Kilinski Detachment
Janowski Unit
Jedrusie
Jewish Coordination Committee (Warsaw)
Judith's Group
Kalinin Brigade
Kaplinski Otriad
Kirov Brigade
Kirov Otriad
Komitee "Freies Deutschland" für den Westen
Kommunistischer Jugendverband Österreichs
Komsomol'skii Otriad
Konfederacja Tatrzanska
Korchagin Detachment
Kovpak Partisan Formation
Krasnogvardeiskii Otriad
Kruk Detachment
Kutuzov Partisan Unit
Kuznetsov Otriad
La Sivième
Landelijke Knokploegen
Landelijke Organisatie voor Hulp aan Onderduikers
Lazo Otriad
Lenin Brigades
Leninskii Komsomol (generic)
Liepelskaia Brigada imeni Stalina
Lohamei Herut Israel
Magyar Függetlenségi Mozgalom
Main Forte
Malikov Partisan Group
Marco Polo Réseau
Masada (resistance group)
Medvedev Unit
Milice patriotique juive
Misiura Otriad
Molotov Brigade
Mouvement de Libération Nationale
Mouvement National Belge
Mouvement National contre le Racisme (MNCR)
Mouvements Unis de Résistance
Naamloze Vennootschap
Narodni hnuti pracujici mladeze
Narodnie Mstiteli Brigade
Narodowa Organizacja Wojskowa
Narodowe Sily Zbrojne
Nationaal Koningsgezinde Beweging-Mouvement National Royaliste
National Liberation Army of Yugoslavia
Naumov Partisan Formation
Nederlandse Binnenlandse Strijdkrachten
Nekamah
Neu Beginnen
Nitrianska Partizanska Brigada
Northern Lithuanian Partisan Brigade
O5
Obóz Polski Walczacej
Ogien group
Oneg Shabbat
Oranje Vrijbuiters
Orde Dienst Verzetsgroep
Ordzhonikidze Otriad
Organizacja Bojowa Wojska Polskiego "Hubal"
Orlianski-Borba Battalion
Orlianski Otriad
Otriad Belarus'
Otriad Bobkova
Otriad Burevestnik (Minsk Oblast)
Otriad Burevestnik (Odessa Oblast)
Otriad imeni Chapaeva 225-oi Brigady
Otriad imeni Chernaka
Otriad imeni Dzerzhinskogo Pinskoj Oblasti
Otriad imeni Kalinina
Otriad imeni Mikhailova
Otriad imeni Pozharskogo
Otriad imeni Sergeia Lazo (Smolensk Oblast)
Otriad imeni Shchorsa
Otriad imeni Shisha
Otriad imeni Sil'hitkogo
Otriad imeni Voroshilova
Otriad Karaseva
Otriad Kovalenko
Otriad Kuskova
Otriad Lin'kova
Otriad Molodtseva (Badaeva)
Otriad Mudrika
Otriad Pechenogo
Otriad Pobeda
Otriad Slava
Otriad Vasil'eva
Parkhomenko Otriad
Parool-groep
Partisan Brigade 123
Partisan detachment Spartak
Partisan Regiment 13
Partisans Armés
Patriot Rodiny
Perkunas detachment
Pinsk Brigade Group
Polish Socialists
Polish Victory Service
Pomoc Wiezniom Obozów Koncentracyjnych
Ponomarenko Brigade
Red Orchestra
resistance groups, Albanian
resistance groups, Austrian
resistance groups, Belgian
resistance groups, Belorussian
resistance groups, Bulgarian
resistance groups, Chinese
resistance groups, Czech
resistance groups, Danish
resistance groups, Dutch
resistance groups, French
resistance groups, German
resistance groups, Greek
resistance groups, Hungarian
resistance groups, Italian
resistance groups, Jewish
resistance groups, Latvian
resistance groups, Lithuanian
resistance groups, Norwegian
resistance groups, Polish
resistance groups, Russian
resistance groups, Serbian
resistance groups, Slovak
resistance groups, Slovenian
resistance groups, Soviet
resistance groups, Spanish
resistance groups, Ukrainian
resistance groups, Yugoslav
Revolutionaire Volksjeugd
Rote Kämpfer
Rovno Brigade Group
Saburov Partisan Formation
Satanovskii Otriad
Savez Komunisticke Omladine Jugoslavije
Selbtschutz
Shchors Brigade
Shitov Otriad
Shturmovaia Brigade
Silvano Fedi
Socjalistyczna Organizacja Bojowa
Solidarité-Union des Juifs pour la Résistance et l'Entr’aide
Sosienka
Stalin Unit (generic)
Staritskii's Detachment
Stichting 1940-1945
Struggle Detachment
Suvorov Brigade
Szare Szeregi
Tajna Organizacja Nauczania
TD-Groep
The "Bolshevik" Partisan Brigade
Trakai Brigade
Trouw-Groep
Union de la jeunesse juive
Union of Armed Struggle
Vilnius Unit
Voroshilov brigade
Voroshilov Otriad (generic)
Vrij Nederland
Vrije Groepen Amsterdam
Wanda Wasilewska Brigade
Weisse Rose, Die
Witte Brigade
Yehiel Grynszpan Partisans
Za Rodinu (generic)
Za Rodinu (Vinnitsa Oblast)
Zegota
Zhelezniaik Brigade
Zhukov Otriad
Zhukov Otriad (generic)
Zorin Unit
Zoska battalion
Zwiazek Walki Młodych
Zydowska Organizacja Bojowa
Zydowski Zwiazek Wojskowy

resistance groups: acquisition of food
resistance groups: acquisition of money
resistance groups: arms procurement
resistance groups: capture of enemy soldiers
resistance groups: capture of fighters
resistance groups: clothing
resistance groups: conflicts between groups
resistance groups: cooperation between groups
resistance groups: cooperation with armed forces
resistance groups: disarmament
resistance groups: fighter recruitment
resistance groups: infiltration of Nazi or Axis administration
resistance groups: inflicting casualties
resistance groups: integration into Allied armed forces
resistance groups: intelligence activities
resistance groups: leaders
resistance groups: living conditions
resistance groups: medical care
resistance groups: military operations
resistance groups: propaganda activities
resistance groups: receiving casualties
resistance groups: relations with local population
resistance groups: reprisals
resistance groups: sanitary and hygienic conditions
resistance groups: scouts and messengers
resistance groups: sexual activity
resistance groups: smuggling
resistance groups: social relations
resistance groups: structure and discipline
resistance groups: training
resistance groups: weapons and armaments
resistance in forced labor battalions
resistance in prisons
resistance in the camps
resistance in the ghettos
resistance organizations
resistance, armed
resistance, non-violent
resistance, spiritual
sabotage
safe houses
Sobibor Uprising (October 14, 1943)
Sonderkommando Uprising (Auschwitz II-Birkenau) Oct 7, 1944
Treblinka II Uprising (August 2, 1943)
underground publications
underground publications in the camps
underground publications in the ghettos
Warsaw Ghetto Uprising (April 19–May 16, 1943)
Warsaw Polish Uprising

**responses to persecution and totalitarian rule**

"Calmeyer List"
"Diamond Jews"
"Philips Group"
"Riegner Group"
"Schindler Jews"
abandonment of children
acts of defiance and self-defense
acts of vengeance

**aid**

- aid during deportations
- aid during forced marches
- aid during liberation
- aid during transfers
- aid givers (civilian)
- aid in forced labor battalions
- aid in hiding
- aid in prisons
- aid in the camps
- aid in the ghettos
- aid in the refugee camps
- aid or relief organizations
- aid preparations
- aid recipients
- aid: "Greek bluff"
- aid: assistance in employment
- aid: assistance in escape
- aid: assistance in flight
- aid: assistance in hiding and/or evasion
- aid: assistance in hiding valuables
- aid: assistance in migration
- aid: assistance to suspected perpetrators
- aid: financial assistance
- aid: preferential treatment
- aid: protection of false identity
- aid: provision of arms
- aid: provision of clothing
- aid: provision of false papers
- aid: provision of food and/or drink
- aid: provision of medical care
- aid: provision of protection papers
- aid: provision of shelter
- aid: rescue attempts
- aid: warnings
- aid: warnings about arrests
aid: warnings about deportations and/or transfers
aid: warnings about roundups
rescue from Axis-controlled territory
Sugihara visas
Aide aux mères
American Committee for the Relief of Victimized German Children
American Council of Voluntary Agencies for Foreign Service
Amitié Chrétienne
Amnesty International
appeals for government intervention
Auschwitz Protocols
Barneveld List
Belorusskaia Narodnaia Samopomoshch'
Berlin Convention (June 25, 1933)
Bernadotte transports
**betrayal**
  - betrayals during deportations
  - betrayals during forced marches
  - betrayals during transfers
  - betrayals in forced labor battalions
  - betrayals in hiding
  - betrayals in prisons
  - betrayals in the camps
  - betrayals in the ghettos
**bystander response to persecution**
  - bystander response to persecution of eugenics victims
  - bystander response to persecution of Jews
  - bystander response to persecution of Sinti and Roma
Children's Overseas Reception Board
**clandestine activities**
  - clandestine activities during deportations
  - clandestine activities during forced marches
  - clandestine activities during transfers
  - clandestine activities in forced labor battalions
  - clandestine activities in prisons
  - clandestine activities in the camps
  - clandestine activities in the ghettos
collaboration
Comitato di assistenza per gli ebrei in Italia
Comité Popular Contra el Antisemitismo
Comité Central d'Assistance
Comité voor Joodse Vluchtelingen
Commission Inter-Mouvements auprès des Evacués
communication
decisions regarding engaging in sexual activities
decisions regarding provision of aid or rescue
Delegazione assistenza emigranti ebrei (DELASEM)
discussions of rescue
Entraide temporaire
evasion
Food for Freedom
Freie Österreichische Bewegung in Grossbritannien
Glass House (Budapest)
hiding of valuables
Human Rights Watch
Höbling Trial (Austria)
International Red Help
International Solidarity Fund
Jehovah's Witnesses international protest (October 7, 1934)
Jewish children rescue, Transnistria
Jewish Historical Documentation Center
Kasztner transport
Kindertransport
Krausz Report
League for Human Rights of Czechoslovakia
Ligue Internationale Contre le Racisme et l'Antisémitisme
Lucerne Resolution (September 1936)
manufacture and dissemination of false documents
Matanoth Laevionim
Mayer et al. Trial (Austria)
Movement for the Care of Children from Germany
Musy Transport
Nansen Help
National Committee for Resettlement of Foreign Physicians
Novak Trials (Austria)(generic)
Oeuvre de Protection des Enfants Juifs
Oeuvre Nationale de l'Enfance
Official Romania Expeditini Transportoi Bucoresti Colea
Open Letter (June 20, 1937)
Perl-Transporte
Pfarrer Notbund
placement of children
Polyukhovich Trial (Australia)
Pracovna Skupina
press and media coverage of the Holocaust
protected houses (Budapest)
protected houses (Budapest) (stills)
protected workshops (Budapest)
Rada Główna Opiekuncza
Red Cross, American
Red Cross, Belgian
Red Cross, British
Red Cross, Bulgarian
Red Cross, Canadian
Red Cross, Czechoslovakian
Red Cross, Danish
Red Cross, Dutch
Red Cross, Finnish
Red Cross, French
Red Cross, German
Red Cross, Hungarian
Red Cross, International
Red Cross, Japanese
Red Cross, Luxembourg
Red Cross, Norwegian
Red Cross, Polish
Red Cross, Slovenian
Red Cross, Swedish
Red Cross, Swiss
Red Cross, Yugoslavian
refugee children transports
refugee childrens transport conditions
refusal of aid
restoration of Jewish sites
Revisionist Transports
Rosenstrasse Protest (Berlin, Germany, 1943)
safe houses
Schindler's List
suicide
suicide attempts
treatment of collaborators
Unitarian Service Committee
United Nations
United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration
United States Committee for the Care of European Children
Utrechtse Kindercomité
Va'adat Ezra ve'Hatzalah
Warszawski Akademicki Komitet Antyghettowy
wartime diaries
Westerweel Group

**restrictive housing experience**
enforced residence

**ghetto life and operations**
"Freizeitgestaltung"
abortions in the ghettos
acquisition of food and drink in the ghettos
agricultural work in ghettos
aid in the ghettos
Appell in the ghettos
arms procurement in the ghettos
badges and armbands, ghetto
barter in the ghettos
begging in the ghettos
betrayals in the ghettos
blood extraction in the ghettos
body removal and disposal in the ghettos
bribery in the ghettos
brothels in the ghettos
brutal treatment in the ghettos
businesses in the ghettos
childcare in the ghettos
children in the ghettos
clandestine activities in the ghettos
clandestine economic activities in the ghettos
clandestine movement in and out of the ghettos
clothing in the ghettos
communication in the ghettos
contact with ghetto inhabitants
corpses in the ghettos
cremations in the ghettos

cultural and social activities in the ghettos

customs and observances (Christian) in the ghettos

customs and observances (Jewish) in the ghettos

deaths in the ghettos

deaths of children in the ghettos

deportation from ghettos

deportation from (u)Ared (Romania : Ghetto)

deportation from (u)Baile Felix (Romania : Ghetto)

deportation from (u)Bircza (Poland : Ghetto)

deportation from (u)Bukaczowce (Poland : Ghetto)

deportation from (u)Vijnita (Romania : Ghetto)

deportation from (u)Widzy (Poland : Ghetto)

deportation from (u)Wierzbica (Poland : Ghetto)

deportation from (u)Zukow (Zloczow, Tarnopol, Poland : Ghetto)

deportation from Abony (Hungary : Ghetto)

deportation from Aleksandrów Lodski (Poland : Ghetto)

deportation from Alsósima (Hungary : Ghetto)

deportation from Amsterdam (Netherlands : Ghetto)

deportation from Zwierzchów (Poland : Ghetto)

deportation from Zwolen (Poland : Ghetto)

deportation from Zychlin (Poland : Ghetto)

deportation from Zyrardów (Poland : Ghetto)

diseases in the ghettos

education (Jewish) in the ghettos

education in the ghettos

environmental conditions in the ghettos

epidemics in the ghettos

escape attempts in the ghettos

escapes from the ghettos

executions in the ghettos

first impressions of ghettos

food in the ghettos

forced labor in the ghettos

funerals and burials in the ghettos

ghetto crematoria (Theresienstadt)

ghetto currency

ghetto functionaries

ghetto guards

ghetto guards, Austrian

ghetto guards, Belgian

ghetto guards, Belorussian

ghetto guards, Czech

ghetto guards, Estonian

ghetto guards, German

ghetto guards, Greek

ghetto guards, Hungarian

ghetto guards, Italian
ghetto guards, Japanese
ghetto guards, Latvian
ghetto guards, Lithuanian
ghetto guards, Polish
ghetto guards, Romanian
ghetto guards, Russian
ghetto guards, Ukrainian
ghetto guards, Volksdeutsche
ghetto inhabitants
ghetto inhabitants, Austrian
ghetto inhabitants, Belorussian
ghetto inhabitants, Czech
ghetto inhabitants, Czechoslovak
ghetto inhabitants, Danish
ghetto inhabitants, Dutch
ghetto inhabitants, elderly
ghetto inhabitants, female
ghetto inhabitants, French
ghetto inhabitants, German
ghetto inhabitants, Greek
ghetto inhabitants, handicapped
ghetto inhabitants, Hungarian
ghetto inhabitants, Italian
ghetto inhabitants, Jewish
ghetto inhabitants, Latvian
ghetto inhabitants, Lithuanian
ghetto inhabitants, non-Jewish
ghetto inhabitants, Polish
ghetto inhabitants, Romanian
ghetto inhabitants, Sinti and Roma
ghetto inhabitants, Slovak
ghetto inhabitants, Ukrainian
ghetto latrines (Theresienstadt)
ghetto libraries
ghetto passes
ghetto personnel
ghetto populations
ghetto procedures
ghetto procedures and regulations
ghetto uprisings
ghettoization
ghettoization preparations
ghettoization procedures
hiding and evasion in the ghettos
hospitals in the ghettos
housing conditions in the ghettos
humiliation and harassment in the ghettos
hunger in the ghettos
infestations in the ghettos
injuries in the ghettos
interaction with family members in the ghettos
Jewish Pao Chia
Judenrâte in the ghettos
killings in the ghettos
liberation of ghettos
life numbers
liquidation of ghettos
living conditions in the ghettos
looting in the ghettos
malnutrition in the ghettos
mass executions in the ghettos
medical care in the ghettos
menstruation in the ghettos
official ghetto publications
physical condition in the ghettos
political activities in the ghettos
prayer (Jewish) in the ghettos
prayer in the ghettos
pregnancies and births in the ghettos
psychological reactions to ghetto life
punishments in the ghettos
quarantine in the ghettos
rape/sexual molestation in the ghettos
release from ghettos
religious texts (Jewish) in the ghettos
resistance in the ghettos
ritual and religious objects (Jewish) in the ghettos
rumors in the ghettos
sanitary and hygienic conditions in the ghettos
sealing of ghettos
seizure of property in the ghettos
selections in the ghettos
sense of time in the ghettos
service work in the ghettos
sexual activities in the ghettos
sharing food and drink in the ghettos
shoes in the ghettos
smuggling in the ghettos
social relations in the ghettos
stealing in the ghettos
study in the ghettos
suicide attempts in the ghettos
suicide in the ghettos
Theresienstadt ghetto beautification
thirst in the ghettos
underground publications in the ghettos
visitors to the ghettos
weddings and marriages in the ghettos
workshops in the ghettos

Judenhäuser

restricted housing
restricted housing preparations
Romanian colony
Soviet exile
Yellow Star Houses
Yellow Star Houses (stills)
Sinti and Roma life

- communities, Sinti and Roma
- customs and observances (Sinti and Roma)
- inter-Sinti and Roma relations
- nomadic life style (Sinti and Roma)
- relations between Sinti and Roma and the general population
- settled life style (Sinti and Roma)
- Sinti and Roma culture
- Sinti and Roma identity
- Sinti and Roma war veterans

stills

- arrests (stills)
- baptisms (stills)
- bar and bat mitzvah ceremonies and celebrations (stills)
- Batei Midrash (stills)
- book burnings (stills)
- broadcast footage
- camp barracks (stills)
- camp crematoria (stills)
- camp hospitals (stills)
- camp latrines (stills)
- camp showers (stills)
- cemeteries (Jewish) (stills)
- cemeteries, Christian (stills)
- cemeteries, military (stills)
- churches (stills)
- class photographs (stills)
- communions (stills)
- concentration camps (stills)
- confirmations (stills)
- convents and monasteries (stills)
- corpses (stills)
- customs and observances (Christian) (stills)
- customs and observances (Jewish) (stills)
- deportation centers (stills)
- deportations/transfers (stills)
- displaced persons camps (stills)
- documentary evidence of the Holocaust

documents and artifacts (stills)

- antisemitic propaganda (stills)
- badges and armbands (stills)
- baptism certificates (stills)
- bar and bat mitzvah certificates (stills)
- birth certificates (stills)
- camp and prison artifacts (stills)
- camp currency (stills)
- clothing (stills)
- correspondence (stills)
- correspondence from forced labor battalions (stills)
- correspondence from prisons (stills)
- correspondence from the camps (stills)
- correspondence from the ghettos (stills)
death certificates (stills)
documents and artifacts (stills) 1400s
documents and artifacts (stills) 1500s
documents and artifacts (stills) 1600s
documents and artifacts (stills) 1700s
documents and artifacts (stills) 1800s
documents and artifacts (stills) 1870s
documents and artifacts (stills) 1880s
documents and artifacts (stills) 1890s

documents and artifacts (stills) 1900 - 1909
documents and artifacts (stills) 1900
documents and artifacts (stills) 1901
documents and artifacts (stills) 1902
documents and artifacts (stills) 1903
documents and artifacts (stills) 1904
documents and artifacts (stills) 1905
documents and artifacts (stills) 1906
documents and artifacts (stills) 1907
documents and artifacts (stills) 1908
documents and artifacts (stills) 1909

documents and artifacts (stills) 1910 - 1919
documents and artifacts (stills) 1910
documents and artifacts (stills) 1911
documents and artifacts (stills) 1912
documents and artifacts (stills) 1913
documents and artifacts (stills) 1914
documents and artifacts (stills) 1915
documents and artifacts (stills) 1916
documents and artifacts (stills) 1917
documents and artifacts (stills) 1918
documents and artifacts (stills) 1919

documents and artifacts (stills) 1920s
documents and artifacts (stills) 1920
documents and artifacts (stills) 1921
documents and artifacts (stills) 1922
documents and artifacts (stills) 1923
documents and artifacts (stills) 1924
documents and artifacts (stills) 1925
documents and artifacts (stills) 1926
documents and artifacts (stills) 1927
documents and artifacts (stills) 1928
documents and artifacts (stills) 1929

documents and artifacts (stills) 1930s
documents and artifacts (stills) 1930
documents and artifacts (stills) 1931
documents and artifacts (stills) 1932
documents and artifacts (stills) 1933
documents and artifacts (stills) 1934
documents and artifacts (stills) 1935
documents and artifacts (stills) 1936
documents and artifacts (stills) 1937
documents and artifacts (stills) 1938
documents and artifacts (stills) 1939
documents and artifacts (stills) 1940s
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1940
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1941
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1942
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1943
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1944
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1945
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1946
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1947
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1948
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1949

documents and artifacts (stills) 1950s
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1950
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1951
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1952
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1953
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1954
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1955
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1956
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1957
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1958
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1959

documents and artifacts (stills) 1960s
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1960
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1961
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1962
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1963
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1964
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1965
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1966
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1967
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1968
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1969

documents and artifacts (stills) 1970s
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1970
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1971
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1972
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1973
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1974
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1975
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1976
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1977
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1978
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1979

documents and artifacts (stills) 1980s
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1980
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1981
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1982
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1983
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1984
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1985
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1986
  documents and artifacts (stills) 1987
documents and artifacts (stills) 1988
documents and artifacts (stills) 1989

**documents and artifacts (stills) 1990s**
documents and artifacts (stills) 1990
documents and artifacts (stills) 1991
documents and artifacts (stills) 1992
documents and artifacts (stills) 1993
documents and artifacts (stills) 1994
documents and artifacts (stills) 1995
documents and artifacts (stills) 1996
documents and artifacts (stills) 1997
documents and artifacts (stills) 1998
documents and artifacts (stills) 1999
documents and artifacts (stills) 2000
documents and artifacts (stills) 2001
documents and artifacts (stills) post-liberation
documents and artifacts (stills) postwar
documents and artifacts (stills) prewar
documents and artifacts (stills) wartime
documents verifying Holocaust experience (stills)
documents verifying military and/or resistance experience (stills)
DP camp currency (stills)
education-related documents (stills)
false currency (stills)
false papers (stills)
family trees (stills)
fine arts (stills)
ghetto artifacts (stills)
ghetto currency (stills)
ghetto passes (stills)
Holocaust and/or war-related art and scholarship (stills)
honors and awards (stills)
identification papers (stills)
maps (stills)
mariage documents (stills)
military and police uniforms artifacts (stills)
military and police uniforms photographs (stills)
military decorations and medals (stills)
military documents and artifacts (stills)
naturalization and immigration-related documents (stills)
passports (stills)
political rehabilitation documents (stills)
prisoner uniforms artifacts (stills)
protection papers (stills)
publications (stills)
ration cards (stills)
refugee camp artifacts (stills)
religious texts (Christian) (stills)
religious texts (Jewish) (stills)
resistance group artifacts (stills)
restitution and indemnification-related documents (stills)
travel permits (stills)
visas (stills)
war crimes trial documents (stills)
war mementos (stills)
wartime currency (stills)
wartime diaries (stills)
work permits (stills)
eugenics program facilities (stills)
executions (stills)
family businesses (stills)
family homes (stills)
family members photographs (post-liberation) (stills)
family members photographs (postwar) (stills)
family members photographs (prewar) (stills)
family members photographs (wartime) (stills)
field hospitals (stills)
forced labor battalions, Hungarian (stills)
forced labor groups, Bulgarian (stills)
forced labor groups, Romanian (stills)
forced labor sites (stills)
forced labor squads (stills)
forced marches (stills)
foster family homes (stills)
funerals and burials (stills)
gas chambers (stills)
ghetto crematoria (Theresienstadt)(stills)
ghetto housing (stills)
ghetto inhabitants (stills)
ghettos (stills)
gravesites and gravemarkers (stills)
Hakhsharot (stills)
Hasidic rebbes (stills)
hiding places (stills)
Holocaust and/or war-related commemoration events (stills)
hospitals (stills)
housing, refugee (stills)
injuries and scars (stills)
internment camps (stills)
kibbutzim (stills)
location video footage
mass graves/killing sites (stills)
medical experiments (stills)
memorials and museums (stills)
mikva’ot (stills)
military operations (stills)
military reunions (stills)
military units (stills)
mosques (stills)
organizations (stills)
orphanages and children’s homes (stills)
performing arts (stills)
photographs (stills)
photographs (stills) 1800s
photographs (stills) 1840s
photographs (stills) 1850s
photographs (stills) 1860s
photographs (stills) 1870s
photographs (stills) 1880s
photographs (stills) 1890s

photographs (stills) 1900 - 1909
photographs (stills) 1900
photographs (stills) 1901
photographs (stills) 1902
photographs (stills) 1903
photographs (stills) 1904
photographs (stills) 1905
photographs (stills) 1906
photographs (stills) 1907
photographs (stills) 1908
photographs (stills) 1909

photographs (stills) 1910 - 1919
photographs (stills) 1910
photographs (stills) 1911
photographs (stills) 1912
photographs (stills) 1913
photographs (stills) 1914
photographs (stills) 1915
photographs (stills) 1916
photographs (stills) 1917
photographs (stills) 1918
photographs (stills) 1919

photographs (stills) 1920s
photographs (stills) 1920
photographs (stills) 1921
photographs (stills) 1922
photographs (stills) 1923
photographs (stills) 1924
photographs (stills) 1925
photographs (stills) 1926
photographs (stills) 1927
photographs (stills) 1928
photographs (stills) 1929

photographs (stills) 1930s
photographs (stills) 1930
photographs (stills) 1931
photographs (stills) 1932
photographs (stills) 1933
photographs (stills) 1934
photographs (stills) 1935
photographs (stills) 1936
photographs (stills) 1937
photographs (stills) 1938
photographs (stills) 1939

photographs (stills) 1940s
photographs (stills) 1940
photographs (stills) 1941
photographs (stills) 1942
photographs (stills) 1943
photographs (stills) 1944
photographs (stills) 1945
photographs (stills) 1946
photographs (stills) 1947
photographs (stills) 1948
photographs (stills) 1949

photographs (stills) 1950s
photographs (stills) 1950
photographs (stills) 1951
photographs (stills) 1952
photographs (stills) 1953
photographs (stills) 1954
photographs (stills) 1955
photographs (stills) 1956
photographs (stills) 1957
photographs (stills) 1958
photographs (stills) 1959

photographs (stills) 1960s
photographs (stills) 1960
photographs (stills) 1961
photographs (stills) 1962
photographs (stills) 1963
photographs (stills) 1964
photographs (stills) 1965
photographs (stills) 1966
photographs (stills) 1967
photographs (stills) 1968
photographs (stills) 1969

photographs (stills) 1970s
photographs (stills) 1970
photographs (stills) 1971
photographs (stills) 1972
photographs (stills) 1973
photographs (stills) 1974
photographs (stills) 1975
photographs (stills) 1976
photographs (stills) 1977
photographs (stills) 1978
photographs (stills) 1979

photographs (stills) 1980s
photographs (stills) 1980
photographs (stills) 1981
photographs (stills) 1982
photographs (stills) 1983
photographs (stills) 1984
photographs (stills) 1985
photographs (stills) 1986
photographs (stills) 1987
photographs (stills) 1988
photographs (stills) 1989

photographs (stills) 1990s
photographs (stills) 1990
photographs (stills) 1991
photographs (stills) 1992
photographs (stills) 1993
photographs (stills) 1994
photographs (stills) 1995
photographs (stills) 1996
photographs (stills) 1997
photographs (stills) 1998
photographs (stills) 1999
photographs (stills) 2000
photographs (stills) 2001
photographs (stills) post-liberation
photographs (stills) postwar
photographs (stills) prewar
photographs (stills) wartime
photographs of interviewee (stills)
political activities (stills)
post-liberation visits to sites of persecution (stills)
postwar reunions of aid givers and aid recipients (stills)
postwar reunions of liberators and survivors (stills)
postwar survivor reunions (stills)
postwar visits to sites of hiding/false identity (stills)
postwar visits to sites of resistance (stills)
prisoner of war camps (stills)
prisoner tattoos (stills)
prisoner uniforms photographs (stills)
prisoners (stills)
prisoners of war (stills)
prisons (stills)
protected houses (Budapest) (stills)
refugee camps (stills)
refugee transports (stills)
resistance fighters (stills)
resistance group reunions (stills)
resistance groups (stills)
ritual circumcision (stills)
roundups (stills)
school reunions (stills)
schools (stills)
selections (stills)
ships (stills)
sports clubs (stills)
synagogues (stills)
war crimes trials (stills)
weapons (stills)
weddings (stills)
Yellow Star Houses (stills)

**struggle for survival**

adoption of Christian religious practices
begging
cannibalism
children
civil defense
decception about age
decception about gender
decception about occupation
decception about physical and/or mental health
decisions regarding escape
deserters
discussions of escape
discussions of flight
escape attempts
escape attempts during deportations
escape attempts during forced marches
escape attempts during transfers
escape attempts from forced labor battalions
escape attempts in prisons
escape attempts in the camps
escape attempts in the ghettos
escape preparations
escape routes
escapes
escapes during deportations
escapes during forced marches
escapes during transfers
escapes from forced labor battalions
escapes from prisons
escapes from the ghettos
evasion of roundups
false identity preparations
false names
false papers
fear of exposure of Jewish identity
fear of exposure of Sinti and Roma identity
flight
  flight from countries
    flight from Albania
    flight from Algeria
    flight from Angola
    flight from Austria
    flight from Belgium
    flight from Bulgaria
    flight from China
    flight from Czechoslovakia
    flight from Danzig (FC)
    flight from Denmark
    flight from Finland
    flight from France
    flight from French Morocco
    flight from Germany
    flight from Greece
    flight from Hong Kong
    flight from Hungary
    flight from Italy
    flight from Japan
flight from Latvia
flight from Libya
flight from Liechtenstein
flight from Lithuania
flight from Luxembourg
flight from Martinique
flight from Monaco
flight from Norway
flight from Poland
flight from Romania
flight from Spain
flight from Tangier International Zone
flight from the Netherlands
flight from the USSR
flight from West Antilles
flight from Yugoslavia

flight routes (domestic)
flight routes (international)

flight to countries
flight to Albania
flight to Algeria
flight to Andorra
flight to Angola
flight to Argentina
flight to Australia
flight to Austria
flight to Belgian Congo
flight to Belgium
flight to Bermuda
flight to Bolivia
flight to Brazil
flight to Bulgaria
flight to Canada
flight to Chile
flight to China
flight to Colombia
flight to Costa Rica
flight to Cuba
flight to Cyprus
flight to Czechoslovakia
flight to Danzig (FC)
flight to Denmark
flight to Dominica
flight to Ecuador
flight to Egypt
flight to Eire
flight to Ethiopia
flight to Finland
flight to France
flight to French Morocco
flight to Germany
flight to Gibraltar
flight to Greece
flight to Guatemala
flight to Haiti
flight to Hong Kong
flight to Hungary
flight to India
flight to Italy
flight to Jamaica
flight to Japan
flight to Kenya
flight to Latvia
flight to Lebanon
flight to Liberia
flight to Libya
flight to Liechtenstein
flight to Lithuania
flight to Luxembourg
flight to Martinique
flight to Mexico
flight to Moçambique
flight to Monaco
flight to Netherlands Antilles
flight to Netherlands East Indies
flight to New Zealand
flight to Norway
flight to Palestine
flight to Panama
flight to Paraguay
flight to Peru
flight to Poland
flight to Portugal
flight to Romania
flight to Singapore
flight to South West Africa
flight to Southern Rhodesia
flight to Spain
flight to Swaziland
flight to Sweden
flight to Switzerland
flight to Tangier International Zone
flight to Thailand
flight to the Dominican Republic
flight to the Netherlands
flight to the Philippines
flight to the U.S. Virgin Islands
flight to the Union of South Africa
flight to the United Kingdom
flight to the United States
flight to the USSR
flight to Trinidad and Tobago
flight to Turkey
flight to Uruguay
flight to Venezuela
flight to West Antilles
flight to Yugoslavia
flight attempts
flight preparations
infanticide
living under false identity
maintenance of physical hygiene

**means of adaptation and survival**
- means of adaptation and survival during deportations
- means of adaptation and survival during forced marches
- means of adaptation and survival during transfers
- means of adaptation and survival in forced labor battalions
- means of adaptation and survival in hiding
- means of adaptation and survival in prisons
- means of adaptation and survival in the camps
- means of adaptation and survival in the ghettos
- means of adaptation and survival in the refugee camps

mercy killings
passing under false identity
post-liberation concealment of Jewish identity
post-liberation concealment of Sinti and Roma identity
prevention of psychological distress
protection papers
Sonderkommando Uprising (Auschwitz II-Birkenau) Oct 7, 1944
surgical alteration of physical features
survival of executions
survival of mass executions

**transport experience**

**deportation experience**
- acquisition of food and drink during deportations
- awareness of deportations and/or transfers
- barter during deportations
- betrayals during deportations
- bribery during deportation
- brutal treatment during deportations
- children during deportations and/or transfers
- clandestine activities during deportations
- communication during deportations
- corpses during deportations
- cultural and social activities during deportations
- deaths during deportations
- deportation centers
- deportation centers (stills)
- deportation conditions

**deportation from cities**
- deportation from (u)Bâcu (Romania)
- deportation from (u)Behuts (Czechoslovakia)
- deportation from (u)Cearda (Romania)
- deportation from (u)Crecinev (Romania)
- deportation from (u)Dvishevis (Romania)
- deportation from (u)Flaurac (France)
- deportation from (u)Gavelle (France)
- deportation from (u)Geringshof (Germany)
- deportation from (u)Jyurus (Romania)
deportation from (u)Novomoskovsk (Ukraine, USSR : Ghetto)
deporation from (u)Ship (Romania)
deporation from (u)Tyszow (Bialystok, Poland)
deporation from (u)Vidasovo (Russia, USSR)
deporation from (u)Villaloba (Rhodes, Italy)
deporation from Aba (Hungary)
deporation from Abaújszántó (Hungary)
deporation from Abaújvár (Hungary)
deporation from Achim (Hanover, Prussia, Germany)

deporation from Zvolen (Czechoslovakia)
deporation from Zwierzyniec (Lublin, Poland)
deporation from Zwolen (Poland)
deporation from Zyrardów (Poland)

deporation from countries

deporation from Belgium
deporation from Cuba
deporation from Czechoslovakia
deporation from Danzig (FC)
deporation from Denmark
deporation from France
deporation from Germany
deporation from Hungary
deporation from Italy
deporation from Latvia
deporation from Malaysia
deporation from Palestine
deporation from Poland
deporation from Singapore
deporation from Switzerland
deporation from the Netherlands
deporation from the United Kingdom
deporation from the USSR
deporation from Yugoslavia

deportation from forced labor camps

deporation from ghettos

deporation from (u)Arded (Romania : Ghetto)
deporation from (u)Baile Felix (Romania : Ghetto)
deporation from (u)Bircza (Poland : Ghetto)
deporation from (u)Bukaczowce (Poland : Ghetto)

deporation from (u)Vijnita (Romania : Ghetto)
deporation from (u)Widzy (Poland : Ghetto)
deporation from (u)Wierzbica (Poland : Ghetto)
deporation from (u)Zukow (Zloczow, Tarnopol, Poland : Ghetto)
deporation from Abony (Hungary : Ghetto)
deporation from Aleksandrów Lodski (Poland : Ghetto)
deporation from Alsósíma (Hungary : Ghetto)
deporation from Amsterdam (Netherlands : Ghetto)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Region/Province</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zwierzchów</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>Ghetto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zwolen</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>Ghetto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zychlin</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>Ghetto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zyrardów</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>Ghetto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bessarabia</td>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bukovina</td>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crimea</td>
<td>Russia, USSR</td>
<td>Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haute-Garonne</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>Administrative Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiev</td>
<td>Ukraine, USSR</td>
<td>Oblast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latgale</td>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>Province</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leningrad</td>
<td>Russia, USSR</td>
<td>Oblast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odessa</td>
<td>Ukraine, USSR</td>
<td>Oblast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Podkarpatska Rus</td>
<td>Czechoslovakia</td>
<td>Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberia</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stalingrad</td>
<td>Russia, USSR</td>
<td>Oblast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Szabolcs-Ung</td>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transylvania</td>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uzbekistan</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Soviet Socialist Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vinnitsa</td>
<td>Ukraine, USSR</td>
<td>Oblast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warsaw</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>Voivodship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bietlany</td>
<td>Warsaw, Poland</td>
<td>Concentration Camp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wsola</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>Concentration Camp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>York Racecourse</td>
<td>England, UK</td>
<td>Internment Camp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zatish'ie</td>
<td>Ukraine, USSR</td>
<td>Concentration Camp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zesel Fabrick</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>Concentration Camp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aachen</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Concentration Camp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbasiyah</td>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>POW Camp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adampol</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>Concentration Camp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agde</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>Internment Camp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zillerthal-Erdmannsdorf</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Concentration Camp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zossen-Wulkow bei Trebnitz</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Concentration Camp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zvenigorodka</td>
<td>Ukraine, USSR</td>
<td>Concentration Camp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zwierzyniec</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>Concentration Camp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubino</td>
<td>Ukraine, USSR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hochwald</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirchensdorf</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
deportation to (u)Loshinka (Russia, USSR)
deportation to (u)Rossing (Germany)
deportation to (u)Ruizna (Ukraine, USSR)
deportation to (u)Vidasovo (Russia, USSR)
deportation to Ambarovo (Ukraine, USSR)
deportation to Amsterdam (Netherlands)
deportation to Aniolów (Poland)
deportation to Arad (Romania)

deportation to Zatish’e (Odessa, Ukraine, USSR)
deportation to Zavidovo (Vologda, Russia, USSR)
deportation to Zlotopolice (Poland)
deportation to Zmigród (Poland)(generic)

deportation to Australia
deportation to Austria
deportation to Belgium
deportation to Canada
deportation to Cyprus
deportation to France
deportation to Germany
deportation to Greece
deportation to Poland
deportation to Romania
deportation to the Netherlands
deportation to the USSR

deportation to ghettos

deportation to (u)Baligród (Poland : Ghetto)
deportation to (u)Bicske (Hungary : Ghetto)
deportation to (u)Bogushevichi (Belorussia, USSR : Ghetto)
deportation to (u)Irsava (Czechoslovakia : Ghetto)
deportation to (u)Jászlé (Hungary : Ghetto)
deportation to (u)Jaworzno (Poland : Ghetto)
deportation to (u)Katowice (Poland : Ghetto)
deportation to (u)Larissa (Greece : Ghetto)
deportation to (u)Pasternik (Cracow, Poland : Ghetto)
deportation to (u)Polonnoe (Polonnoe, Vinnitsa, Ukraine, USSR : Ghetto)
deportation to (u)Rogachev (Novograd-Volynskii, Kiev, Ukraine, USSR : Ghetto)
deportation to (u)Somcuta-Mare (Romania : Ghetto)
deportation to (u)Vijnita (Romania : Ghetto)
deportation to Abony (Hungary : Ghetto)
deportation to Aleksandrów Lodski (Poland : Ghetto)
deportation to Alsósima (Hungary : Ghetto)
deportation to Amsterdam (Netherlands : Ghetto)

deportation to Zwierzchów (Poland : Ghetto)
deportation to Zwolen (Poland : Ghetto)
deportation to Zychlin (Poland : Ghetto)
deportation to Zyrardów (Poland : Ghetto)
deportation to prisons
  deportation to (u)Le Bourdiot (France : Prison)
  deportation to Amsterdam-Weteringschans (Netherlands : Prison)
  deportation to Cuneo Prison (Italy : Prison)
  deportation to Lukiszki (Vilna, Poland : Prison)
  deportation to Montelupich (Cracow, Poland : Prison)
  deportation to Mosonyi Utca Prison (Budapest, Hungary : Prison)
  deportation to Spilberk Castle (Brno, Czechoslovakia : Prison)
  deportation to Toloncház (Budapest, Hungary : Prison)
  deportation to Zamek (Lublin, Poland : Prison)
deportation to regions
  deportation to Mari (Russia, USSR : Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic)
  deportation to Arkhangel'sk (USSR : Oblast)
  deportation to Cheliabinsk (USSR : Oblast)
  deportation to Dnepropetrovsk (Ukraine, USSR : Oblast)
  deportation to Galicia (Europe : Region)
  deportation to Iakutiia (Russia, USSR : Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic)
  deportation to Kazakstan (USSR : Soviet Socialist Republic)
  deportation to Komi (Russia, USSR : Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic)
  deportation to Novosibirsk (Russia, USSR : Oblast)
  deportation to Siberia (USSR : Region)
  deportation to Tatar-Bunary (Romania)
  deportation to Transnistria
  deportation to Ural (USSR : Region)
  deportation to Uzbekistan (USSR : Soviet Socialist Republic)
  deportation to Vologda (Russia, USSR : Oblast)

departions, means of transport
diseases during deportations
environmental conditions during deportations
escape attempts during deportations
escapes during deportations
executions during deportations
food during deportations
funerals and burials during deportations
guards: deportations
  Hotel Polski transports
humiliation and harassment during deportations
hunger during deportations
injuries during deportations
interaction with family members during deportations
killings during deportations
mass executions during deportations
means of adaptation and survival during deportations
people of protected nationality
physical condition during deportations
prayer (Jewish) during deportations
pregnancies and births during deportations
punishments during deportations
rape/sexual molestation during deportations
resistance during deportations
rumors during deportations
sanitary and hygienic conditions during deportations
seizure of property during deportation
selections during deportations
sense of time during deportation
sexual activities during deportations
sharing food and drink during deportation
social relations during deportations
stealing during deportations
suicide attempts during deportation
suicide during deportation
thirst during deportations

forced march experience

acquisition of food and drink during forced marches
aid during forced marches
barter during forced marches
betrayals during forced marches
bribery during forced marches
brutal treatment during forced marches
clandestine activities during forced marches
clothing during forced marches
corpses during forced marches
death marches
deaths during forced marches
deaths of children during forced marches
diseases during forced marches
environmental conditions during forced marches
escape attempts during forced marches
escapes during forced marches
executions during forced marches
food during forced marches
forced march conditions
forced march routes
forced marches
funerals and burials during forced marches
guards: forced marches
humiliation and harassment during forced marches
hunger during forced marches
injuries during forced marches
interaction with family members during forced marches
killings during forced marches
liberation during forced marches
mass executions during forced marches
means of adaptation and survival during forced marches
physical condition during forced marches
prayer (Jewish) during forced marches
pregnancies and births during forced marches
punishments during forced marches
rape/sexual molestation during forced marches
resistance during forced marches
rumors during forced marches
sanitary and hygienic conditions during forced marches
sense of time during forced marches
sharing food and drink during forced marches
shoes during forced marches
stealing during forced marches
suicide attempts during forced marches  
suicide during forced marches  
thirst during forced marches  

**means of transport**
- automobiles  
- busses  
- carriages  
- streetcars  
- trains  
- trains, freight  
- trains, passenger  
- trucks  

**ships and watercraft**
- Haviva Reik (Ship)  
- (u)Aconcagua (Ship)  
- (u)Aguielo (Ship)  
- (u)Akhtzah (Ship)  
- (u)Akilelara (Ship)  
- (u)Albachariot (Ship)  
- (u)Alcione (Ship)  
- (u)Alexandria (Ship)  
- (u)Alitalia (Ship)  
- (u)Aliya Dalet (Ship)  
- (u)Almirante Alexandrino (Ship)  
- (u)Almirante Jaceguai (Ship)  
- (u)Almirante Tamandaré (Ship)  
- (u)Altunia (Ship)  
- (u)Alua (Ship)  
- (u)Alvakie (Ship)  
- (u)America (Ship)  
- (u)Andes (Ship)  
- (u)Andovar (Ship)  
- (u)Antiki (Ship)  
- (u)Arawa II (Ship)  
- (u)Argentina-Napoli (Ship)  
- (u)Artesia (Ship)  
- (u)Aube (Ship)  
- (u)Australia (Ship)  
- (u)Avionia (Ship)  
- (u)Balbec (Ship)  
- (u)Batarua (Ship)  
- (u)Bayzud (Ship)  
- (u)Belgian Unity (ships)  
- (u)Berkatin Altro (Ship)  
- (u)Berlin (Ship)  
- (u)Black Mariah (Ship)  
- (u)Blackfoot (Ship)  
- (u)Bodegraven (Ship)  
- (u)Bremerhaven (Ship)  
- (u)Bussoleno (Ship)  
- (u)Caboto (Ship)  
- (u)Cairo (Ship)  
- (u)Canellonia (Ship)
(u) Cape Kildare (Ship)
(u) Captain Black (Ship)
(u) Captain Marcos (Ship)
(u) Casablanca (Ship)
(u) Castel Verde (Ship)
(u) Cepa (Ship)
(u) Coama (Ship)
(u) Coeur d'Alene (Ship)
(u) Colombia (Ship)
(u) Cominos (Ship)
(u) Constanza (Ship)
(u) Continental (Ship)
(u) Copacabana (Ship)
(u) Copenhagen (Ship)
(u) Corinte (Ship)
(u) Corombi (Ship)
(u) Cristoforo Columbo (Ship)
(u) Croix (Ship)
(u) Cuk (Ship)
(u) Cyrus (Ship)
(u) Davanger Fjord (Ship)
(u) Delores (Ship)
(u) Demitri (Ship)
(u) Derma (Ship)
(u) Desirée (Ship)
(u) Diana (Ship)
(u) Donnebaum (Ship)
(u) Doune Castle (Ship)
(u) Dzhurma (Ship)
(u) Egoz (Ship)
(u) Eilat (Ship)
(u) Ein Davar (Ship)
(u) Eisensstein (Ship)
(u) El Sudan (Ship)
(u) Elbe (Ship)
(u) Eli Wisch (Ship)
(u) Enutria (Ship)
(u) Europe (Ship)
(u) Fabian (Ship)
(u) Fabiola (Ship)
(u) Fascination (Ship)
(u) Filipa (Ship)
(u) Filipes (Ship)
(u) Formosa (Ship)
(u) Forndam (Ship)
(u) Genera (Ship)
(u) General Bradford (Ship)
(u) General Bramin (Ship)
(u) General Épin (Ship)
(u) General Grant (Ship)
(u) General Hall (Ship)
(u) General Halsey (Ship)
(u) General Hofster (Ship)
General Murray (Ship)
Giborei Gesher (Ship)
Giborid (Ship)
Gigalo (Ship)
Glasgow (Ship)
Gneisenau (Ship)
Goonawarra (Ship)
Goya (Ship)
Gradiska (Ship)
Groá (Ship)
Guine (Ship)
Guinea (Ship)
Gunavara (Ship)
Ha'Rishonah (Ship)
Haylios (Ship)
Herzl (Ship)
Hoek van Holland (Ship)
Hoover (Ship)
Husimi Maru (Ship)
Imperial (Ship)
Isla de Tenerife (Ship)
Israel (Ship)
Izar (Ship)
Jadwiga (Ship)
Jamaica (Ship)
Jardena (Ship)
Jastrebn (Ship)
João Belo (Ship)
Kadesh (Ship)
Kalania (Ship)
Karpatia (Ship)
Kastenharn (Ship)
Katumba (Ship)
Ketling (Ship)
Kovkamo (Ship)
Lady Rodney (Ship)
Lafayette (Ship)
Land Castle (Ship)
Le Berillat (Ship)
Le Guinee (Ship)
Le Heridan (Ship)
Lekistan (Ship)
Leninsk (Ship)
Liberty (Ship)
Lisbets (Ship)
Lucella Manaro (Ship)
Macilia (Ship)
Madax (Ship)
Malad (Ship)
Mali (Ship)
Maquianas (ship)
Marathon (Ship)
Maréchal Pétain (Ship)
(u)Margarita (Ship)
(u)Maria Saal (Ship)
(u)Marianique (Ship)
(u)Marilyn Marie (Ship)
(u)Marina (Ship)
(u)Marina Marnye (Ship)
(u)Mariposa (Ship)
(u)Marlena Marlene (Ship)
(u)Marlene (Ship)
(u)Matebunga (Ship)
(u)Maurité (Ship)
(u)Mayflower (Ship)
(u)Mayona (Ship)
(u)McCarthy (Ship)
(u)Médéa (Ship)
(u)Medeks (Ship)
(u)Mezapia (Ship)
(u)Minerva (Ship)
(u)Misar (Ship)
(u)Misrah (Ship)
(u)Miza (Ship)
(u)Modica (Ship)
(u)Mohammed Ali Kabir (Ship)
(u)Monta (Ship)
(u)Monte Gorbea (Ship)
(u)Montechiaro (Ship)
(u)Montoba Santonia (Ship)
(u)Mossinia (ship)
(u)Motika (Ship)
(u)Mouton (Ship)
(u)Nacaro (Ship)
(u)Napoli (Ship)
(u)Narkis (Ship)
(u)Navamar (Ship)
(u)Neptune (Ship)
(u)Nettuno (Ship)
(u)New Rotterdam (Ship)
(u)New Zealand (Ship)
(u)Niasa (Ship)
(u)North King (Ship)
(u)Nurit (Ship)
(u)Ociano (Ship)
(u)Olympian (Ship)
(u)Ornera (Ship)
(u)Ovoluah (Ship)
(u)Pace (Ship)
(u)Pacific Baer (Ship)
(u)Paladino (Ship)
(u)Panama (Ship)
(u)Para (Ship)
(u)Patris (Ship)
(u)Penelope (Ship)
(u)Periapolis (Ship)
(u)Plus Ultra (Ship)
(u)Portugal (Ship)
(u)Portugal Panama (Ship)
(u)President Wilson (Ship)
(u)Prince Albert (Ship)
(u)Prince Karl (ship)
(u)Princess Garten (Ship)
(u)Ragne (Ship)
(u)Ratkotis (Ship)
(u)Red Star (Ship)
(u)Richelieu (Ship)
(u)Robert Taylor (Ship)
(u)Rodi (Ship)
(u)Roiks (Ship)
(u)Rosa Star (Ship)
(u)Sacerna (Ship)
(u)Saggat (Ship)
(u)Sala Hatik (Ship)
(u)Salhaden (Ships)
(u)Salome (Ship)
(u)San Antonio (Ship)
(u)San Pietro (Ship)
(u)San Tomei (Ship)
(u)Santa Maria (Ship)
(u)Santarém (Ship)
(u)Santo Antonio II (Ship)
(u)Santo Pinto (ship)
(u)Schwaben (Ship)
(u)Shenbrun (Ship)
(u)Shesta (Ship)
(u)Simon Bolivar (Ship)
(u)Sirenia (Ship)
(u)Situnia (Ship)
(u)Sitya (Ship)
(u)Spezia (Ship)
(u)St. Georgio (Ship)
(u)St. Michelle (Ship)
(u)Stashford (Ship)
(u)Stefalos (Ship)
(u)Stefanjie Ford (Ship)
(u)Steward (Ship)
(u)Stewart (Ship)
(u)Stewart Ranger (Ship)
(u)Stresed (Ship)
(u)Striford (Ship)
(u)Stuttgart (Ship)
(u)Szent Imre (Ship)
(u)Tallavout (Ship)
(u)Tampa (Ship)
(u)Tatey (Ship)
(u)Tel Aviv (Ship)
(u)Teti (Ship)
(u)Teti Panama (Ship)
(u) The Hannah (Ship)
(u) Thusia (Ship)
(u) Tidewater (Ship)
(u) Tiger (Ship)
(u) Tinkelberk (Ship)
(u) Tnu'at Hameri Haivrit (Ship)
(u) Toledo (Ship)
(u) Trimont (Ship)
(u) Triton (Ship)
(u) Tsar Dushan (Ship)
(u) Tsar Nicolai (Ship)
(u) Tuln (Ship)
(u) Uranos (Ship)
(u) Uranus (Ship)
(u) Uruguay (Ship)
(u) Valena (Ship)
(u) Vesuvius (ship)
(u) Ville de Mer (Ship)
(u) Wangani (Ship)
(u) Wildemere (Ship)
(u) William Jans (Ship)
(u) Wind Seal (Ship)
(u) Yonah (Ship)
(u) Yu Chou (Ship)
(u) Yucatan (Ship)
Af-Al-Pi-Chen (Ship)
Ageus Nicolaus (Ship)
Akbal (Ship)
Akbel (Ship)
Alaunia (Ship)
Albertina (Ship)
Alexander Ramsey (Ship)
Alsina (Ship)
Altalena (Ship)
Altona (Ship)
Amazon (Ship)
America II (Ship)
American Banker (Ship)
American Farmer (Ship)
American Legion (Ship)
Amerigo Vespucci (Ship)
Amiram (Ship)
Anastasia (Ship)
Andalucia Star (Ship)
Andijk (Ship)
Andre Lebon (Ship)
Andrea Doria (Ship)
Angola (Ship)
Anna Salen (Ship)
Antonia (Ship)
Antonio Delfino (Ship)
Anyo Maru (Ship)
Aquitania (Ship)
Aramis II (Ship)
Arandora Star (Ship)
Arba Heruyoth (Ship)
Arcadia (Ship)
Artemis (Ship)
Artza (Ship)
Asama Maru (Ship)
Athen (Ship)
Athenia (Ship)
Athina (Ship)
Athos II (Ship)
Atlantic (Ship)(generic)
Atlantic-Emily (Ship)
Atrato (Ship)
Augustus I (Ship)
Ausonia (Ship)
Baltrover (Ship)
Batory (Ship)
Bela-Chita (Ship)
Belle Isle (Ship)
Ben Hecht (Ship)
Benjamin H. Latrobe (Ship)
Berel Katzenelson (Ship)
Bergensfjord I (Ship)
Bloemfontein (Ship)
Borinquen (Ship)
Braha Fuld (Ship)
Brand Whitlock (ship)
Brazil (Ship)(generic)
Bremen (Ship)
Britannic (Ship)
Buenos Aires Maru (Ship)
Bulbul (Ship)
Cabo de Hornos (Ship)
Cabo di Buena Esperanza (Ship)
Cameronia (Ship)
Campana (Ship)
Campidoglio (Ship)
Cap Arcona (Ship)
Cap Norte (Ship)
Capitaine Paul Lemerle (Ship)
Caribia (Ship)
Carinthia (Ship)
Carvalho Araujo (Ship)
Caserta (Ship)
Castelbianco (Ship)
Champlain (Ship)
Champollion (Ship)
Chitral (Ship)
Christiaan Huygens (Ship)
Ciudad de Seville (Ship)
Clan Ferguson (Ship)
Clarksburg Victory (Ship)
Columbus (Ship)
Constitution (Ship)
Conte Biancamano (Ship)
Conte de Savoia (Ship)
Conte Grande (Ship)
Conte Rosso (ship)
Conte Verde (Ship)
Copiapo (Ship)
Cordillera (Ship)
Cuba (Ship)
Cyrenia (Ship)
Darien B (Ship)
De Grasse (Ship)
Derna (Ship)
Desirade (Ship)
Deutschland (Ship)
Devonshire (Ship)
Dora (Ship)
Dov Hos (Ship)
Drottningholm (Ship)
Duc D’Aumale (Ship)
Duchess of Atholl (Ship)
Duchess of Bedford (Ship)
Duivendijk (Ship)
Dunera (Ship)
Duntroun (Ship)
Edam (Ship)
El Nil (Ship)
Eli (Ship)
Eliyahu Golomb (Ship)
Empire Rival (Ship)
Empress of Australia (Ship)
Empress of Britain II (Ship)
Enzo Sereni (Ship)
Eridan (Ship)
Ernie Pyle (Ship)
Esperia (Ship)
Esquilino (Ship)
Ettrick (Ship)
Eube (Ship)
Europa (Ship)
Excalibur (Ship)
Excambion I (Ship)
Exchequer (Ship)
Exeter I (Ship)
Exodus 1947 (Ship)
Fairsea (Ship)
Felix Roussel (Ship)
Filippo Grimani (Ship)
Flandre I (Ship)
Flandre II (Ship)
Florida (Ship)
Flotta Lauro (Ship)(generic)
Floyd Gibbons (Ship)
Franconia (Ship)
Fulda (Ship)
Galilah (Ship)
Galileea (Ship)
Gaza (Ship)
General A.W. Greely (Ship)
General Artigas (Ship)
General C.C. Ballou (Ship)
General C.H. Muir (Ship)
General Harry Taylor (Ship)
General LeRoy Eltinge (Ship)
General M.B. Stewart (Ship)
General M.C. Meigs (Ship)
General M.L. Hersey (Ship)
General McRae (Ship)
General Nelson M. Walker
General Omar Bundy (Ship)
General Osorio (Ship)
General R.L. Howze (Ship)
General R.M. Blatchford (Ship)
General S.D. Sturgis (Ship)
General San Martin (Ship)
General Stuart Heintzelman (Ship)
General T.H. Bliss (Ship)
General W.C. Langfitt (Ship)
General W.G. Haan (Ship)
General W.M. Black (Ship)
General W.P. Richardson (Ship)
General Walter H. Gordon (Ship)
General Willard A. Holbrook (Ship)
General William Mitchell (Ship)
George Washington (Ship)
Georgic (Ship)
Geppo B (Ship)
Gerolstein (Ship)
Geulah (Ship)
Giulio Cesare I (Ship)
Giulio Cesare II (Ship)
Gripsholm (Ship)
Groix (Ship)
Guiné (Ship)
Ha-Yin (Ship)
Hachayal Ha’ivri (Ship)
Hagana (Ship)
HaMaapil HaAlmoni (Ship)
Hamburg (Ship)
Hannah Szenes (Ship)
Hansa (Ship)
Haportzim (Ship)
Harding (Ship)
Hatikvah (Ship)
Hayim Arlozorov (Ship)
Heian Maru (Ship)
Henrietta Szold (Ship)
Henry Gibbons (Ship)
Highland Brigade (Ship)
Highland Monarch (Ship)
Highland Patriot (Ship)
Highland Princess (Ship)
Hikawa Maru (Ship)
Hilda (Ship)
Hiye Maru (Ship)
Huascaran (Ship)
Iberia (Ship)
Ile de France (Ship)
Ilsestein (Ship)
Independence (Ship)
Ipanema (Ship)
Italia (Ship)(generic)
Jamaiche (Ship)
Johan De Witt (Ship)
Johan van Oldenbarnevelt (Ship)
Josiah Wedgwood (Ship)
Kadima (Ship)
Kaf Gimel Yordey Hasira (Ship)
Kaf Tef Benovember (Ship)
Kamakura Maru (Ship)
Kamo Maru (Ship)
Kashima-Maru (Ship)
Kastelholm (Ship)
Katina (Ship)
Katriel Yaffe (Ship)
Kazbek (Ship)
Kedmah (Ship)
Kefalos (Ship)
Kenya (Ship)
Kephalos (Ship)
Kerguelen (Ship)
Klipfontein (Ship)
Knesset Israel (Ship)
Kungsholm II (Ship)
La Negev (Ship)
Laconia (Ship)
Lalandia (Ship)
Lamed Hei Giborei Kfar Ezion (Ship)
Lancastria (Ship)
Las Perles (Ship)
Latrun (Ship)
Lima (Ship)(generic)
Lipari (Ship)
Lo Tafchidunu (Ship)
Lohame Hagetaot (Ship)
Long Island (Ship)
Lourenco Marques (Ship)
Luciano Manara (Ship)
Lurline (Ship)
Maasdam IV (Ship)
Madrid (Ship)
Magallanes (Ship)
Manhattan (Ship)
Maori (Ship)
Marco Polo (Ship)
Maréchal Joffre (Ship)
Marine Adder (Ship)
Marine Angel (ship)
Marine Carp (Ship)
Marine Falcon (Ship)
Marine Flasher (Ship)
Marine Jumper (Ship)
Marine Lynx (Ship)
Marine Marlin (Ship)
Marine Perch (Ship)
Marine Phoenix (Ship)
Marine Shark (Ship)
Marine Swallow (Ship)
Marine Tiger (Ship)
Maritime Victory (Ship)
Maritsa (Ship)
Marnix van St. Aldegonde (Ship)
Marquez de Comillas (Ship)
Mataroa (Ship)
Mauretania (ship)
Max Nordau (Ship)
Medinat Hajehudim (Ship)
Mefkura (Ship)
Mendoza (Ship)
Mered Hagetadot (Ship)
Milca (Ship)
Milos (Ship)
Mishmar ha-Emek (Ship)
Moledet (Ship)
Moline Victory (Ship)
Monkay (Ship)
Monte Olivia (Ship)
Monte Pascoal (Ship)
Monte Rosa (Ship)
Monte Sarmiento (Ship)
Morina (Ship)
Mouzinho (Ship)
Nachshon-Castel (Ship)
Narkunda (Ship)
Natan (Ship)
Nea Hellas (Ship)
Negbah (Ship)
Nelson W. Aldrich (Ship)
Neptunia (Consulich Line, Ship)
Nestor (Ship)
Neuralia (Ship)
New York (Ship)
Newfoundland (Ship)
Niagara (Ship)
Nieuw Amsterdam (Ship)
Noordam (Ship)
Normandie (Ship)
Northmoor (Ship)
Nova Scotia I (Ship)
Nyassa (Ship)
Ocean Vigour (Ship)
Oceana III (Ship)
Orama (Ship)
Oranje (Ship)
Oranje Nassau (ship)
Orazio (Ship)
Orbita (Ship)
Orduna (Ship)
Oregon (Ship)
Orinoco (Ship)
Orion (Orient Line, Ship)
Orion (Ship)(generic)
Orizaba (Ship)
Oronsay (Ship)
Oropesa II (Ship)
Otranto (Ship)
Pacific (Ship)
Palestina (Ship)
Palmach (Ship)
Pan Crescent (Ship)
Pan York (Ship)
Paris (Ship)
Parita (Ship)
Partizanka (Ship)
Patria (Hamburg-American Line, Ship)
Patria (Messageries Maritimes, Ship)
Patria (Ship)(generic)
Pencho (Ship)
Pennland (Ship)
Peter (Ship)
Polonia (Ship)
Pomona Victory (Ship)
Port Campbell (Ship)
President Coolidge (Ship)
President Harding (Ship)
President Roosevelt (Ship)
Pretoria Castle (Ship)
Prince Badouin (Ship)
Princess Kathleen (Ship)
Principessa Giovanna (Ship)
Principessa Maria (Ship)
Prosula (Ship)
Protea (Ship)
Provenza (Ship)
Providence (Ship)
Quanza (Ship)
Queen Elizabeth (Ship)
Queen Mary (Ship)
Queen of Bermuda (Ship)
Radnik (Ship)(generic)
Rangitiki (Ship)
Ravello (Ship)
Reina del Pacifico (Ship)
Remo (Ship)
Remuera (Ship)
Rex (Ship)
Roma (Italia Company, Ship)
Roma (Lauro Lines, Ship)
Roma (Ship)(generic)
Rotterdam (Ship)
Runnymede Park (Ship)
Saga (Ship)
Sagittaire (Ship)
Saint Elwyn I (Ship)
Saint Margaret I (Ship)
Sakariya (Ship)
Salah-a-Din (Ship)
Salvador (Ship)
Samaria (Ship)
Santa Cruz (Ship)(generic)
Santa Maria (Ship)
Saturnia (Ship)
Saturnus (Ship)
Saxonia II (Ship)
Scharnhorst (Ship)
Scythia (Ship)
Sebastiano Caboto (Ship)
Serpa Pinto (Ship)
Shabbetai Lozinski (Ship)
Shear Yishuv (Ship)
Sibajak (Ship)
Siboney (Ship)
Sidi Aïssa (Ship)
Sidi bel Abbès (Ship)
Sidi Brahim (Ship)
Skaubryn (Ship)
Skaugum (Ship)
Sobieski (Ship)
Somersetshire (Ship)
Spyroula (Ship)
St. Louis (Ship)
Statendam (Ship)
Stavangerfjord (Ship)
Stockholm IV (Ship)
Struma (Ship)
Stuttgart II (Ship)
Surriento (Ship)
Susan B. Anthony (Ship)
Suwa Maru (Ship)
Sydney (Ship)
Tacoma (Ship)
Talma (Ship)
Tashkent (Ship)
Tatuta Maru (Ship)
Taurus (Ship)
Taylor (Ship)
Tel Chai (Ship)
Theodore Herzl (Ship)
Tiger Hill (Ship)
Tirat Zvi (Ship)
Toscana (Ship)
Transylvania (Anchor Line, Ship)
Transylvania (Ship)(generic)
Transylvania (Soviet-Romanian Transport Company, Ship)
Ugolino Vivaldi (Ship)
Umot Meuhadot (Ship)
Union (Ship)
United States (Ship)(generic)
United States (United States Line, Ship)
Usambara (Ship)
Usaramo (Ship)
USS Brazil (Ship)
Veendam (Ship)
Velos (Ship)
Victoria (Ship)
Victory (Ship)(generic)
Vienna (Ship)
Ville d'Amiens (Ship)
Ville d'Oran (Ship)
Viminale (Ship)
Virgilio (Ship)
Vitorul (Ship)
Volendam (Ship)
Vulcania (ship)
Wanganella (Ship)
Warszawa (Ship)
Warwick Castle III (Ship)
Washington (Ship)
Wesleyan (Ship)
Westerdam (Ship)
Westernland (Ship)
William F. Jerman (Ship)
Windhuk (Ship)
Wingate (Ship)
Winnipeg (Ship)
Wyoming I (Ship)
Yagur (Ship)
Yamato Maru (Ship)
Yasukuni Maru (Ship)
Yehi'am (Ship)
Yerushalaim Hanetzura (Ship)
Yod Dalet Halalei Gesher Haziv (Ship)
Zion (Ship)
Zuiderkruis (Ship)

transfer experience

"Verlorener Transport"
acquisition of food and drink during transfers
aid during transfers
barter during transfers
betrayals during transfers
bribery during transfers
brutal treatment during transfers
clandestine activities during transfers
communication during transfers
corpses during transfers
cultural and social activities during transfers
deaths during transfers
diseases during transfers
environmental conditions during transfers
escape attempts during transfers
escapes during transfers
executions during transfers
food during transfers
funerals and burials during transfers
guards: transfers
humiliation and harassment during transfers
infestations during transfers
injuries during transfers
interaction with family members during transfers
killings during transfers
mass executions during transfers
means of adaptation and survival during transfers
physical condition during transfers
prayer (Jewish) during transfers
pregnancies and births during transfers
punishments during transfers
rape/sexual molestation during transfers
resistance during transfers
roundup and transport of children
rumors during transfers
sanitary and hygienic conditions during transfers
seizure of property during transfer
selections during transfers
sense of time during transfers
sexual activities during transfers
sharing food and drink during transfer
social relations during transfers
stealing during transfers
suicide attempts during transfers
suicide during transfers
thirst during transfers
transfer conditions
transfer from camps
   transfer from (u)Abrachstof (Austria : Concentration Camp)
   transfer from (u)Asopos (Greece : Concentration Camp)
   transfer from (u)Baumgarten (Germany : Concentration Camp)
   transfer from (u)Bendorf (Austria : Concentration Camp)
   transfer from (u)Berghau (Germany : Concentration Camp)
   transfer from (u)Welboth (Czechoslovakia : Concentration Camp)
   transfer from (u)Wiwikond II (Estonia : Concentration Camp)
   transfer from (u)Wsola (Poland : Concentration Camp)
   transfer from (u)Zatorska (Poland : Concentration Camp)
   transfer from Aachen (Germany : Concentration Camp)(generic)
   transfer from Aachen-Burtscheid (Germany: Concentration Camp)
   transfer from Abitzau (Poland : Concentration Camp)
   transfer from Agde (France : Internment Camp)
   transfer from Zschopau (Germany : Concentration Camp)
   transfer from Zwickau (Germany : Concentration Camp)
   transfer from Zwittau (Czechoslovakia : Concentration Camp)
   transfer from Zwodau (Czechoslovakia : Concentration Camp)

transfer from ghettos
   transfer from (u)Bogushevichi (Belorussia, USSR : Ghetto)
   transfer from (u)Boskovice (Czechoslovakia : Ghetto)
   transfer from (u)Cieszyn (Poland : Ghetto)
   transfer from (u)Czerwinski (Poland: Ghetto)
   transfer from (u)Grybów (Poland : Ghetto)
   transfer from (u)Irsava (Czechoslovakia : Ghetto)
   transfer from (u)Jagielnica (Poland : Ghetto)
   transfer from (u)Kety (Poland : Ghetto)
   transfer from (u)Koziary (Poland : Ghetto)
   transfer from (u)Myslenice (Poland : Ghetto)
   transfer from (u)Nyíracsád (Hungary: Ghetto)
   transfer from (u)Rackan (Romania : Ghetto)
   transfer from (u)Sieciechów (Poland : Ghetto)
   transfer from (u)Somcuta-Mare (Romania: Ghetto)
   transfer from (u)Suwalki (Poland : Ghetto)
   transfer from (u)Uherský Brod (Czechoslovakia : Ghetto)
   transfer from (u)Velikaia Kosnitsa (Ukraine, USSR : Ghetto)
   transfer from (u)Vjinita (Romania : Ghetto)
   transfer from (u)Widzy (Poland : Ghetto)
   transfer from (u)Wohyn (Poland : Ghetto)
   transfer from Amsterdam (Netherlands : Ghetto)
   transfer from Bácsalmás (Hungary : Ghetto)
   transfer from Balassagyarmat (Hungary : Ghetto)
   transfer from Balmazújváros (Hungary : Ghetto)
   transfer from Zólkiewka (Poland : Ghetto)
   transfer from Zoludek (Poland : Ghetto)
   transfer from Zwolen (Poland : Ghetto)
   transfer from Zyradow (Poland : Ghetto)
**transfer from prisons**
- transfer from Aleja Szucha (Warsaw, Poland: Prison)
- transfer from Alexanderstrasse Prison (Berlin, Germany: Prison)
- transfer from Amstelveenseweg (Amsterdam, Netherlands: Prison)
- transfer from Amsterdam-Weteringschans (Netherlands: Prison)
- transfer from Beaumettes (France: Prison)
- transfer from Wittenberg (Germany: Prison)
- transfer from Wuppertal (Germany: Prison)
- transfer from Zamek (Lublin, Poland: Prison)
- transfer from Zawodzie (Czestochowa, Poland: Prison)

**transfer preparations**

**transfer procedures**

**transfer routes**

**transfer to camps**
- transfer to (u)Abrachstof (Austria: Concentration Camp)
- transfer to (u)Adelstedt (Germany: Concentration Camp)
- transfer to (u)Annenberg (Germany: Concentration Camp)
- transfer to (u)Baumgarten (Germany: Concentration Camp)

- transfer to (u)Weinberg (Germany: Concentration Camp)
- transfer to (u)Welboth (Czechoslovakia: Concentration Camp)
- transfer to (u)Wola Duchacka (Poland: Concentration Camp)
- transfer to (u)Zatish'e (Ukraine, USSR: Concentration Camp)
- transfer to A.D.E.K. (Netherlands East Indies: Internment Camp)
- transfer to Aachen-Burtscheid (Germany: Concentration Camp)
- transfer to Abitzau (Poland: Concentration Camp)
- transfer to Agde (France: Internment Camp)

- transfer to Zschopau (Germany: Concentration Camp)
- transfer to Zwickau (Germany: Concentration Camp)
- transfer to Zwittau (Czechoslovakia: Concentration Camp)
- transfer to Zwodau (Czechoslovakia: Concentration Camp)

**transfer to ghettos**
- transfer to (u)Dzierzbotki (Poland: Ghetto)
- transfer to (u)Gönyü (Hungary: Concentration Center)
- transfer to (u)Marculesti (Romania: Ghetto)
- transfer to (u)Nyiracsád (Hungary: Ghetto)
- transfer to (u)Vijnița (Romania: Ghetto)
- transfer to Bácsalmás (Hungary: Ghetto)
- transfer to Baia-Mare (Romania: Ghetto)
- transfer to Baja (Hungary: Ghetto)
- transfer to Balanovka (Ukraine, USSR: Ghetto)

- transfer to Zawiercie (Poland: Ghetto)
- transfer to Zhabokrich (Kryzhopol, Vinnitsa, Ukraine, USSR: Ghetto)
- transfer to Zhmerinka (Ukraine, USSR: Ghetto)
- transfer to Zwolen (Poland: Ghetto)
transfer to prisons
  transfer to Aichach Frauenstrafanstalt (Germany : Prison)
  transfer to Alexanderstrasse Prison (Berlin, Germany : Prison)
  transfer to Borowo (Poland : Prison)
  transfer to Budapest (Hungary : Prison)(generic)
  transfer to Toloncház (Budapest, Hungary : Prison)
  transfer to Ucciardone (Palermo, Italy : Prison)
  transfer to Wolfenbüttel-Ziegenmarkt (Germany : Prison)
  transfer to Wronken (Poland : Prison)

transfers, means of transport

warfare
  Allied invasion of Normandy (Jun 6, 1944)
  Allied invasion of Sicily (Jul 10, 1943)
  Allied invasion of southern France (Aug 15, 1944)
  Allied military operations in Austria
  Allied military operations in Belgium
  Allied military operations in China
  Allied military operations in Czechoslovakia
  Allied military operations in Europe
  Allied military operations in France
  Allied military operations in Germany
  Allied military operations in Italy
  Allied military operations in Latvia
  Allied military operations in Luxembourg
  Allied military operations in North Africa
  Allied military operations in Poland
  Allied military operations in the Netherlands
  Allied military operations in the Pacific Theater
  Allied military operations in the Philippines
  Allied military operations in the Soviet Union
  Allied military operations in Yugoslavia
  Allied Occupation Zones: American
  Allied Occupation Zones: British
  Allied Occupation Zones: French
  Allied Occupation Zones: Soviet
  Allied treatment of Axis soldiers and/or Axis personnel
  Allied treatment of local population
  American military campaigns in the Philippines (December 1941-May 1942 and October 1944-August 1945)
  Arab-Israeli War (1948-49)
  Arab-Israeli War (1967)
  Arab-Israeli War (1973)
  armed forces
  Armenian units
  Battle of the Ardennes (1944 - 1945)
  Battles of El Alamein (1942)
  bombardments
  Brigade of Carpathian Fusiliers
  Bulgarian invasion of Yugoslavia and Greece (Apr 6, 1941)
  casualties of war
chemical warfare
civilian response to Axis defeat
conditions under American administration
conditions under British administration
conditions under Bulgarian administration
conditions under French administration
conditions under German administration
conditions under Hungarian administration
conditions under Italian administration
conditions under Japanese administration
conditions under Lithuanian administration
conditions under Polish administration
conditions under Romanian administration
conditions under Slovakian administration
conditions under Soviet administration
Czech and Slovak Legion
Czechoslovakian units
Danish Brigade
Dutch units
evacuation of civilians
French Foreign Legion
German invasion of Albania (September 8, 1943)
German invasion of Belgium (May 10, 1940)
German invasion of Denmark (April 9, 1940)
German invasion of France (May 10, 1940)
German invasion of Greece (April 6, 1941)
German invasion of Hungary (March 19, 1944)
German invasion of Italy (September 8, 1943)
German invasion of Luxembourg (May 10, 1940)
German invasion of Norway (April 9, 1940)
German invasion of Poland (September 1, 1939)
German invasion of Slovakia (August 28-29, 1944)
German invasion of the Netherlands (May 10, 1940)
German invasion of the Soviet Union (June 22, 1941)
German invasion of Yugoslavia (April 6, 1941)
Greek units
Hungarian invasion of the Soviet Union (June 27, 1941)
Hungarian invasion of Yugoslavia (April 7, 1941)
Indian units
Italian invasion of Albania (April 7, 1939)
Italian invasion of Ethiopia (October 3, 1935)
Italian invasion of France (June 21, 1940)
Italian invasion of Greece (October 28, 1940)
Italian invasion of the Soviet Union (June 22, 1941)
Italian invasion of Yugoslavia (April 6, 1941)
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor (December 7, 1941)
Japanese invasion of China (July 7, 1937)
Japanese invasion of Netherlands East Indies (December 20, 1941)
Japanese invasion of Singapore (February 8-14, 1942)
Japanese invasion of the Philippines (December 7, 1941)
Jewish Brigade Group
military film units
military personnel, capture of
military surrender
mine warfare
Operation Market Garden (September 17, 1944)
Palmah
perpetrators' efforts to elude capture
perpetrators' response to Allied approach
Persian Gulf War (1991)
Polish units
prisoner of war camps
  prisoner of war camps, Allied
  prisoner of war camps, British
  prisoner of war camps, Finnish
  prisoner of war camps, French
  prisoner of war camps, German
  prisoner of war camps, Italian
  prisoner of war camps, Japanese
  prisoner of war camps, Jordanian
  prisoner of war camps, Romanian
  prisoner of war camps, Soviet
  prisoner of war camps, U.S.
Romanian invasion of the Soviet Union (June 23, 1941)
Russian Civil War
Russian units
Russo-Polish War (1919-1920)
Slovak National Uprising (Aug 28 - Oct 27, 1944)
Soviet invasion of Austria (March 30, 1945)
Soviet invasion of Bulgaria (September 8, 1944)
Soviet invasion of Finland (June 9, 1944)
Soviet invasion of Finland (November 30, 1939)
Soviet invasion of Germany (January 1945)
Soviet invasion of Hungary (October 1944)
Soviet invasion of Manchuria, Korea, Sakhalin and Kurile Islands (August 9, 1945)
Soviet invasion of Poland (September 17, 1939)
Soviet invasion of Romania (April 8, 1944)
Soviet invasion of the Baltic States (July 1944)
Soviet-Japanese Conflict (1938-1939)
Suez War (1956)
Ukrainian units
Yugoslav units